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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared by Energy Incorporated (EI) as an account of work
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute, Inc. (EPRI). Neither EPRI,
members of EPRI, EI, or any person acting on behalf of either: (a) makes any
warranty or representation, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that
the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this
report may not infringe privately owned rights; or (b) assumes any liabilities
with respect to the use of, or for damages resultinc. from the use of, any
information, apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report.



FOREWORD

The RETRAN computer program described in this report is the result of an extensive
code development effort sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) over the last three years. The effort was initiated as RP342 in response
to the utility need for a more realistic appraisal of the blowdown phase of the
design basis Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA). During the term of this effort,
the project was expanded such that the computer program, then denoted as RELAP/E,
would be general enough to analyze both Boiling Water Reactors (BWR's) and
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR's) for either large or small break LOCA's, from
the start of the accident through the injection, REFILL and REFLOOD periods.
This major redirection of the project was made in response to the increased
emphasis on the important REFLOOD period of a LOCA. During this same time
period, the Nuclear Safety Analysis Task Force described the pressing need of

the utilities to analyze the non-LOCA condition, I, II, and III events for both

PWR's and BWR's. In response to this request, EPRI obtained from Energy Incorpo-

rated the RETRAN system analysis submodules through Research Project 889. Thus

the RETRAN code package stems from the development of two separate code packages,

RELAP/E and RETRAN. Both of these codes were based upon RELAP4/003 update 85,

as released by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as a portion
of the Water Reactor Evaluation Model (WREM). RELAP/E was developed to provide

a "best estimate" of thermal-hydraulic behavior for light-water reactor systems
RETRAN (R_ELAP4 TRANSIENT) was developed to describesubjected to postulated LOCA. E

the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light-water reactor systems subjected to
anticipated operational transients and normal start up and shut-down maneuvers.
Because both codes were based on the same thermal-hydraulic differential and
state equations of RELAP4, and because RELAP/E was constructed for ease of model

incorporation with its semimodular and dynamic structure, the operational tran-
sient models were added as options to RELAP/E and the code name RETRAN was

retained.

One important aspect of this project is the extensive documentation of the

entire RETRAN code. The documentation of the RETRAN code package includes four
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separate volumes: In Volume I the general equations and numerical separate
volumes: In Volume I the general equations and numerical schemes are derived
from first principles and all assumptions and limitations used in these deriva-

tions are presented; Volume II is directed at the programmer in that it presents

the general coding philosophy, code details, the various RETRAN modules, flow
charts, selection logic, and subroutine and function subprogram definitions;
Volume III is directed t' the user in that it presents a summary program descrip-

tion, input data requirements, error messages, and sample problems; Volume IV is
directed to the application of the RETRAN code to specific problems with emphasis
on the significance, sensitivity, and limitations of input variables, equations.
and models. This report (Volume I) serves as both the final project report and
the Theory Manual of the four volume Computer Code Manual.

The RETRAN code has undergone verification and qualification by the EPRI/ UTILITY

System Analysis Working Group through a prerelease concept. There were 17
utilities participating in the Prerelease Working Group; the purpose was to
develop a version of RETRAN which can be used with confidence by the utility
industry. Verification and qualification of RETRAN with the prerelease version
involved comparing analyses against measured data and calculations. To accomplish
these comparisons, a comprehensive test matrix was developed, and the various

components of the matrix were completed by the participating utilities, EPRI and
EPRI contractors. The results of the prerelease verification are documented in

Volume IV described above.

Lance J. Agee, Project Manager
Nucicar ''cwer Division
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ABSTRACT

RETRAN represents a new computer code approach for analyzing the thermal-hydraulic
response of Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) to hypothetical Loss of Coolant
Accidents (LOCA) and Operational Transients. In contrast to the " conservative"
approach, RETRAN provides "best estimate" solutions to hypothetical LOCAs and
Operational Transients. RETRAN is a computer code package developed from the RELAP

series of codes, from reference data, and from extensive analytical and experimental
work previously conducted relative to the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light-water
reactor systems subjected to postulated accidents and operational transient condi-
tions. The RETRAN computer code is constructed in a semimodular and dynamic
dimensioned form where additions to the code can be easily carried out as new and
improved models are developed. This report (the first of a four-volume computer
code manual) presents the derivation of the general equations, the constitutive
models and numerical solution schemes that form the bases of the RETRAN computer

code. The three companion volumes describe the programming details, the user
input and code output, and the verification and qualification performed with
RETRAN.
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NOMENCLATURE

A = area

A = cross-sectional area of the flow channel

5 heated wall surface area per unit volt.me (related to Dhe)=
h

A; flow area of volume i=

A (t) = flow area of junction j (possibly time dependent)
j

5 wetted w.all surface area per unit volume (related to D=
hy

A]j,A"p Elements of Matrix A"=

B, wall-fluidfrictioncoefficient(p|v|f,/8)=

b parameter in the bubble rise model=

C speed of sound=

drag coefficient for flow over submerged objectsC =
D

C speed of sound in vapor=
g

C parameter in the bubble rise model=
g

C specific heat at constant pressure=
p

C specific heat evaluated at film temoerature=
pf

specific heat of sapor phaseC =
pg

specific n.,6 ef liquid phase 01A
C =

pp
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specific heat of saturated vapor phaseC =
pg3

specific heat of saturated liquid phaseC =
pgs

specific heat at constant volumeC =
y

(Cj) coefficient=

diameter of round tube or pipeD =

heated equivalent diameterD =
he

hydraulic diameter of flow a ea AD =
gh.

1

wetted eqo; aler;t diameter = 4x cross sectional area / wettedD =
hy

perimeter

diameter of rod in a rod array or an annulusD =
r

total energy per unit volumeE =

E* - vector-

total energy per unit masse =

W

j junction total specific energy = h) + [e =

j A (t) )

$g junction momentum flux factor=

coefficient in linearized junction momentum flux and frictionF. =
j

Il - I 9"(W") +2h"I
l KSl 3 W"=

2 j3 A (t")1 j](p j

1356 015
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F
fg Fanning friction pressure loss within each half-volume, V /2,=

j

IE_ iii i
- 2D PAh ii

F) junction friction pressure caused by form drag losses and area=
f

changes

_

j gn(W ) 2
K5

j
9-

2p (A (t)) jj j

F friction pressure gradient due to wall=

f Fanning friction factor for mixture = 4x Moody friction factor=

G mass flux=

2g gravitational acceleration = 32.174 ft/s=

g volumetric body force vector=

2g conversion factor = 32.174 (f t-lb,)/(lb -s )=
c f

g axial component of acceleration due to gravity=

9 Eslip or t.oldup ratio = v /vH =

mixture enthalpy per unit mass = (o p ;i .+ a p h )/Ph =
gg pg2

equation of state for enthalpy of phase "a"h =

convective heat transfer coefficie itb =
c

056 016
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enthalpy of source volume i, i = K,Lh =
g

specific fluid enthalpy of junction jh. =
J

heat of vaporization = h -bh =
f gs g3

enthalpy of saturated vapor phase per unit massh =
s

h, enthalpy of satt. rated liquid phase per unit mass=
p

enthalpy at channel inleth =
in

stagnation mixture enthalpyh =
g

enthalpy at channel outleth =
out

prescribed fili junction enthalpyh. =

3 FILL

geometric inertiaI =

1)
geometric " inertia" for junction j=

k L

25 *W*

k L

kinetic energy at volume center i,KE =
g

Ef/p=
g ,

junction friction coefficient, dimensionlessK. =

J

thermal conductivityk =

i [j ]b
xviii



thermal conductivity of vapor phasek =
g

thermal conductivity of liquid phasek =
g

length of control volume i2 =
9

L length=

mass of fluidM =

phase change rate per unit flow areaM =
fg

M = mass f steam as bubbles below the mixture interfacegb

M total mass in volume i = p V=
g g9

incrementoftotalmassinvolumeiattimeleveln+1=M[IAM -M=

M9*I total mass in volume i at time level t"*Ie =
'

momentumfluxtermsatvolumeicenters,=Wf/(p;Af)MF =
g

2 2junctionmomentumfluxterms=7.W 9MF. =

J JJ tp)

parameter in bubble rise modelm =

in rate of vapor generation per unit volume=

in rate of formation of phase "a" per unit volume=
a

'Z)fh3
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Nusselt numberNu =

Nu Nusselt number for the vapor phase=

Nusselt number for the liquid phaseNu =
g

NJUN total number of junction nodes=

NVOL total number of volume node'=

outward directed unit vectorn =

p thermodynamic pressure=

D momentum per unit volume=

P = equ tion of state for pressureeos

P gravity pressure differential from the center of volume K to=
g

junction j

=g1-j p dz

k

gravity pressure differential from junction j to the center ofP =

volume L

k
=g p dz

j

P stagnation pressure=
g

Pr Prandtl number=

O
056 019xx
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Pr Prandt1 number for the vapor phase=
g

Prandtl number for the liquid phasePr =
g

P rod-to-rod pitch=
rod

= s " ration pressurep
sat

P thrc !t ,)ressure=
g

Q volumetric energy supply=
g

Qj rate of heat energy trans' rred into volume i=

Q energy exchange between wall and fluid=

heating rate at the wall per unit lengthq =

critical heat fluxQ =
CHF

q components of conductive heat flux=
k

radius of round tube or pipeR =

radius of rod in rod array or an annulusR =
r

Re Heynolds number=

Re9 Reynolds number for vapor phase=

Re# Reynolds number for liquid phase=

surface enclosing the fluid in V5 =
7 7

S b )= sign of W), = 1 1gn j

3 % 6 020
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fluid surface in contact with the wallS =
g

g fs fs "g gs'gs)/Pentropy of mixture per unit volume = (a p 8 # Ps =

entropy of vapor at stagnation conditionss =
g

entropy of the saturated vapor per unit masss =
g3

entropy of liquid at stagnation conditionss =
pg

entropy of the saturated liquid per unit masss =
Es

stagnation mixture entropys =
g

temperature of the fluidT =

T, temperature of phase "a"=

T temperature of bulk coolant=
b

film temperaturei =
f

saturation temperaturei =
s

wall temperatureT =

AT
sat T, - T=

3

wall temperature at critical heat fluxf =
CHF

timeL =

t",t" time levele=

time step size at time level t"*At" =

)b 'h
xxii



internal energy per unit volumeU =

U internal energy of vapor phase=
g

internal energy of liquid phaseU =
p

U; total internal energv in volume i = V= 9 u;

U internal energy of saturated vapor phase=
g3

internal energy of saturated liquid phaseU =
g3

AUy = increment in total internal energy for volume i at time

level t"*I = U *I -U

average specific internal energy = (a p u + u p u )/pu =
ggg ggg

internal energy per unit massu =

specific inter.ul energy of phase "a"u =

internal energy c: vapor phase per unit massu =

internal energy of liquid phase per unit massu =
p

specific internal energy of saturated phase "a" per unit massu =
as

internal energy of saturated vapor per unit masso =
s

internal energy of saturatea liquid per unit massu =
g3

V control volume used in the averaging procedure '=

volume of fluid in the control volumeV =
7

displacement of volume iV =
9

() 1 % 6 022
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V, mixture volume=

*f* velocity of the surface Ss =
f

average velocity = (a p v9+apy )/pv =
gg gp

velocity vector of fluid with components vv =
g

intrinsic velocityv =

vel city of steam at an interface relative to the is erfaceV =
bub

velocity

velocity of fluid in the z directionv =
7

a velocity of phase "a"v =

gb velocity of gas in the mix +.urev =

net flow = Apv = WE+W9W =

W average mass flow for volume i=
9

W snaft work of pump=

W"*I mass flow into or out of volume i trom junction j at time=

level t"*I

W" prescribed fill mass flow, either positive or negative=

JFILL at time level t"

increment in junction j flow over time step at" = W"*I - W"AW" =

J J J

Martinelli - Nelson - Lockhart parameterx =
tt

O1356 023
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(h-h,3)
thermodynamic quality = ~x =

h
f,

s -s
ES

X equilibrium quality = s=
e -s

gs g3

9flowing quality = W /Wx =
f

X = fl wing quality of phase "a" = W /Wfa

X stagnation equilibrium quality=
g

Y a vector of dependent variables=

^

position vector with components y=
g

Z mixture level=
in

vertical distance above reference basez =

j volume center height above reference height zz =

junction height above reference height zz. =

J

( ) , thermodynamic derivative of pressure at constant total mass=

1

( ) thermodynamic derivative of pressure at constant total internal=

energy-

1 % 6 024
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GREEK LETTERS

vapor volume fractiona =

volume fraction of phase "a" (o =1 a )a =
g ga

o, average volume fraction of phase "a" in the mixture=
g

M /P v=
gb gm

porosity of rod arrayc =

viscosity=p

viscosity of phase "a"=p
a

viscosity of vapor phase=p
g

viscosity of liquid phase=p g

specific volume of phase "a" = 1/p,v =
a

density=p

thermodynamic density of phase "a"=p
a

p density of the vapor phase=

fluid density in volume i, = M /V=p j 5g

fluid density at junction j=p.
J

density of the liquid phase=pg

p density of phase "a" at saturation pressure=
g3

p equ tion of state for fluid density phase of "a""
a

c66 025 g
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%
,

pb partial steam density in a two phase mixture=
g

density of saturated vapor=p
g3

p density of saturated liquid=
g3

gravity potential$ =

$fp two phase friction multiplier=

$fp, two phase flow friction multiplier for volume i=

1

= tw phase flow friction multiplier for junction j$ tP.
J

surface tensiono =

shear-stress tensor0 =
9)

T torque=

weight fraction = a p /pw =

" implicit-explicit" proportion multiplier6 =

property of the fluid1 =
7

fraction of each stream orginating in the steam domeT =
g

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

phase "a"a =

phase "b"b =

continuous phasec =

} )lb
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vapor phase9 =

i volume index=

i momentum cell center=

junction indexj =

k mass and energy cell center=

liquid phaseE =

stagnation conditionso =

saturations =

throat conditionst =

wallw =

z-directionz =

liquid only
'

20 =

critical heat flux conditionsCHF =

K,L pertaining to volumes K or L=

control volume average- =

|| absolute value=

1

1 % 6 027
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I. SUMMARY

RETRAN is a computer code package developed from the RELAP series of codes and

reference data from extensive analytical and experimental work previously con-
ducted relative to the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light water reactor systems
subjected to postulated accident and operational transient conditions. RETRAN
represents a new computer code approach to perform water reactor accident and
operational transient analyses. RETRAN includes proven thermal-hydraulic models
obtained f om current accident and operational transient analysis codes, as well
as improvet models from current codes and the addition of newly developed models.
Thus, RETRA*. is a computer code providing "best estimate" solutions to accident
and operat onal transient problems. In contrast, most accident and operational

transient analyses codes incorporate models containing various conservative
assumptions and provide so called " conservative" solutions. The degree of
safety margin included in these " conservative" solutions is not known or well
understood, while any desired safety margin is simply added to "best estimate"
solution.

RETRAN includes homogeneous, equilibrium flow equations as found in RELAP4.

However, RETRAN is constructed in a semi-modular and dynamic dimensioned form

where additions to the code can be easily carried out as new and improved models
are developed. The RETRAN code structure also allows a user the flexibility of
adding or subtracting from the number of system volumes and junctions used in
the input mcdel without having to reconstruct the entire input.

Consistent with the deveiopment objectives for RETRAN, computational efficiency,
reliability, solution accuracy and "best estimate" models; RETRAN was structured
to oe semi-modular and dynamic dimensioned and includes:

* improved numerics,
*

an iterative steady-state initialization,

* a two-surface heat transfer model,
* modified filis for time dependent P, h entry,
* friction factors,

* two phase multipliers,
* flow regune maps,

1356 029
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constant heat transfer coefficient option,*

* improved non-conduction heat exchanger model,
* two phase heat transfer correlations,
* trip logic models,
* control system models,
* transport delay model,
' non-equilibrium pressurizer models,
* auxiliary DNB model

By using the semi-modular and dynamic dimensional strutture, future code develop-
ments resulting in new models may be tried and proven before the models are
inserted into the code. The gradual progression of incorporating these models
and improvements will be much easier within the RETRAN code structure than for a
code which does not have a semi-modular and dynamic dimensioned structure. The
ultimate goal in developing RETRAN was to provide an effective analytical tool
that is flexible and user oriented.

The RETRAN code package stems from the development of two separate code packages,

RELAP/E and RETRAN. Both of these codes were based upon RELAP4/003 update 85 as

released by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NRC, as a portion
of the Water Reactor Evaluation Model, WREM [I-1]. RELAP/E was developed to

provide a "best estimate" to the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light-water
reactor systems subjected to postulated accident transients such as those result-
ing from a hypothetical LOCA. RETRAN (RELAP4 TRANSIENT) was developed to describe

the thermal-hydraulic behavior of light-water reactor systems subjected to
postulated transients such as those resulting from anticipated operational
transients (Condition II events), or transients included in Condition III, or

Condition IV events as defined in ANSI N18.2 for Pressurized Water Reactor, PWR,

systems and, as suggested, in N-212 ANS-22 for Boiling Water Reactor, BWR,
systems. After careful consideration and since both codes were based on the
same fluid differential and state equations of RELAP4, and since RELAP/E was
constructed for ease of model incorporation with its semi-modular and dynamic
structure, the operational transient models were added as options to RELAP/E and
the code name RETRAN was retained.

The documentation of the RETRAN Code package includes four separate volumes: In

Volume I the general equations and numerical schemes are derived from first

9
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principles and all assumptions and limitations used in these derivations are
presented; Volume II is directed at the programmer in that it presents the

general coding philosophy, code details, the various RETRAN modules, flow charts,
selection logic and subroutine and function subprogram definitions; Volume III
is directed at the user in that it presents a program summary description, input
data requirements, error messages and sample problems; Volume IV is directed at
the application of the RETRAN Code to specific problems with emphasis on the
significance, sensitivity and limitations of input variables, equations and
models.

In general, the representation of a nuclear steam supply system, NSSS, for
transient thermal-hydraulic analyses is relatively complex. For a given system
the level of geometric detail can vary depending on the intent of the analysis.
For example, detailed modeling of the reactor primary coolant system is required
for the transient analysis of a hypothetical LOCA. In contrast, if the transient

response of the reactor system to a small pertubation in pump performance is
desired, the model can be less detailed since the phenomenon being modeled is a
very general response of the system. RETRAN can model flow conditions within

both the primary and secondary systems of the reactor and can handle a variety
of transient responses within the overall system. In addition to having the

capability of various degrees of model sophistication, a model can be established
where extensive detail is used to represent one particular part of the system or
a particular component combined with a very gross general model for the remainder
of the system. An example of this would be the detailed model of a hot fuel

channel for DNB analysis where the remaining parts of the system such as the
steam generator for a PWR, the pump, piping and upper and lower plenums can be
modeled with less detail.

RETRAN contains the same fluid differential and state equations as RELAP4 for
describing homogeneous equilibrium flow in one dimension, with improvements for
moving interphase fronts. The representations used in previous RELAP codes for
control volumes and junctions are used in RETRAN also. The equation systems

which describe the flow conditions within the channels are obtained from local
fluid conservation equations by use of integral-averaging operations. In this

manner, the volume and junction representation can be utilized to represent the
fluid transient conditions in any parts of the components which comprise the
overall reactor system and to any level of detail which the analyst so chooses
within the basic constraints of homogeneous equilibrium flow.
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The heat conduction representation capabilities of RETRAN have been increased
over previous RELAP versions. The main advantage in RETRAN is the capability to
more accurately calculate two-sided heat transfer. The two sided heat transfer

representation allows different heat transfer regimes to be determined it;plicitly
on both sides of a boundary so that representations of the heat transfer processes
occurring in the steam generator for example, are much more accurate than previ-
ously possible. The appropriate heat transfer correlation is selected based on
local conditions in each of two flow streams, on either side of a heat-conducting
solid.

The reactor kinetics capabilities in RETRAN include the commonly used point
kinetics model for the LOCA analysis and operational transient analysis.

The system component models utilized in RETRAN include a pump r.odel which de-

scribes the interaction between the centrifugal pump and the primary system
fluid, valve models which range in capabilities from simple valves to check
valves to inertial valves which can all be signaled open or closed subject to
user specified conditions. The flexibility of the valves and their configuration
is very irc.pcrtant in allowing a wide variety of options to the user for modeling
plant response. Several representations for heat exchangers can be modeled by
the code. The most realistic method is by the utilization of the previously
discussed two-sided heat transfer where the fluid volumes on both the primary
side and secondary side of the system are used for determining local conditions.
Several more simplistic representations of the heat exchangers take the form of
the special boundary condition used in conjunction with a heat conduction model.
A non-equilibrium pressurizer can be modeled in RETRAN in which the thermodynaaic
state solution of each pressurizer region is determined from a distinct mass and
energy balance on that region. The timing of feedback effects either from the
core or a steam generator can be properly modeled with the transport delay model
which considers the movement of fluid through a region as a slug. The auxiliary
DNB model provides for the analysis of a hot subchannel with the determination
of the DNB ratio as a function of channel position. A variety of trip controls,
control system models and trip logic models have been included in RETRAN which
can specify contrcl functions typical of a reactor system and the sequence in
which they are operated.

O
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One of the most significant improvements represented by RETRAN in contrast to
previous versions of large transient analysis coc'es lie- in the numerical methods
which are used to solve the differential equations.

Improvements in the sparse matrix inversion technique have resulted in a greatly
speeded up flow solution. By taking advantage of this speed up, an iterative
technique has t,een developed which couples time step selection to the flow
solution accuracy. In this manner, rapidly changing phenomena are sensed and
the time step adjusted. If flows are not changing rapidly, very large time
steps are used. TFis technique, called explicit time step selection, reduces

,

the running time and guarantees a flow solution accurate to within a given
tolerance supplied by the user.

The causal volume concept allows selective updating of volume properties Lased
on time rates of change of mass ard energy. If these parameters change less
than a prescribed amount in any volume, these volumes do not require a call to
the state property routines. 1he net result is a decrease in running time.
Similar concepts are also used for the temperature solution of heat conductors.

1 %6 033
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II. FLUID DIFFERENTIAL AND STATE EQUATIONS

Most engineering analyses of fluid flows are conducted with equation systems
which describe the average flow and state of the fluid within the flow channel.
In general, the flow field characteristics of interest to engineers are usually

average or overall quantities. For example, in the case of single phase, sing'.c

component flows in simple channels, engineers are usually more interested in the
average fluid velocity across the channel rather than the detailed distribution
of the velocity within the channel. The equation systems which describe the
average conditions within the channel are obtained from the local Navier-Stokes

equations by use of averaging operations. Application of the averaging procedures
will introduce, among other quantities, the shear stresses acting on the fluid
by stationary surfaces bounding the flow field. These stresses are usually
accounted for by use of empirical correlations for the friction factor. Empirical

correlations are also required and used for situations in which the detailed
description of some phenomena is either incomplete or unknown. For example,
while exact mathematical definitions are available for all quantities which
enter into the averaged equations, evaluation of the definitions, in order to
obtain a usable engineering model, will usually require introduction of assump-
tions and approximations.

A wide variety of averaging procedures has been employed in order to obtain
equation systems for engineering analyses. In general, various spatial averages,
volume or area averages for example, time averages, and combined space-time
aserages have been used. All of these procedures will not be reviewed in the
present report. A brief summary of the availaole information ia given here. A
number of bocas contain derivations of the different kinds of averaged equations.
Among the books which contain equation systems applicable to engineering analyses
are those of Bird et al.,[II-1] Hewitt and Hall-Taylor,[II-2] Brodkey,[II-3]
Govier and Aziz,[II-4] Slattery,[II-5] and Vennard.[II-6] These books contain
several different equation systems which are applicable to many single and two-
phase flows of interest to engineers. A large number of equation systems has
appeared in the engineering literature directed primarily toward obtaining
detailed descriptions of the dynamic behavior of two phase flows.[II-7 through
11-30] These equation systems have been obtained by use of a wide variety of
methods and procedures. Among the most general derivations are those ef Vernier
and Delhaye,[II-27] Ishii[II-28, 11-30] and Kocamustafaogullari.[II-29] The
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two phase flow models contained in References 11-7 through 11-29 are more detailed
than the model currently employed in RETRAN. However, some of the averaging
procedures used in the derivation of these models are the same procedures
employed in this report. In particular, the material in References 11-31
through II-33 is directly applicable to the present report.

The fluid balance equations of mass, linear momentum, and energy in RETRAN are
integral macroscopic balances.[II-1, II-3, 11-5] These equations are derived in
the following sections. The equations and models which give the " micro" consti-
tutive equations for momentum and energy exchange between the fluid and the flow
channel walls, and the " macro" constitutive equations relating to the flow path
geometry are also given.

1.0 LOCAL FLUID EQUATIONS

The macroscopic fluid balance equations can be obtained by application of integral
techniques to the local instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations. Because some of
the mathematical concepts employed in obtaining the macroscopic equations are
the same as those used in obtaining the local instantaneous equations, a short
derivation of the local equations will be given here. In the course of this

derivation, several mathematical procedures will be employed which will be

useful in later discussions.

The local equations are obtained by use of a general pt operty balance [II.1-1,II.1-2]
applied to an element of volume V which is in the f'ow 'ield. The surface of

the volume is denoted by S. A representation of the flow field and the volume V
is shown in Figure 11.1-1. The element of volume moves with the local fluid
stream velocity v. The property per unit volume of the material will be denoted
by T. The property per unit volume 9 may be any scalar, vector, or tensor
property of interest. For the derivation of interest here, t will be assigned
as the mass, momentum, and energy per unit volume. The flow of the property per
unit area and time across the surface of V - denoted by 9 and the generation of
the property per unit volume and time is denoted by P .

g

The general status of the property 7 within V can be established as follows.
The time rate of change of the property within the volume V is given by

O
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d ? dV (II.1-1)g .

V

The net flow of the property across the surface of V is given by the integration
thesurface3asof the tiax of the property ^a

' d'S. (II.1-2)
S

The geneiation of the property within V is given by

t dV (11.1-3)g
V

The general balance statement for the property can be stated as

'the time rate ~ 'the net flow of'
~~

of change of generation of (11.1-4)=- 9 across the +

t within V surface of V ** within V ,
_ , _ , _

where the negative sign on the right hand side is used because the integral of
Equation 11.1-2 is negative for net inflow. Substituting Equations II.1-1,
11.1-2, and II.1-3 for the respective quanti ties in Equation 11.1-4 gives

h 7 dV = - @ d3 + P dV (11.1-5)
v s v

Equation 11.1-5 can be rearranged to a more useful form as follows. The left
hand side is expanded by use of the Reynolds transport theorem, or the Leibnitz
formula [II.1-1, II.1-2] which gives the time rate of change of an integral as

h 7 dV = h dV + Tv d3 , (11.1-6)
v v s

where the last term on the right hand side cccounts for the motion of the surface

of V at the velocity v. The surface integrals in Equations II.1-5 r.nd II.1-6.

are converted to volume integrals by use of Gauss' theorem in the form

O
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D D dV = D d3 , (II.1-7)
V S

where the operator D is given by

DE n (11.1-8)j

where the n 's are the unit vectors in the x; directions.g

For application of Equation II.1-7 to 11.1-5, D = D and for application to
Equation II.1-6, D = vv. Substituting Equation 11.1-6 into Equation 11.1-5 and
;pplying Equation 11.1-7 to thi. surface integrals gives

dV + (D TV) dV + D t dV - f dV = 0. (11.1-9)g
V V V V

Since Equation 11.1-9 applies to any volume V, the general br. lance equation for
the property 7 is obtained as

+ (D TV) + (D 9) - f = 0. (II.1-10)g

The local equations are obtained from Equation II.1-10 by substituting the
propertyperunitvolume,T,thefluxoftheproperty,D,andthegenerationof
the property @ into Equation II.1-10. These local equations are developed in
the following sections.

1.1 Local Continuity Equation

The conservation of mass, or the continuity equation, is obtained as follows.
The property 9 is the mass per unit volume, or the density p. The flux D is
zero since the bounding surface 5 of the volume element V moves with the local
velocity v. The generetion of mass, f , is also zero.

g

With these definitions, Equation II.1-10 becomes

1 % 6 039
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p =0 (yg ),1 ),

or, in terms of the Cartesian summation convention for indices,

hp+0 pvj=0 (II.1-12)

1.2 Local Momentum Equations

The linear fromentum balance, or momentum equation, is obtained as follows. The
property T is the momentum per unit volume pv. The flux of the property 1 is

the surface stress tensor i, which represents the normal and shear stresses
acting on the surface S. Momentum can be generated by volumetric body forces
such as gravity so that is taken as pg. With these definitions, Equation

II.1-10 becomes

h pv + (D p(N ))+ D i pg = 0 (II.1-13)

Several operations can be performed with the terms in Equation 11.1-13 as follows.
The dyadic product N gives an array of nine components which is a special form
of a second-order tensor. This product can be written as

N = v;vk (i,k = 1, 2, 3), (11.1-14)

where all possible interactions of the vectors are obtained.

The surface stress tensor, i, is made up of the pressure and the normal and the
shear stresses. The details of developing the mathematical form of f is beyond
the scope of the present report. The results for the case of a fluid in which

the stress is a linear function of the rate of strain are given by|II.1-1,
11.1-3, 11.1-4, 11.1-5]

_ _ _

T = pl - 5 , (11.1-15)

where

p = pressure

i = unit tensor
_

}T,56 040
5 = stress tensor.
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The components of the stress tensor are given by

Dv ID v . Dv I
6)+p + (II.1-16a)0)=- p

9 g 9
,

4 J ijk

where

(i,j,k = 1, 2, 3),

and

f

0,i/j
6.. ( (II.1-16b)=

1J
1,i=j

$

and p is a inaterial property called the visccsity. Substituting Equations
II.1-14 through II.1-16 into Equation II.1-13 gives a vector equation for the
balance of linear momentum. Each component of the momentum equation can be
written as

hpv;+g,pvv9j=-
,

J
(11.1-17)+ og + pg; ,

J 1

where the shear stresses are given by Equation 11.1-16. More detailed development
of the momentum equation is given in References 11.1-1, 11.1-3, 11.1-4 and
II.1-5.

1.3 Local Energy Equation

Several forms of the energy equation can be written. For the present report,
the property 9' is taken as the som of the internal energy per unit volume, pu,
and the kinetic energy per unit volume 1/2 p v v. The flux of the prc~ 'y$
is given by the conduction across the surface S and the work done by to, 5 . face'

forces. That is,

1 % 6 041
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@=q-iv (11.1-18)

The generation of the property is taken as the work due to volumetric forces
plus the volumetric supply of energy per unit volume, due to nuclear means for
example. That is,

Y = pg v + 4 (11.1-19)
9 9

Substituting these expressions into Equation 11.1-10 gives

hp(u+fvv)+(Dp(u+fvv)v)=-(D-(q-(Iv)))+pgv+49
(11.1-20)

The constitutive ecuation for the stresses i has been given by Equation 11.1-16,
and the constitutive equation for conduction is given by

q, = - k h, (11.1-21)

O'

where k is a material property called the thermal conductivity.

1.4 Fluid State Equations

At this point, the unknown dependent variables can be counted as the density, p,

three velocity components, v4 (i = 1, 2, 3), the pressure, p, the specific
internal energy, a, and the temperature, T, for a total of seven. The numuer of
available equations is counted as one continuity, three momentum, and one energy,
for a total of five. Thus, the five differential equations must be supplemented

by two additional equations which do not introduce any additional unknowns.
These additional equations can be obtained from the fundamental equation of the
material [II.1-6] and are usually called the equations of state. These equations
of state can be given by

p = p(p,u) (II.1-22a),

1 % 6 042
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and, -

T = T(p,u) (II.1-22b),

where the independent variables are taken to be the pressure and specific internal
energy. Other combinations of dependent and independent variables are of course
possible. Finally, we note that the material properties p and k are not constant

but instead are functions of the state of the material and that the volumetric
energy source must also be specified.

g

1.5 Summary of the Local Equations

The development of the local :quations given above is not meant ta be an exhaus-
tive review of the subject. Instead, only a brief outline of the development of

the local equations by use of the general property balance has 1een given. In
particular, details of the development of the constitutive equations for the

stresses I and the conduction q have not been given and the many aiditional
forms of the energy equation have not been discussed. The local instantaneous

enuations are summarized here for convenience. The conservation of mass, or
continu#ty equation, of Equation 11.1-12 is given by

gp+ pv4=0 (II.1-23)

The balance of linear momentum of Equation 11.1-17 is given by

+ahpvg+ pvvjj=- g gg, (II.1-24a)o +

where the shear stresses are given by

av fav. av.I
(II.1-24b)g

p 6 +p +o =-
a 9 g

k ( j 1;

Ihe equation for the sum of the internal and kinetic energy, Equation 11.1-20,

can be written as

1 % 6 043
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,

-

f )hp(u+fv;v;)+0 p(u+fvv)vi=0 '
k' -pv4

'

j g

j+k (II.1-25)jj j + p 9j V- G V ,
g

where the summation convention has been used. The equations of state are

p = p(p,u) (II.1-26a)
4

and

T = T(p,u). (ll.1-26b)

We assume that the material properties p and k, as well as the volumetric energy
supply 4 are knowr.

O
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2.0 MACROSCOPIC FLUID EQUATIONS

In general, Equaticas II.1-23 through II.1-26 provide sufficient information

to calculate the distributions of the dependent variables throughout the

flow field which the fluid may occupy. Additional information r.ust be
supplied for the initial conditions of the fluid and the conditions at

the boundaries of the flow field. However, at the present time most

engineering analyses, including analyses of hyoothetical LOCA's, are
conducted with simplified one-dimensional, models of thermal-hydraulic
systems. For flows in simple geometries, fairly rigorous averaged
models can be obtained along with the necessary constitutive equations.
For example, in the case of flow in a straight flow channel with a
constant cross sectional area, area averaging of Equations 11.1-23
through II.1-26 can be rigorously evaluated. In the process of area

averaging, information relating to the detailed distribution of the
dependent variables normal to the channel walls is lost and the effects

of the distributions are accounted for by the use of empirical constitutive

models. It is important to note that for these simple geometries, the
flow is essentially one-dimensional.

The case of flow in complex thermal-hydraulic loops is, in many situations
of interest, far from one-dimensional. For example, abrupt expansions
and contractions and other flow channel geometry changes may occur in
the system. Oftan, the flow may divide from a single stream into rr.ulti-
ple streams or converge from multiple streams into a single stream. In
the case of NSSS's, although the flow may be essentially one-dimensional
during steady-state operation, during hypothetical LOCA's the flow may
become very complex. When Equations II.1-23 through II.1-26 are averaged
for these complex geometries and flows, a large amount of engineering
experience must be employed when the resulting models are applied to
analysis of the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the systems. As
noted by Slattery,[II.2-1] the importance of integral, or averaged,
models in engineering analysis cannot be overstressed. However, again
as noted by Slattery, the simplicity of the models is misleading in that
a series of approximations often based on intuitive judgement or related
experimental data is an implicit part of the models. Continued comparisons
of the predicticas of the model with data are necessary in order to

}Thb
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determine both the soundness of the approximations associated with the
model and the techniques employed in application of a one-dimensional
model to complex, multi-dimensional systems.

In order to obtain the averaged equations, the local instantaneous
formulation of Equations II.1-23 through II.1-26 are integrated over a
finite volume of the flow system. The equations which are obtained by
this procedure express the overall balance of mass, momentum and energy.
Usually, four overall balance equations, one each for mass, momentum,
eneroy, and mechanical energy (the bernoulli equation), are obtained.
The latter equation is used in many engineering analyses of steady
single phase flow. Two methods may be used to obtain the overall balances.
The first method uses the detailed equations, Equations 11.1-23 through
11.1-26, which are integrated over the finite volume. In the second
method, a general overall balance equation, analogous to Equation II.1-5
is employed along with proper accounting of the property, property
fluxes and generation. The first method will yield more detailed accounting
of the effects of the local distributions within the finite volume while

the second method is more direct since only the overall effects are
considered. In general, the model employed in RETRAN and most otMr
engineering models, is a combination of the two approaches in which the
former M thod is employed to obtain information which can be used in the
overall equations. For example, the effects of local flow perturbations
can be analyzed by use of the former method and the results of the
analysis incorporated into the model obtained from application of the

latter method. In fact, this process can be extended to the point at

which the local instantaneous equations are solved in order to obtain

information which can be used in a less detailed model.

Representations of several flow geometries which may be encountered in
thermal-hydraulic loops are shown in Figures 11.2-1 and II.2-2. The

abrupt area change shown in Figure II.2-la is among the more simple
hydraulic loop elements that may be encountered. In addition, for the

case of flow f rom lef t-to-right, well defined analytical models, which
compare well with data, are available. As previously mentioned, the
flow in the geometry shown in Figure II.2-la is essentially one-

O1356 046
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(a) Abrupt Area Change

__

(b) Abrupt Area Changes and Changes in Flow Direction

Figure II.2-1 Finite Volume Hydraulic Loop Elements
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dimensional. The geometries shown in Figures II.2-lb, II.2-2a and
II.2-2b are very much more multi-dimensional in nature especially
considering the fact that fluid may be flowing into or out of the volumes

by a variety of flow paths.

The objective is to obtain an overall description of the thermal-hydraulic
characteristics of these complex geometries. This objective will be at-

tained by applying general averaging procedures to the local equations.
The results of this operation will be simplified by application of the

approximations inherent in the model employed in RETRAN. The finite
volume element shown in Figure II.2-2a will be used to illustrate the
derivation of the overall balance equations.

2.1 General Equations

The macroscopic balance equations are obtained from the local equations
given in the previous sections by use of the generalized Reynolds transport
theorem, given by

h 9 dV = hdv+ Y v d3 (11.2-1)
3

v v 5

In Equation II.2-1, V is the control volume, 5 is the surface of the

volume V, and v is the velocity of the surface S. The surface S is
3

specified by letting 5, denote the stationary walls of the flow channel,
A denote the flow surfaces at the entrances and exits of the controlj
volume. and 5, denotes the movable wetted sur' ace which allows transfer
of energy between the fluid in the control volume and the surroundings
in the form of shaft work. The various aspects of the geometry of the

flow channel are shown in Figure II.2-2a. Green's theorem relating
volume and surface integrals, Equation II.1-7, will also be employed.

2.2 Macroscopic Mass Balance

The local conservation of mass equation has been given by Equation (II.1-23)
as

1 % 6 049
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h+3
0 (11.2-2)- pvy=0 ,

where p is the fluid density and v is the fluid velocity. The property per unit
volume for use in Equation 11.2-1 is the density, p. Substituting the density
into Equation 11.2-1 gives

h p dV = hdV+ pv d3 (II.2-3)
3

V V 5

Operating on Equation II.2-2 with dV givesy

O

a[dV+ g pvj dV = 0 (11.2-4),

'
V V

and applying Green's theorem, Equation 11.1-7, to the second integral gives

hdV+ pv n d5 = 0 (11.2-5).

V 5

Substituting Equation II.2-5 into Equation 11.2-3 gives

h p dV r - p (v v ) n d5 (11.2-6).

s
v S

Equation 11.2-6 is a general statement of the conservation of mass in the control
volume V.

The right-hand side of Equation 11.2-6 can be expanded by use of the specifications
of the surface 5 given previously to obtain

h p dV = - p(v - v ) n d5 - p(v - v ) n d5 - p(v - v,) n d5 .

s s

V S, IA)
S
m (II.2-7)

.
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Equation II.2-7 is siniplifled by noting that no mass enters the control volume

on the surfaces 5,and 5, and that the surface of the control volume is stationary

at the flow area A).
The latter condition can be approximated in practice by

using a control volume which is larger than the moving surface 5,. Substituting

this information into Equation 11.2-7 gives

h p dV = - pv d3 . (11.2-8)
V IA.

J

The left-hand side of Equation 11.2-8 is the time rate of change of the mass of
fluid in the volume V so that Equation II.2-8 can be written

pv d3 = - pv n d5 (II.2-9)=-
,

IA
IA)j

where

M= p dV = pV (II.2-10)
V

and n is the outward directed unit normal to the flow areas A).
Letting a

denote the angle between v and n, Equation 11.2-9 can be written

(pv) cosa d5 (II.2-11)=-
,

IA.
J

where v is the magnitude of the velocity vector v.

For the situation shown in Figure II.2-2a with the flow areas at locations (1),

(2) and (3) perpendicular to the plane of flow, Equation II.2-11 gives

h=(pvA)j-(pvA)2+(pvA)3 (11.2-12),

or,

W) , (II.2-13)=

J

1 %6 051
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where

W. = (pvA cosa)J. (11.2-14)
J

It is important to note that Equation 11.2-11 contains the product (pv), thus

Equation 11.2-14 contains the average of this product and not the product of the
average values of p and v. In almost all engineering analysis models, the
assumption used is that the fluid density does not vary appreciably over the

areas A).
The velocity v in Equation 11.2-14 is thus an average value over the

cross-sectional areas. As mentioned previously above, a wide vcriety of averaging
procedures has been used in obtaining equation systems applicable to engineering
analysis of fluid flows.[II.2-1 through 11.2-6] The objective of the present

report is to document the equation system in RETRAN and thus some of the detailed
aspects of averaging procedures are not given. The detaileu aspects of the
averaging procedures can be found in References 11.2-1 and II.2-7 through 11.2-10.

2.3 Macroscooic Linear Momentum Balance

The local momentum equations for linearly viscous fluids have been given by
Equation 11.1-24 as

'k p v 0
p v v) = - jj + pg , (II.2-15a)+ + og j j g

where

av IDV Dv. I
* (II'2' )'ij * H (E"ij

'

P Dx Dx
k j i;

The property per unit volume to be used in the generalized transport equaiion is
t = pv, so that t'quation 11.2-1 becomer

h pv dV = hpvdV+ pv(v d3). (11.2-16)
3

V v S

Operating on Equation 11.2-15 with dV gives

- O
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h o ) dV +
O O a

g,- pv v) dV = - [l dVdV +dV + g pgjg pvj j ,

dV V J V V V (11.2-17)

The first term on the left-hand side of Equation II.2-17 is the quantity required
in Equation 11.2-16. The other terms in the equation are rearranged as follows.
The second term on the lef t-hand side is rewritten by application of Green's
theorem, Iquation 11.1-7, to cbtain

0 dV = pv(vd3) . (11.2-18)pv vjj

Applying Green's theorem to the first and second terms on t!.e right-hand sida of
Equation 11.2-17 gives

dV = p5 d3 , (11.2-19)
'v S

a:1d

0 ) dV =
b d3 , (11.2-20)

3'
V S

respectively. The last term on the right-hand side of Equation 11.2-17 represents
the volumetric body force, given by

dV = Mgj = pVg, (11.2-21)pgj

Substituting Equations II.2-18 through II.2-21 into Equation 11.2-17 and then
substituting tne results into Equation II.2-16 gives

h pv dV = - pv[(v - v ) d3] - pid3
3

V 5 5

5 d3 + pVg (11.2-22)+
.

S

The surface integrais on the right-hind side of Equation 11.2-22 can be expanded
by use of tha specifications of the surface 3 to obtain
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O
h p) dV = - pv[(v - v ) d3] - pi"d3

3v s s

- pv[(v - v ) d3] - pid3- pid3- pi d3 (11.2-23)
3

A S s IA.
J w m j

5 d3 + 5 d3 + 5 d3 + pVg+

b
1A)w m

The first two integrals on the right-hand side of Equation 11.2-23 are zero on
flow rate of momentum flow into and out of the control volume. Evaluation of
the third term gives

pv[(v - v,) d3] = pvA (11.2-24)j j ,

zA Aj j

where 3) denotes a vector the magnitude of which is the flow area A). The direction
of A is parallel to the flow direction and points in the direction of flow.[II.2-2]j
As shown in Figure II.2-2a, the flow areas are perpendicular to the flow channel

The density has been assumed to be constant across the flow areas A).walls.

The velocity appears in Equation 11.2-24 as the area average of t'le square of
the velocity. The assumption that the velocity is uniform over the flow area is
usually employed.[II.2-2 through II.2-4] If the detaiiad velocity distribution

is known, the deviation between the average of the velocity squared and the
square of the average velocity can be evaluated and thus be accounted for in the

momentum equation. The assumption of a uniform velocity distribution is generally
acceptable for the case of single phase turbulent flow. Experimental data
indicate that velocity distributions in two phase flows are not as nearly uniform
as single phase flows.[II.2-3] The assumption of uniform velocity distributions
is employed in RETRAN.

The fourth through ninth terms in Equation 11.2-23 represent various forces
acting on the control volume. The fourth and seventh terms represent friction
and pressure drag forces due to the stationary walls of the flow channel. The

fifth and eighth terms represent friction and pressure drag on the movirg surfaces,
such as pumps and turbines. The sixth and ninth terms represent the transport

O
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of momentum by pressure and viscous action at the flow areas of the control
volume. The contribution of the ninth term is almost always neglected in engineer-
ing analyses.

It is important to note that rigorous evaluation of the surface integrals of
Equation 11.2-23 requires that the detailed pressure and velocity distributions
be known within the control volume. In general, these detailed distributions
are available for only the simplest of single phase flows in simple flow channel
geometries. For most situations of interest to engineers, experimental data
must be available in order to obtain correlations or models for the surface
integrals. These data are required for both development and verification of
correlations and models.

The abrupt area change shown in Figure II.2-la is among the more simple flow
perturbations. Evaluation of the pressure drag for the case of flow from the
lef t into the expansicn requires that the pressure distribution on the stationary
: . rf. ices be assumed. Fortunately, the assumption generally employed for this
flow results in a model which compares well with data. The flow channel of
Figure II.2-2a is extremely complex and a variety of pressure and flow distribu-
tions can occur because of the possible distributions of flow into and out of
the channel. Evaluation of the integrals of Equaticn 11.2-23 for the case of

transient, compressible, two phase flow in the channel shown in Figure II.2-2a
is not possible at the present time. In general, steady-state empirical correla-
tions are employed in analyses of these flows.

As noted above, the fourth and seventh terms on the right-hand side of Equation
II.2-23 represent friction and pressure drag forces due to the stationary walls
of the flow channel. These terms are modeled as the sum of the shear friction
along the walls plus additional contributions to the forces due to local flow
perturbations such as expansions, contractions, spacer grids, elbows, and tees
and other junctions. For the present time, only a general representation of
these drag forces is required. Denoting the wall friction by I and the local

perturbationsbyIfoc, the fourth and seventh terms are written as

[ pi + 5] d3 (II.2-25)-I - I =

s.

II-21
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Specific models for I , and I are given in Section III of this report.
foc

The fifth and eighth terms on the right-hand side of Equation 11.2-23 represent
the contribution to the integral momentum balance due to the moving su, faces.
In general, in the case of RETRAN, the moving surfaces are associated with the
pumps of the NSSS loops. At steady-state operating conditions, the pumps contri-
bute a pressure increase in the fluid. During hypothetical transients, however,
the fluid may begin to influence the behavior of the pumps. Under these conditions,
an equation, or model, is required which accounts for the inertia and friction
characteristics of the pumps. For the present time, only a gerieral representa-
tion of the pump behavior is required. Denoting the pump contribution to the
momentum balance by M , the fifth and eighth terms on the right-hand side of

p
Equation I'.2-23 are written as

$p = - pid3+ 5 d3 (11.2-26)
S, 5,

The specific form of the pump model available in RETRAN is given in Section VI
of this report.

The sixth and ninth terms on the right-hand side of Equation II.2-23 represent
the transport of momentum by pressure and viscous action at the flow areas of

the control volume. The contribution of the viscous forces is almost always
neglected in engineering analyses. Thus, we assume

5 d3 = 0 (11.2-27)
1A.

J

lhe sixth integral can be evaluated to obtain

p5d3= p3) , (II.2-28)
IA. A.

J J

where the defini' ion of the vector 3) has been given following Equation 11.2-24.

fhe general macroscopic momentum balance is obtained by substituting Equation
II.2-24 through II.2-28 into Equation II.2-23. The resulting equation is

O
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h p) dV = - p v A - I, - I - Ap - p3) + pVg (11.2-29)j j gg p

J J

Equation II.2-29 is a vector equation for the forces acting on the control
volume V. The major restriction associated with the derivation of Equation
II.2-29 is the assumption of uniform distributions across the flow areas A . Inj
addition, the effects of wall friction, local forces, and pump behavior have
been assumed to be additive. This assumption car, usually be justified by proper
application of the equation in practice. Although Equation II.2-29 is quite
general, many restrictive assumptions will be employed in order to obtain models
and currelations for the second, third and fourth terms en the right-hand side.
These models are given in later sections of this report.

Equation 11.2-29 is not the equation used in RETRAN. The specific form of the
momentum equation in RETRAN is given in Section 3.0 below.

2.4 Macroscopic Energy Balance Equation

The local energy equation has been given by Equation II.1-25. Operating on

Equation 11.1-25 with [V
dV gives

hpedV+ hpev;= hpvk dV - dV (11.2-30)j
' ' ' 'V V V V

pg v; dV + Q dV ,gj ) dV +
- o v

g
'

V V V

where

u+fvv (II.2-31)e jj

and 4 is the volumetric generation of energy within the fluid and g is thej
i-direction component of the volumetric body force. The property per unit
volume for use in the generalized transport theorem, Equation II.2-1 is the
energy

E=pe=p(u+fvv) (II.2-32)jj

II-23
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substituting Equation 11.2-32 into Equation II.2-1 gives

h pe dV = hpedV+ pev d3 (II.2-33)
3

v v s

The first term on the left-hand side of Equation II.2-30 is required in Equation
II.2-33. The remaining terms in Equation 11.2-30 are evaluated as follows.

Applying Green's theorem to the divergence terms in Equation 11.2-30 gives the
result

h',pedV= pev d3 , (II.2-34a)
v s

for the transport of energy by flow,

f I
h, k dV = q d3 , (II.2-34b)

v 't il s

for the conduction contrit,ution,

dV = pv d3 , (II.2-34c)pv9
'v s

for the pressure-work contribution, and

gj ) dV = (o v ) d3 , (II.2-34d)o v gj

for the shear-work contribution. The work due to the volumetric force, the

fourth term on the right-hand side of Equation II.2-30, is evaluated as follows.
The volumetric body force g can be derived from a scalar potential function of
the form

g = - D$ (11.2-35)

With Equation 11.2-35, tha fourth term on the right-hand side of Equation

z, 6 QhII.2-30 can be written as

O
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dV = - p(v D&) dV , (II.2-36a)pg vgg

V V

or,

p(vD&)dV= (D p$v) dV - $(D pv) dV (II.2-36b)
V V V

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation II.2-36b can be transformed to
a surface integral by use of Green's theorem. The second term can be rewritten
by use of the local continuity equation given by

hp+ pvj=0 (II.2-37)

Substituting this information into Equation II.2-36b gives

- p(v D$) dV = - p4vd3- 4 h dV (II.2-38a),

V 5 V

or

- p(vD$)dV=- p$v d3 - h p$ dV + p$v, d3 , (II.2-38b)
V 5 V S

where Equation II.2-1 has been used and the scalar potential has been assumed to
be independent of time. The first and third terms on the right-hand side of
Ec.uation II.2-38b can also be combined.

Substituting Equation II.2-34 (a through d) and II.2-38b into Eouation 11.2-30
and then incorporating the results into Equation II.2-33 gives

h (pe + p$) dV = - pe (v - v ) d3 + qd3 (II.2-39)s
V 5 5

- v d3 - (o jj j) d3 - p4(v - v ) d3 + Q Vv
3 g

1 %6 0595 5 5
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Equation 11.2-39 is the macroscopic erergy balance for the control volume. The
surface integrals on the right hand side (.an be expiaded by use of the specification
of the surface S. Each of the surface integrals will then consist of three

contributions: one each for IA), 5 and 5,. The jetails of the process of

evaluating the integrals are omitted and only the results are given here.

The first integral on the right hand side of Equation 11.2-39 is zero on 5,and
5,. On the flow areas A it accounts for the energy flowing into'ind out of thej
control volume. The results are given by

pe(v - D,) d3 = p(uv + )A cos o (II.2-40)j j ,

S A.
J

where o is the angle between v and n at the areas A . The second integral
j j

represents the energy exchange between the fluid in the control volume and the
surroundings. The major contribution is obtained from the solid surfaces bounding
the fluid. The contribution by conduction and radiation at the surfaces A. is

J
generally neglected. However, for some conditions encountered during hypothetical,
LOCA's, radiation must be accounted for. For our present purposes, only a
general representat. ion of thc integral is needed and we let

Q, = Il d3 (11.2-41)

S,+S,+1Aj

The third and fourth integrais represent the pressure-volume and shear, or

viscous, work. These integrals are zero on the stationary surfaces S . On the

moving surfaces S,, the 'alue of the integrals represents the rate at which work

is done by the action of the moving parts. This work will be denoted by 0 .
p

gjj)d3O= pv d3 + (o v (11.2-42)p
S b
m m

1756 060 $
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During hypothe+ical LOCA's, the fluid may transfer work to the pump. On the
flos: areas A), the shear, or viscous, contribution is generally neglected in
comparison to the other cont ributions. The pressure-volume work contribution

can be evaluated to give

--,

pv d3 = pvAj cos a) (11.2-43)
A. A.

J J

The last surface integral in Equation II.2-39 is zero on S, and 5,. The

integral can be evaluated on the flow areas A to obtainj

p4(v - v ) d3 = p4vA
s j cos a) (II.2-44)

,

5 A.
J

Substituting Equation II.2-40 through II.2-44 into Equation II.2-39 gives the
macroscopic energy balance equation as

h p (e + $) dV = - p(uv + f ) A) cos a) + Q
-O- pi

cos a)p

A. A.
J J

- p4vA cosa.+hV (II.2-45a)
.i J 9

A.
J

or,

h p(e ^ $) dV = - [puv+fp + p$v + pv] A) cos aj
V A.-

J

+Q -S+QV (II.2-45b),W p 9

where
.

v v) (II.2-45c)e=u+ j

II-27
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The density, p. nas been assumed to be constant over the areas A . In general,j
the deviation between v and v is neglected in most engineering analyses. In

ordertocompletetheenergybalance,modelsarerequiredforQ,,$,andh.p
The models available in RETRAN are given in Section III of this report.

Before closing this section, we note that the macroscopic mechanical energy
balance equation can be obtained by the same procedures employed in this section.
The local mechanical energy equation is obtained by forming the scalar product
of v with the local momentum equation, Equation II.1-24. The macroscopic mechan-

ical ene gy balance equation is the Bernoulli equation frequently employed in
engineering analyses. The Bernoulli equation is generally employed to obtain
information relating to the local energy losses caused by flow perturbations
such as expansions, contractions, spacer grids, valves, tees, and other junctions.
Derivations of the Bernoulli equation have been given by Bird et al. ,[II.2-2]
Slattery,[II.2-1] and Brodkey.[II.2-4]

2.5 Fluid State Equations

The macroscopic balance equations require the fluid state properties, pressure,
p, density, p, and temperature, T. This information is obtained from the equa-

tions of state for the material. Equations II.1-29 and II.1-30 can be used to

obtain state information given by

p = p(p,u) (II.2-46a),

or

p = p(p,u) (II.2-46b),

and

T = T(p,u) (II.2-46c)

For saturated two phase flow, the state properties are functions of the pressure
alone and the thermodynamic quality can be obtained from Equations II.2-46.

056 062 O
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Finally, we 31so note that the fluid transport properties p and k are also
fonctions of the state of the fluid. General relations for these properties are

given by

p = p(p,T) (II.2-47a)

and

k = k(p,T) . (il.2-47b)

2.6 Summary of the Macroscopic Balance Equations

A review of the macroscopic balance equations indicates that only a limited
amount of information can be obtained from them. The procedure used to obtain
the macroscopic equations from the local conditions has averaged out large
amounts of detail. Models or correlations are required in order to obtain an

accounting of the effects that are represented by the integrals in the general
macroscopic equations.

Basically, in order to determine the time rate of change of the properties of

the control volume, the state and conditions at all the entrances and exit flow

areas A. as well as the effects of the surfaces bounding the fluid must be
J

specified. In general, the macroscopic balance equations are applied to the
case of steady, incompressible flows and then solved for one to three unknown
quantities. Application of the macroscopic balance equations to analyses of

hypothetical transients in complex thermal-hydraulic loops has resulted in
generalization of the usual engineering application procedures associated with
these equations. In urder to conduct the generalized thermal-hydraulic analyses,
many of the results cbtained from the steady-state applications are used in the
transient form of the equations. In particular, the steady-state equations are
generally employed with experimental data in order to determine the wall friction,
heat transfer coefficients, local losses, and pcmp characteristics for example.

The correlations and models which result from this process are then used in the

general equations for transient analyses. As previously mentioned, in some
cases the local equations could be solved for the detailed distributions of the

fluid state and flow and the integrals obtained in the macroscopic balances
evaluated exactly. In .aost cases of practical interest, analytical solution of

II-29
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the local equations is not possible at the present time and numerical solutions
would be required.

The macroscopic balance equations require that a large amount of information be
supplied in order to obtain a closed equation system. The derivation of the
balance equations has introduced the following quantities: (1) geometric details
of the flow channel represented by the volume V, the flow areas A and thej
wetted areas 5 and S , (2) momentum exchanges and forces due to wall friction,

m

I ,, and local flow perturbations Igoc, (3) momentum exchanges due to moving
surfaces, Ap , (4) energy exchanges between the fluid and the flow channel

p

bounding surfaces Qj (5) work done on or by the fluid due to moving surfaces,
0 , and (6) volumetric generation of energy in the fluid, Q . All of these

P 9
quantities must be specified before the general equation system can be solved.
In addition to these specific engineering quantities, implementation of the
equation of state of the fluid, in a manner consistent with the variety of

processes encour. cered in hypothetical LOCA's, can present problems of a practical
nature. Models and correlations for all of the quantities required for closure

of the equation system are given in the following sections of this report.

Most hypothetical LOCA's involve two phase flow of the NSSS coolant. The two-
phase nature of the fluid has not been explicitly introduced into the derivation

of the macroscopic balance equations. Thus, the assumption that the two phase
mixture can be treated as a single homogeneous fluid has been implicitly introduced
into the derivation of the equations. Basically, the homogeneous fluid assumption
implies that the fluid can be characterized by a single velocity and temperature.
In the present version of RETRAN, the two phase nature of the fluid is intro-

duced into the equation system through the models and correlations employed for
the constitutive equations required for system closure. That is, the friction,

heat transfer, pump characteristics, and the other quantities discussed in the

preceding paragraph contain an accounting of the two phase nature of the coolant.
In addition, several models are employed which account for some of the more
important clearly non-homogeneous situations which are encountered in hypothetical
LOCA's. These models are of a specialized nature and are not intended to be
rigorous descriptions of the general behavior of two phase flow. These models
are also given in this report. Discussion of the advantages and disadvantages
associated with the use of a homogeneous description of two phase flows is
beyond the scope of the present report. In general, present development efforts

O
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are directed toward obtaining models of the clearly non-homogeneous situations
and incorporating the models into the basic homogeneous framework of RETRAN.

A wide variety of methods can be used to solve the general equations developed
in preceeding sections. Each of the methods will involve its own cssumptions
and approximations. The specific form of the equations used in RETRAN is given
in the next section. The approximations and assumptions required to obtain the
RETRAN equations are clearly indicated. In many cases, the limitations introduced
into the equations should be carefully considered when RETRAN is applied to
analysis of complex thermai nydraulic systems.

1 % 6 065
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3.0 RETRAN OVERALL BALANCE EQUATIONS

The difficulties associated with analysis of transient thermal-hydraulic phenomena
in complex geometries have been discussed in Section 1.0 above. The computer
programs employed in these analyses are basically one-dimensional. That is,
only one component of the vector equation for balance of linear momentum, Equation
II.2-29, is used in the thermal-hydraulic moJel. In addition, the exact form of
the one-dimensional equation is not employed in RETRAN. In order to obtain the

momentum equation used in RETRAN, a very basic assumption regarding the geometry

of the control volumes and flow paths of the fluid must be made. These assumptions
and the method of applying the general equations as used in RETRAN are given in
the following sections.

3.1 Geometry of the Application Procedure

The geometric aspects of the RETRAN differential balance equations can be illus-
trated by reference to Figure 11.3-1. Representation of a portion of a straight,

constant cross-sectional area flow channel is given in Figure II.3-1. The mass

and energy cells, outlined by dashed lines, correspond to the portion of the

flow channel to which the macroscopic mass and energy equations are applied.
The macroscopic momentum balance equation is applied to the portion of the
channel labeled as a " momentum cell". It is important to note that the flow

channel walls are parallel to the one direction for which the momentum equation
is to be applied. Thus, the vector nature of the momentum equation is lost whea
the model presently available in RETRAN is used. In effect, the RETRAN momentum
equation does not properly account for changes in flow direction of the fluid.
In addition, only one " entrance" and one " exit" is associated with each momentum
cell.

The center of the mass and energy cells are labeled "k" and "k+1" in Figure 11.3-1.
The mass and energy cells are generally called " volumes" The center of the
momentum cells are labeled "i-1", "i", and "i+1" These locations are generally
called the " junctions" or " flow patM". The length of the mass and energy cells
is denoted by L , the cross-sectional area is denoted by A , and the volume is

k k
denoted by V . The lengths of the various mass and energy cells need not be

k
equal. A flow channel is represented in RETRAN by use of a number of control
volumes and the corresponding junctions, or flow paths, between the volumes. In

O
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effect, the specification of the flow channel in this manner converts the differ-
ential balance equations into a system of differential-difference equations
which is then solved by a suitable numerical solution scheme. This representation
of a fluid flow channel is sometimes called the " tube-and-tank" method. The
differential-difference nature of the equation system will become clear as the
RETRAN equations are obtained. For the present time, we will assume that no
moving surfaces are present in the flow channel.

3.2 The RETRAN Mass Balance Equations

The macroscopic mass flow equation has been given by Equations II.2-8 and II.2-13
as

k p dV = W; , (II.3-1)
V i

where the correct sign af the mass flows W is determined by the direction ofj
the velocity v . Applying Equation II.3-1 to the mass cell "k" of Figure II.3-1

g

gives

9
h pV =W ~W (II.3-2)k i-1 i ,

for the case of uniform flow in the positive z-direction. The mass flow is

given by

W = pvA , (11.3-3)

and the mass in the cell is given by

M *Pv (11.3-4)k kk

Although the momentum equation in RETRAN is strictly valid for the case of two
junctions, a general fc^m of the mass balance equation is used. That is, a
control volume may have any number of junctions associated with it. The RETRAN

mass equation is given by

\ 'lf b
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dM
W (11.3-5)= j,

i

where the summation is performed over all junctions "i" associated with volume
V. Equation II.3-! is written for each volume V in the flow channel againk k
with proper accounting of the sign of W .j

3.3 The RETRAN Momentuiti Balance Equations

The macroscopic momentum balance equation has been given by Equation II.2-29.
Applying Equation II.2-29 to the momentum cell in Figure II.3-1, again for the
case of uniform upflow in the channel gives

g pv dV = p v A # A -F A ~ P +1^k+1'kk ~Pbl l gj 5 + pk k 9i z'k
i (11.3-6)

.where E is the mass of fluid in volume V . As previously noted above, thej j
RETRAN momentum equation does not contain any vector information. All of the
areas A are assumed to be perpendicular to the z-dir ction. When RETRAN isk
applied to analyses of NSSS's, some momentum cells may contain more than two
flow areas and these areas may not always be perpendicular to the z-direction.
Comparing Equation II.3-6 with Equation II.2-29 will give an indication of the
eoroximations involved in the use of Equation II.3-6. It is especially important

ta note that the pressure force terms on the right-hand side of Equation II.2-29
are not properly accounted for in the case of multiple junctions on a volume.

The integral on the left hand side of Equation 11.3-6 can be evaluated as follows.
If we assume that the argument of the integral can be represented by an average
value p v , Equation II.3-6 can be writtenjj

d 2 - 2
E (P V V ) = pk k k Pbl k+1 k+1 wi*PkkVA V A -E A ~ P +1^k+1 ~ 9iij izk

(II.3-7)

The areas A re constant in space and time and the volume V is given byk j

1 %6 069
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O
+ (11.3-8)V9=Ak .

k /

The RETRAN equations are programmed in terms of the mass flows E and W .k 9

Equation 11.3-7 can be written as

2 g2 9.twI Q
f(Lk * 'k+1) - 2 - 2

- Iw,i * Pk ~ P +1 - 9*
k z-

# k kpA;kj P +1 kk k
(11.3-9)

Equation 11.3-9 is valid only for the case of flow in a channel of constant
cross-sectional area. Specific models are required for the wall friction F,5
and the mass A in volume V;.g

Equation 11.3-9 is an equation for the mass flow W . It is important to note
9

on the right-that the mass equation, Equation 11.3-5, contains the mass flow Wg
hand side. Thus, the mass flows Y on the right-hand side of Equation 11.3-9
are not available from a differential equation and must be obtained as functions
of the mass flows W which are known. The equations which are used in RETRAN to

_
9

obtain the W 's are given latar in this section.
k

3.3.1 Incompressible Flow with an Area Change

Equation II.3-9 is not the only momentum equation used in RETRAN. The equations
presently in RETRAN can be obtained for the geometry shown in Figure II.3-2.
Figure II.3-2 is a representation of a flow channel containing an abrupt area
change. The RETRAN momentum equation is obtai..ed by applying Equation II.3-6

to the portions of the flow channel labeled 1/?(L ) and 1/2(Lgj ). For the case
k

of flow into V at surface "k" and out of V at "k+1", Equation II.3-6 applied
g 9

to the volume 1/2(V ) gives
k

--i g(v )2
d 2

A -- -MA
-

A
-

-F g + pk k ~ Pig l/2 V gM'g pvdV=kAVkk P g
k

1/2 V (II . 3- M)
k

where the wall friction F,j and the mass A are understood to refer to the
1/2Vk

distance 1/2(L ) and volume 1/2(V ), respectively. Applying Equation 11.3-6 to
k k

the volume 1/2(Vpj) gives e
1156 070
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O
h pv dV = p{A{(v{)2 _ + p{A{ (11.3-11)A -Fk+1 k+1 k+1 ,; )

1/2 Vg)

Ap +1 k+1 ~ 1/2 V 9 ,k+1k zg)

In Equation II.3-10 and II.3-11, the superscripts " " and "+" refer to positions
on either side of the transition portion of the flow channel as shown in
Figure 11.3-2. The volumes 1/2(V ) and 1/2(V +1) are given byk k

fV LA (II. 2a)*
k kk,

and *

fV =fL A (II.3-12b)gj pj p)

respectively.

Two models are available in RETRAN that apply to the flow area transition
region of the flow channel. Both models are obtained by use of the macroscopic
momentum balance of Equation II.3-6 and the macroscopic mechanical energy equation.
The latter equation is used because the available information relating to the
effects of local flow perturbations such as area changes are usually given in
terms of irreversible energy loss coefficients.

Both models incorporate the assumption that the flow in the transition region
can be considered to be steady-state flow and that the wall f'iction forces can
ce neglected. In addition the model which is described here incorporates the
assumption that the fluid is incompressible for purposes of applying '.he mechanical
energy equation. The second model is obtained by partially removing the incom-
pressibility assumdion.

Applying the assumption of steady flow to the integral mass balance of Equation
11.3-1, and applying the equation to the area transition region gives

O
.-

1756 072
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0=W}-W{, (II.3-13a)

or

p}A}v}=p{A{v{=W. (II.3-13b)

The incompressible flow assumption gives

p]=p{ (II.3-13c)

.

The macroscopic mechanical energy balance for steady incompressible flow [II.3-1]
applied to the area transition region gives

0=fp[(v})2,(y )23p _ _ (y )2 e (II.3-14),y

where e is the irreversible loss coefficient. These coefficients are usually

available from tables or experimental data. The irreversible loss coefficients

are measures of the amount of turbulence induced into the flow field by the
geometric flow perturbations. Thus, the value of e for a gradual area expansion

is not the same as the value for a gradual area contraction.[II.3-2]

Equations II.3-10, 11.3-11, 11.3-13, and II.3-14 can be rearranged as follows.

In Equation II.3-10, A =A},anditcanbewrittenk

h pv dV = pk k p (v ) - F,,5 + p P} (II.3-15)V
k

1/2 Vk
1

-{"l/2V z,k
k

In the same manner, Equation 11.3-11 is rewritten as

pvdV=p{(v{)2_ ]y ] _ A w,i+1
2

A j
2 V +1 (II.3-16)k

!
P +1 9 ,k+1 'Ib+P i k

-

A +1 1/2 V +1 z
k k
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Adding Equations II.3-15 and II.3-16 gives

h pv dV + A pv dV = pk k ~ k+1 1+Pk ~ P +1V V
kg

1/2 V 1/2 V +1k k

~ { w,i yF,,$j - 1 -
1 - I

1 1

9 ,k A "l/2 VM 9 ,k+11/2 V zz p) gj

+p{(v{)2 (y )2 + p p (II.3-17),

where the wall friction F ,; and F ,9 j, refer to 1/2(L ) and 1/2(L +1), respec-k k
tively. Equation II.3-17 has not been obtained by a rigorous application of the
general momentum balance of Equation II.2-29. Equation II.3-14 is substituted

into Equation II.3-17 to obtain

h pv dV + A pv dV = p v
2

b1 bl + Pk PgjV
k P

1/2 V 1/2 Vk gj

~ { w,i ~ A F,,9 j - 1 - 1 - I I
1 1

M 9
- M 9 ,b11/2 Vg k( Q 1/2 Vg z

2- -

9

-f - -E (11.3-18),y

_ k+1 k.

where Equations 11.3-13 have been used. The next to the last term on the
right-hand side of Equation II.3-18 employs the conditions at the location "i"
The last term on the right-hand side of Equation 11.3-18 is given by

=fp(v{)2E e (11.3-19)g y ,y

where the coefficient e is usually referenced to conditions downstream of the
y

flow perturbation. The irreversible loss term of Equation II.3-19 is used in

RETRAN based on the conditions at location "i" and Equation II.3-19 is written
ds

1356 074 $
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e*

=fW|W|*^2 (11.3-20)E j 9y

Pii

The tabulated values of e are transformed to e * by use of the steady-state
y y

mass balance of Equations II.3-13.

The integrals on the left-hand side of Equation II.3-18 may be evaluated to
obtain

hh pv dV + A +1
pv dV (11.3-21)

k k
Vk/2 k+1/2

- - ,_ .

h (Mv)k A (Mv)p)*=

- - _ _

where (Mv)k and (Mv)k+1 is the total fluid momentum within each half-volume. An
approximate form of Equations II.3-21 is used in RETRAN. The right-hand side of
Equation II.3-21 is written as

hh (pvA)k (pvA)k+1 2 *2+ "
'

k k+1 ( k k+1;
_ , _

,

(II.3-22)

where the momentum within each half-volume is approximated as the product of an
average mass flow times the path length. These half-volume average flows are
further approximated as being equal to the flow W . These approximations for

,

the temporal derivative of the momentum terms implicitly introduce assumptions
associated with mass flow and density distributions. %nomalous results, such as

water packing, may arise when these equations are applied to nonhomogeneous

systems.

~

m 6 075
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Substituting Equation II.3-20 and II.3-22 into Equation II.3-18 gives

1 'k * 2 A +1
~ k -

k+1E +1 #
1 k i 1 -F*P P +1 ~ A jE - A

-

A(2 A
k k2 2

k k ; pk k P +1 k+1k

9 ,k+1w,i+1 - 1/2 V z,k ~ A 1/2 V z
k j g)

y-
- ~

ne

+f' -

- f |W W | ' y- (11.3-23)g g .

_kA +1
A # A

k 4. i g

Several approximations have been used in obtaining Equation II.3-23. For flow
in a constant area channel, Equation 11.3-23 reduces to the more nearly exact
form given by Equation 11.3-9. F u tion 11.3-23 also reduces to the cases of
incompressible, steady flow in channels with various flow perturbations. As
previously noted, the vector nature of the general momentum equation is not
contained in RETRAN and only two flow areas are associated with each momentum

cell. Equation 11.3-23 can be compared with the more general form given by ,

Equation 11.2-29 in order to determine some of the approximations associated
with the RETRAN momentum equation.

3.3.2 Compressible Flow with an Area Change

The development of the flow Equation 11.3-22 was accomplished with the assumption
of incompressible conditions at an area change where the fluid densities on
either side were assumed equal in Equation II.3-13c. This assumption neglects
the effects of density variations occurring in the narrow regions between i~ and
i* For most engineering calculations where local velocities are less than

0.3C, this is usually a reasonable approximation.

For isentropic flow with constant sonic speed

.

.
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I' aP 2_C (II 3'24)ap
i 3,

Hence

2dp = C dp (II.3-25)

or

p; p; = C2 (p+g pg)
+ -

(11.3-26)

Thus, the terms obtained from the combinaticn of Equations II.3-10 and II.3-11
become

2 2
+ p{ p} v} p} = p (v{+C)_ (y 2+C ) (II.3-27)p V

where for isentropic flow

dp + pv dV = 0 (11.3-28)

or

f= (II.3-29a),

hence

,2 _2 -,-

,
p. v . -v .'.=e- 2

. (II.3-29b)
1 _ 2C

This model neglects the energy loss term but it is reincorporated into the final

flow equation.

3 ey) 077-
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3.4 The RETRAN Energy Balance Equation

The macroscopic energy balance equation has been given by Equation II.2-45b.
As in the case of the mass balance, the energy balance is incorporated into
RETRAN in a manner which allows two or more flow areas to be associated with

each energy cell. Applying Equation II.2-45b to an energy cell Vk gives

p(e + $) dV = - [puv + pv3 + p$v + pv]j A cosa Q ~

p,kg j w,k '

k (11.3-30)

whera ~3
is the angle between the outward directed unit normal to A and thej

velocity v . The volumetric generation Q is not included th the RETRAN equatior..j
The energy e in Equation 11.3-30 is

e=u+fv, (11.3-31)
2

where u is the internal energy.

Equation 11.3-30 is rearranged as follows for use in RETRAN. The scalar potential
$ is time independent and the remaining part of the left-hand side can be written

h (pu + pv ) dV = h pu dV + h
2 2

pv dV . (II.3-32)

k k k

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation II.3-32 gives

hUh pu dV (11.3-33)=
k

V
k

where U is the total internal energy of the fluid in volume V . The second
k k

tern is evaluated by use of an average value of pv to obtain

g2

h f pv dV = f h
^2

LA (11.3-34)kk
Pk kV

k

O
)2,I{ {J8II-44 q



The right-hand side of Equation 11.3-30 is expressed in terms of the junction
mass flow W and enthalpy h

g g

5 y + p /pg . (II.3-35)h = u
g

The contribution of the potential energy is measured from the center of mass of
the volume V . Thus, if a flow junction is at the same elevation as the center

k
of mass of the volume, no potential energy is contributed.

Substituting the above information into Equation II.3-30 gives

h(p
- W [hg+1vf2*9(7'i - k)] (II. - 6)- =-

g
k

kl

+Q -

p'w,k

where

elevation of junction iZ. =
1

elev tion of the center of mass of the volume V "=
k k

The mass flow W is obtained from the momentum equation and, as previously
9

noted, the mass flow E is not known. In general, Equation II.3-36 gives the
k

time rate of change of the fluid in volume V if the conditions at all the flow
k

boundaries are known. Constitutive models are required for the heat addition Q,
and pump work O .

p

3.5 Fluid State Equations

The macroscopic field balance equations require fluid thermodynamic state informa-
tion. In general, the mass of fluid in volume V is obtained from Equation

11.3-5 and the total internal energy from Equation II.3-6. Equations II.2-46

are used to obtain the pressure at the center of the mass and energy cells

IM U
k k

*P (11.3-37)p
k k V 'M ,

i k kj

1 "6 079" - ' '



and the fluid temperature is given by

f i

g[M ,[U (11.3-38)T =Tg
k k;\

Additional fluid state information is obtainea by use of Equations II.3-37 and

11.3-38.

3. 6 Summary of the RETRAN Equations

The equations employed in RETRAN are summarized here for convenience. The

macroscopic mass balance is given by Equation 11.3-5 in the form

DM
={W (II.3-39a)$j

where

bV (II.3-39b)M *
k k k

O
and

W =pvjg j jA cos a (II.3-39c)j

Several forms of the macroscopic momentum balance equation are available in
RETRAN. The momentum equations in RETRAN do not contain any vector information

and are strictly valid only for the case of two flow areas associated with each

momentum cell. Equation 11.3-23, which was obtained from steady incompressible
flow through a flow perturbation, is given by

-2 -2f l
y
dW W W1 k 1 k+1 j k ~ bl 1

*P F

* 2 A +1j 2 k ~ P +1 ~ A jE - 2 -

A k(2 A
k

k pA Pb1 g)k
k

f I

~ Aj F,,9 j - A (11.3-40)9 ,k ~ Aj 1/2 V +1 ,k+1l/2 V z
k

2 - .

e.W

+$d -h-$Td gh-2
3 +1 . k 1 1k_

1756 030
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where

W
y mass flow at center of momentum cell V;=

W =
k mass flew at center of mass and energy cell

F, ; friction force in 1/2 (V ) ver length 1/2 (L )=
k k

"i/2V
k N2ss of fluid in volume 1/2 (V )=

k

e* irreversible loss coefficient due to flow perturbation=
y

pk pressure in volume V '=
k

The other terms in Equation II.3-40 are defined in a similar manner for the
volume V Constitutive equations, or models, are required "or O. , F , A,g) .

and e * If the momentum cell contains moving surfaces, such as associated withy

pumps, compressors, and turbines, the model must be incorporated irto the momentum
equation. At the preser,t time, RETRAN contair.s a model for pumps.

An equation for the total internal energy U of the fluid in volume V is used
k k

in REfRAN. The energy equation is given by Equation 17.3-36 as

dU L j g2 1

d
~ W [hg+fvf+g(Z - 2 )l * O -*~

i 5 k M p
iPki i (11.3-41)

Constitutive models are reqJired for the enthalpy at the junction h;, the wall
heat transfer Q , and the pump work p.

Equations of state for the fluid are used ii. the form:

IM U
k k (II. - 2a)p = pk V 'Mg ,

( k k

and

IM UI
T =T (II.3-42b)k k ,

( k kj

g Tc,6 00
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The macroscopic balance equations require a large amount of information in order
to determine the time rate of change of the state of the fluid in the mass,
momentum, and energy cells. Basically, all the information at the boundaries of
the cells must be specified. Application of the momentum equation to a control
volume bounded by the center of the mass and energy cells allows some of the
boundary information to be calculated with a differential equation. Other
methods of appiying the balance equations are of course possible. Equations
II.3-39 through II.3-42 form a system of coupled differential-difference equations

and T . All other information required by thefor the quantities M ' i' U ' Pk kk k
equation system must be expressed iri terms of these quantities or other equations
must be added to the system.

Equations II.3-40 and 11.3-41 require the quantities p , h and v . The density
g 9 g

pg is obtained from an equation of state with the pressure p5 and enthalpy h; as
independent variables. The pressure p is determined by application of a steady-

g

state ;nomentum equation from the center of volume V to the center of volume V .
k g

Applying Equation II.3-40 in this manner gives

pj =P -F - l' A (11.3-43)k w; 1/2 V z,k ,
k

where only the wall friction and gravity heads are used. The enthalpy h isg

determined by use of the enthalpy transport model discussed in a later section
of this report. If the enthalpy transport model is not used, the e7thalpy h is

9

given by

= h (II.3-44)h
4 k

depending upon the direction of flow.

The constitutive models required by the macroscopic balance equations are given
in the next section.

In
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III. CONSTITUTIVE MODELS

The derivation of the macroscopic balance equations has introduccJ several
quantities which must be modeled in order that a closed system of equations be
obtained. In general, these quantities represent the exchange of momentum and
energy between the fluid and the surfaces bounding the fluid. The specific
models which are available in RETRAN are given in the following sections.

1.0 LINEAR MOMENTUM EQUATION

The linear momentum balance of Equation 11.3-40 requires models for the wall-to-
fluid momentum exchange due to wall friction, local flow perturbations, and
moving surfaces. A general definition of the forces due to stationary surfaces
has been given by Equation II.2-25 as

.

-I - ? [pi+5]*d3 (III.1-1)=
w foc

Sg

In practice, the surface S,is divided into a portion to which a friction factor
model can be applied plus a portion to which a loss coefficient can be applied.
That is, an additive type approach is taken. In many cases, especially when
complex flow channels and flow patterns are involved, the use of an additive
approach requires that a large amount of engineering experience be used in
modeling the flow channel.

Letting S and S denote the portions of 5 to which the friction and
f wJoc

local loss models are to be applied, Equation III.1-1 can be written as

-T, - Y =
g0c

5 Swf wEoc

RETRAN contains models for both the wall friction and the local losses due to
flow perturbations.

3 % 6 084
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1.1 Friction Factor and Two-Phase Multipliers

A gentral equation for the wall friction force is obtained by equating the
corresponding parts of Equation III.1-2. The wall friction force is given by

-?g = [ pi + b] d3 . (III.1-3)
wf

Equation II.3-40 requires ? ,/A , and Equation III.1-3 is applied to one-half ofk
volume V to obtain

k

?
[-hl + o] d3 , (III.1-4)- =

5,7,9

where 5,7,9 refers to the distance (L )*k

The integral in Equation III.1-4 is evaluated by assuming that the arguments can
be represented by an average value to obtain

F
4 j

~ A wf,i w,k k (III.1-5),k

where B,,k is defined by

!Iw,k * p,k , (III. 6)Bw,k *2 k k

with

Fanning friction factor for the volume kf =
w,k

$fp,k two phase friction multiplier for the volume k.=

in Equation 111.1-5 can be rewritten to obtainThe area ratio 5,7 g/Ak

T156 085 $
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5 S,f,y f(L,) If (Swf,k) l
$ , k

A A 1 1 2' (III'I' )* *

k k 7 (L ) (2 (V ) )k k

where the final factor on the right hand side is the wetted surface area per

unit fluid volume. The wetted surface area per unit fluid volume is usually

given as the equivalent wetted diameter

1/2(S )
( ' '}* *

1/2 wk D
'

k hy,k

Substituting Equations III.1-6 and III.1-8 into Equation III.1-5 gives the wall
friction force as

I ) ILF,,4 4 k 1- - -

I
A D Y- 2Pk *k *k w,k *2 IIII'I' )*

tp,k
k ( hy,k) 4 j

A similar expression is used for the other half of V with the independent
9

variables defined at the center of the volume V +1 The friction factor f
k w,k

and the two phase friction multiplier, $ p,k in Equation III.1-9, are primarilyt

obtained from various representations of experimental data.

The friction factor f is a function of the flow speed, the geometry of the

surfaces of the flow channel, and the energy exchange between the fluid and
channel walls. A general relationship can be written

f, =f (Re, geometric factors, thermal factors, local
transport properties, .). (III.1-10)

The expressions used in RETRAN are applicable to flow of single phase fluids in

circular flow channels with smooth wa11< -[III.1-1] The wall friction factor for
slow speed, or laminar, flow is given by

(III I'II)f *
w,k *

3156 086
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where

(f # I )'w,k e

and for high speed, or turbulent flow, by

1/2 = 0.40 + 4.0 log 10 Rek (Iw,k) IIII I~I2)

w,k

The Reynolds number is given by

. .

E!*k|0hy*kk
(111.1-13)Re *

k pk
,

and a transition friction factor, f , is taken to be
e

f = .012. (111,1-14)
e

O
.

The density, pk, and viscosity, p , are given byk

- I (111.1-15)=

k (I - *k)k x
+

P Pgs,k fs,k

and

*
"p x<1

f3

(III.1-16)= *
Pk

p x>l%
g3

for two phase flow and the appropriate values are used for the case of single

phase vapor and liquid flow. The transition friction factor of Equation III.1-14

provides for a continuous change in the friction factor as a function of the

Reynolds number.

3 % 6 087 ga: ,
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With the Reynolds number defined by Equation 111.1-13, the wall friction force
for two phase flow can be written as

=( )LO * p,k ('" }

F

where ( "' )LO is the wall friction force for sir.gle phase liquid flow.
k

The two phase friction multiplier, $fp,k , has received an extensive amount of
investigation.[III.1-2 through III.1-5] These investigations have been conducted
in order to provide information which is necessary to design two phase fluid
flow systems. The two phase friction multiplier is necessary in order that
pumping requirements can be determined for two phase fluid flow systems. The
results of these investigations have shown that the two phase friction multiplier
is a function of the distribution of the phases within the flow channel or the

flow regime. An extremely wide variety of physical models and empirical correlations
of data have been employed in order to describe the effects of two phase flow on
the pressure gradient. Many of these models and correlations are overall-

mixture types of models which cover wide ranges of flow regimes without specific
accounting of flow regime effects. In particular, most correlations do not
include accounting of the experimentally determined effect of mass flow rate, or

mass flux, on the two phase friction multiplier. Three different two phase
multipliers are available in RETRAN and are discussed in the following sections.

1.1.1 Homogeneous Correlation

One version of the two phase multiplier included in RETRAN results in a modification
to the wall friction force based on a density correction. This multiplier can

be used for homogeneous flow, provided a proper correction is made at values of
x > 1, and is given by

$fp,k (III*I" )*I** ~

m osa
III-5



For values of x > 1, the Fanning friction factor in Equation 111.1-13 is based
on the flow of a single phase vapor and the two phase multiplier is equal to
unity.

1.1.2 Baroczy Correlation

The correlation of Baroczyt;II.1-6, 111.1-7] itcorporates a mass flux correction
factor for the friction multiplier. The " roc 7y correlation is made up of two
sets of curves as follows. Tne first set of curses consists of the friction

6 2multiplier, 4 , at a refevnce mass faux of 1 x 10 lb,/hr-ft . The multi-
plier is given as a function of a physical property index

032fp g
F= S 2, (III.1-19)

(Ygs; fsP

with the thermodynamic quality, x, as a parameter. The mass flux correction
factor, F , is also expressed as a function of f with quality as a parameter.G

6The correction factors were obtained for mass flux values of 0.25 x 10 ,
6 6 6 20.50 x 10 , 2.0 x 10 , and 3.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft

The Baroczy carrelation included in RETRAN has been modified in the following
manner. The physical property parameter, F of Equation 111.1-19, has been
converted to an equivalent pressure for the saturated steam-saturated liquid
water case. The numerical values of the friction multiplier at the reference

6 2
mass flux G = 1.0 x 10 l b,/h r- f t have been changed from the original values

2 6 2
given by Baroczy. The values of $ p at G = 1.0 x 10 lb /hr-ft which are usedm
in RETRAN are given in Table III.1-1. The values of the mass flux correction

6 6 6 6factor, F , for G = 0.25 x 10 , 0.50 x 10 , 2.0 x 10 , and 3.0 x 10
h

Ib,/hr-ft are given in Tables III.1-2 through III.1-5, respectively. Linear
6

extrapolation is used for values of the mass flux less than 0.25 x 10 lb,/hr-
2 6ft and linear interpolation is used for mass flux values between 0.25 x 10 and

6 2 63.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft . For mass fluxes greater than 3 x 16 lb,/hr-ft , the mass
flux correction is given by

. M 6 089 g
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TABLE III.1-1

RETRAN VALUES OF THE MODIFIED BAROCZY TWO-PHASE FRICTION MULTIPLIER

6 2AT G = 1.0 x 10 lb,/hr-f t

Proppgjy Thermodynamic Quality
Index F 0.001 0.010 0.020 0.050 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.90 1.00

0.001 2.11 8.8 15.0 33.5 68 108 150 233 330 500 690 S80 lb80 1000
0.002 2.09 8.5 14.2 29.5 50 73 96 141 190 276 360 470 580 500
0.003 2.02 8.1 13.2 26.2 41 58 73 105 138 195 255 322 390 333
0.005 1.97 7.1 11.2 22 31 43 53 72 91 125 160 202 243 200
0.007 1.83 5.9 9.1 17.2 25 35 42 56 68 93 116 148 172 143
0.008 1.77 5.5 8.2 15.7 23 32 39 51 62 83 102 130 152 125
0.009 1.69 5.1 7.6 14 21 29.5 35.7 46.5 56 75 93 117 136 111
0.010 1.60 4.7 7. 0 12.8 19.2 27.5 33 43 51.5 69 84 106 121 100

|| 0.020 1.24 2.5 3. 6 6.6 11 15.8 19 25 29.5 38 44 54 57.5 50
7 0.03 1.14 1.88 2.55 4.6 7.6 11 13.2 17.8 20.5 27 30 35.5 38 33.3
" 0.05 1.10 1.50 1.89 3.15 4.6 6.6 8.2 11 13 16.3 18.5 21 22.2 20

0.07 1.08 1.35 1.68 2.55 3.6 4.8 5.8 7.8 9.3 12 13.3 15 15.7 14.3
0.08 1.08 1.31 1.60 2.4 3.25 4.2 5.1 6.8 8.1 10.5 11.8 13 13.6 12.5
0.09 1.07 1.28 1.55 2.25 3.05 3.85 4.5 6.1 7. 2 9.4 10.4 11.3 12.0 11.1
0.10 1.07 1.26 1.51 2.12 2.82 3.55 4.2 5. 5 6.6 8.5 9.4 10.2 10.8 10.0
0.20 1.04 1.15 1.31 1.61 1.95 2.23 2.55 3.0 3.34 4.2 4.8 5.1 5.25 5.0
0.3 1.02 1.10 1.21 1.40 1.63 1.8 1.92 2.2 2. 5 2. 0 3.2 3.35 3.42 3.33
0.5 1.02 1.06 1.11 1.20 1.31 1.40 1.45 1.55 1.64 1.82 1.93 2.0 2.02 2.0
0. 7 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.28 1.34 1.40 1.42 1.43 1.43
0.8 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.06 1.10 1.12 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.25 1.25
0.9 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.11 1.11 1.11,

a
r3 0.2

(*) Property Index, F = (EE1) 31'
where p = dynamic viscosity

Pgs fs p = density
2 = liquid

gy g = gas
s = saturatiore



t TABLE III.1-2

- RETRAN VALUES OF THE BAR0CZY MASS FLUX CORRECTION FACT 9R

6 2
AT G = 0.25 x 10 lb /hr-ft

Property Thermodynamic Quality
Index r 0.001 0.010 0.050 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

0.001 1.40 1.40 1.30 1.493 1.493 1.36 1.255 1.13 1.0
0.002 1.268 1.268 1.15 1.457 1.457 1.306 1.197 1.114 1.0
0.003 1.19 1.19 1.061 1.435 1.435 1.274 1.162 1.106 1.0
0.005 1.168 1.168 1.037 1.41 1.41 1.24 1.140 1.098 1.0
0.007 1.173 1.173 1.082 1.392 1.392 1.253 1.142 1.091 1.0
0.008 1.177 1.178 1.101 1.388 1.388 1.26 1.143 1.09 1.0
0.009 1.179 1.184 1.120 1.382 1.382 1.264 1.144 1.09 1.0
0.010 1.181 1.191 1.135 1.379 1.379 1.268 1.145 1.089 1.0
0.020 1.193 1.236 1.235 1.363 1.363 1.295 1.151 1.087 1.0

= 0.03 1.201 1.262 1.293 1.371 1.371 1.31 1.153 1.084 1.0

7 0.05 1.212 1.295 1.369 1.41 1.41 1.33 1.16 1.081 1.0
= 0.07 1.20 1.283 1.417 1.48 1.48 1.35 1.165 1.08 1.0

0.08 1.19 1.268 1.435 1.516 1.516 1.36 1.17 1.08 1.0
0.09 1.181 1.25 1.452 1.55 1.55 1.37 1.174 1.08 1.0
0.10 1.172 1.238 1.469 1.582 1.582 1.379 1.179 1.079 1.0
0.20 1.120 1.151 1.540 1.77 1.77 1.416 1.189 1.07 1.0
0. 3 1 091 1.113 1.40 1.59 1.59 1.309 1.15 1.053 1.0
0. 5 1.054 1.067 1.232 1.34 1.34 1.179 1.087 1.031 1.0
0. 7 1.03 1.034 1.12 1.178 1.178 1.092 1.045 1.017 1.0
0.8 1.02 1.021 1.077 1.113 1.113 1.059 1.029 1.01 1.0
0.9 1.01 1.011 1.038 1.055 1.055 1.029 1.014 1.005 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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TABLE 111.1-3

RETRAN VALUES OF THE BAR0CZY MASS FLUX CORRECTION FACTOR

6 2
AT G = 0.50 x 10 lb,/hr-ft

Property Thermodynamic Quality
_Index F 0.001 0.010 0.050 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

0.001 1.205 1.288 1.205 1.28 1.27 1.20 1.155 1.088 1.0
0.002 1.17 1.269 1.17 1.276 1.249 1.176 1.13 1.08 1.0
0.003 1.149 1.259 1.149 1.271 1.237 1.161 1.118 1.074 1.0
0.005 1.13 1.245 1.13 1.263 1.23 1.157 1.109 1.07 1.0
0.007 1.127 1.234 1.137 1.258 1.23 1.168 1.11 1.071 1.0
0.008 1.124 1.229 1.14 1.254 1.23 1.171 1.11 1.071 1.0
0.009 1.122 1.224 1.146 1.251 1.231 1.176 1.11 1.071 1.0
0.010 1.12 1.22 1.15 1.25 1.231 1.18 1.11 1.072 1.0
0.020 1.112 1.191 1.175 1.237 1.236 1.202 1.15 1.076 1.0

:: 0.03 1.107 1.176 1.19 1.229 1.239 1.216 1.2 1.079 1.0
7 0.05 1.100 1.154 1.21 1.22 1.246 1.235 1.27 1.08 1.0
* 0.07 1.092 1.141 1.23 1.254 1.3 1.245 1.32 1.078 1.0

0.08 1.09 1.134 1.24 1.277 1.337 1.253 1.36 1.075 1.0
0.9 1.088 1.128 1.25 1.297 1.369 1.262 1.4 1.073 1.0
0.10 1.085 1.121 1.259 1.314 1.398 1.27 1.42 1.07 1.0
0.20 1.07 1.085 1.31 1.427 1.56 1.31 1.6 1.059 1.0
0.3 1.06 1.063 1.231 1.33 1.422 1.231 1.2 1.043 1.0
0.5 1.037 1.037 1.133 1.188 1.242 1.133 1.07 1.025 1.0
0.7 1.019 1.019 1.069 1.096 1.123 1.069 1.035 1.012 1.0
0.8 1.01 1.01 1.042 1.06 1.078 1.042 1.021 1.007 1.0
0.9 1.004 1.004 1.021 1.029 1.037 1.021 1.01 1.003 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

m
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TABLE III.1-4

RETRAN VALUES OF THE BAR0CZY MASS FLUX CORRECTION FACTOR

6 2AT G = 2.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft
Property Thermodynamic Quality
Index r 0.001 0.010 0.050 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

0.001 0.810 0.700 0.720 0.732 0.740 0.790 0.838 0.920 1.0
0.002 0.835 0.687 0.704 0.728 0.748 0.799 0.848 0.923 1.0
0.003 0.850 0.680 0.697 0.725 0.751 0.804 0.855 0.928 1.0
0.005 0.863 0.690 0.700 0.728 0.755 0.800 0.848 0.919 1.0
0.007 0.870 0.715 0.715 0.738 0.758 0.789 0.830 0.902 1.0
0.008 0.872 0.825 0.720 0.742 0.759 0.782 0.821 0.898 1.0
0.010 0.874 0.741 0.730 0.750 0.760 0.775 0.810 0.888 1.0
0.020 0.885 0.792 0.758 0.173 0.768 0.750 0.770 0.858 1.0
0.03 0.891 0.822 0.773 0.787 0.770 0.731 0.748 0.840 1.0

:: 0.05 0.900 0.860 0.794 0.803 0.775 0.710 0.720 0.816 1.0
7 0.07 0.913 0.880 0.795 0.795 0.750 0.700 0.700 0.795 1.0
;; 0.08 0.920 0.884 0.792 0.785 0.735 0.685 0.685 0.785 1.0

0.09 0.925 0.889 0.790 0.778 0.722 0.670 0.670 0.778 1.0
0.10 0.929 0.891 0.788 0.770 0.710 0.660 0.660 0.770 1.0
0.20 0.960 0.911 0.770 0.720 0.640 0.585 0.585 0.720 1.0
0.3 0.969 0.933 0.830 0.787 0.728 0.687 0.687 0.787 1.0
0.4 0.975 0.950 0.870 0.840 0.792 0.760 0.760 0.840 1.0
0.6 0.987 0.971 0.928 0.910 0.883 0.868 0.868 0.910 1.0
0.8 0.993 0.989 0.968 0.961 0.948 0.942 0.942 0.961 1.0
0.9 0.997 0.995 0.983 0.980 0.975 0.974 0.974 0.980 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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TABLE III.1-5

RETRAN VALUES OF THE BAR0CZY MASS FLUX CORRECTION FACTOR

6
AT G = 3.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft

Property Thermodynamic Quality
Index r 0.001 0.010 0.050 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

0.001 0.710 0.550 0.570 0.613 0.600 0.680 0.751 0.835 1.0
0.002 0.742 0.520 0.540 0.600 0.610 0.690 0.768 u.835 1.0
0.003 0.762 0.502 0.520 0.590 0.614 0.696 0.776 0.870 1.0
0.005 0.788 0.514 0.523 0.600 0.619 0.686 0.755 0.852 1.0
0.007 0.798 0.554 0.546 0.612 0.620 0.667 0.727 0.830 1.0
0.008 0.801 0.570 0.554 0.620 0.621 0.660 0.715 0.820 1.0
0.009 0.806 0.582 0.562 0.622 0.622 0.650 0.704 0.811 1.0
0.010 0.810 0.595 0.570 0.626 0.623 0.645 0.695 0.803 1.0
0.020 0.832 0.677 0.617 0.654 0.630 0.603 0.635 0.753 1.0

| 0.03 0.848 0.725 0.644 0.670 0.634 0.580 0.600 0.725 1.0
7 0.05 0.868 0.737 0.680 0.691 0.640 0.550 0.556 0.690 1.0
:: 0.07 0.887 0.818 0.690 0.690 0.620 0.530 0.530 0.663 1.0

0.08 0.894 0.827 0.690 0.685 0.610 0.520 0.520 0.654 1.0
0.09 0.900 0.833 0.690 0.680 0.600 0.515 0.515 0.648 1.0
0.10 0.906 0.840 0.690 0.675 0.593 0.510 0.510 0.640 1.0
0.20 0.945 0.882 0.690 0.650 0.560 0.475 0.475 0.603 1.0
0.3 0.960 0.913 0.770 0.740 0.670 0.610 0.610 0.702 1.0
0.4 0.970 0.935 0.825 0.800 0.750 0.700 0.700 0.773 1.0
0.5 0.978 0.950 0.868 0.850 0.810 0.775 0.775 0.830 1.0
0.7 0.989 0.973 0.931 0.924 0.900 0.885 0.885 0.910 1.0
0.8 0.992 0.983 0.957 0.952 0.940 0.928 0.928 0.945 1.0
0.9 0.996 0.991 0.979 0.975 0.975 0.968 0.968 0.975 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
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6

(F at G = 3 x 10 )(G/10 - 2)6

(G/106 > 3) (111.1-20)b
F =
g 6

6 (G/10 - 3)(F at G = 2 x 10 )G

One other modification is incorporated into the RETRAN version of the Baroczy
6

correlation. Instead of multiplying the two phase multiplier for G = 1 x 10
2

lb,/hr-ft by the mass flux correction, the following equation is used,
-

2 2
- 1.0 F (III.1-21)=1+ $ p,k 6 G$ p,k tt

_ G=1x10 _

The original Baroczy model is given by

2 2
= $ p,k 6 G . (III.1-22)F$ p,kt t

G=1x10g

Comparing Equation III.1-22 with Equation III.1-21 and examining the basic
multipliers given in Table III.1-1 shows the effect of using Equation 111.1-22
instead of Equation III.1-21. The modifications which have been incorporated
into the RETRAN version of the Baroczy correlation have been developed with
experimental data in References III.1-8 through 111.1-13.

Substituting Equation III.1-21 into Equation III.1-9 gives the wall-fluid momen-
tum exchange as

U/ L T pk k|v | 2k k
7 j. 9 _j pFw,k = 4 2D 2 w,k tp,k 6 G '

hy,kj _ G=lx10 _ (III.1-23)

where the two phase multiplier is given in Table 111.1-1 and F is btained as
G

previously dis'.ussed.

1356 095
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1.1.3 Beattie Correlations and Bennett Flow Regime Map

While the Baroczy correlation provides a two phase multiplier which is dependent
on the mass flux in the channel, it only indirectly accounts for changes in the
friction force which are flow regime dependent. The option of using Beattie's
correlations [III.1-14, 111.1-15], which are flow regime dependent, has been
added to RETRAN. These correlations and a method of determining the volume flow
regime are discussed in this section.

1.1.3.1 Bennett Flow Regime Map

The flow regime map of Bennett et al.[III.1-16] is based on visual studies of
liquid water-steam flowir.g upward in a heated vertical tube. The results of the
observations were plotted using the coordinates of total mass flux, G, versus

the thermodynamic quality, x. Figure III.1-1 represents data obtained at 1000

psia in a 0.5-inch-ID circular conduit. Bennett's map is believed to be more

independent of pressure if the thermodynamic quality "x" is converted to the

homogeneous volume fraction, u. The relation between quality and a, is given by

x

Pgs
a= (111.1-24)-j _g +

P pg3 g3

The original flow regime map by Bennett et al. is shown in Figure 111.1-1 and
the modified flow regime map is shown in Figure III.1-2. In the modified flow

regime map, the flow regime boundaries are approximated by straight lines. The
map shown in Figure III.1-2 is assumed to apply to both vertical and horizontal
flows in RETRAN, although the original map was based on vertical upflow. The
flow regime boundary between annular and bubble flows is maintained at a = 0.24

6 2
for mass fluxes above 3 x 10 lbm/f t -hr even though data are not reported

beyond this value by Bennett. The upper boundary of annular and wispy annular
flow in Figure III.1-1 separates those regions from post CHF conditions. In

Figure III.1-2, these two regions are treated as annular flow except when CHF is
exceeded, in which case they are treated as post CHF (dispersed) flow.

1 % 6 096
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1.1. 3. 2 Beattie Two-Phase Multipliers

In an attempt to account for the effect of flow regime on the friction force,
Beattie[III.1-14,111.1-15] has developed a set of two phase multipliers wi'ich
are flow regime dependent. The Beattie multipliers for two phase flow in pipes
have been incorporated in RETRAN to provide a third option for the use of a two-
phase multiplier, and are listed in Table 111.1-6. In RETRAN, the flow regime

for volume "k" is determined from the flow regime map in Figure III.1-2, and the
appropriate two phase multiplier is then computed. The friction loss is then
computed from Equation 111.1-17.

1.2 Local Momentum Losses

At the present time, local momentum losses are modeled in RETRAN by use of the
irreversible loss coefficients associated with the mechanical energy balance.

Thesecoefficients,e$ofEquationII.3-40,arefunctionsofthegeometric
details of the flow channel and the flow speed and direction. Tabulations of

e$areavailableinReferences[111.1-17,III.1-18].

OThe model used in RETRAN does not contain correctfons for two phase flow effects.
[III.1-2, III.1-3, 111.1-4]. These coefficients are specified as input values

and any value can be used.

1.3 Phase Separation (Bubble Rise) Model

The phase separation or so-called bubble rise model is a combination of a semi-
empirical relation fer vapor phase, or " bubble" distribution and a differential
equation for the mass of vapor at any time in a volume. The model attempts to
account for the separation of a flashing two phase mixture which occurs during
the depressurization of vertically oriented vessels. The model was originally
developed for RELAP2 which modeled a nuclear reactor system using three control
voiumes[III. 1-19, 111.1-20, 111.1-21] and was intended to be used only in a
single volume. The model was refined and verified by comparison to Semiscale
high pressure blowdowns.[III.1-21]

In actuality, the phase separation is a simplified slip model. When slip is
incorporated into RETRAN, the phase separation model presented herein must be

O
m 6 099
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TABLE III.1-6

BEATTIE TWO-FHASE FRICTION MULTIPLIERS

Two-PhaseMultiplier,$f,kFlow regime

/ + 2p ) p#5 \ 0.21 + xl(3.5p
-

0. 8
-

g9Bubble 1 + x(pas /p -1)
( (g. )p -1 )g3 g j_

0.81- 0.2
Froth, slug 1 + x (Pts /p -1) |1 + x (3.5p ,,jg _ ))g,

gs L gs-
_ _
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C 0. 8
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modified in order to be consistent. Use of the model in a slip modified code is
incorrect since all of the water entering a volume is assumed to exist only in
the mixture at the bottom of the volume and not in the steam dome.

During a continuous decompression of a large stagnant vertical volume, the
partial der.sity of steam bubbles should be the least near the bottom of the
volume. This distribution is reasonable since the static pressure will be

highest near the bottom plus the fact that the bubbles tend to coalesce as they
rise through the mixture. The simplest model approximating this situation is
one in which the partial density of bubbles is assumed to increase linearly
within the two phase mixture as shown in Figure 111.1-3. Obviously, the model

is incapable of describing other bubble concentrations when physical conditions,
such as oscillating pressure, lead to more complicated distributions. Other
models could be used for the assumed distribution, however.

The assumed linear distribution in the two phase mixture below the steam dome is

+b (III.1-25)pb "gb gbg

O"

where p is the partial steam density in the two phase mixture, z is the height

above the bottom of the volume, z,is the height of the mixture interface and
m and b are parameters.

gb gb

The number of undetermined parameters in Equation 111.1-25 is reduced to one by
use of the relation for the total mass of the steam.

z,

gb pb dz (III.1-26)M =A
g

o

where A is the cross-sectional area and M is the mass of the steam, as bubbles,
gb

below the mixture interface. Performing the indicated integration and assuming

that the control volume area and volume (V,) are related by

1 % 6 101 O
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Az* = y* (III.1-27)

yields
N

1 _ gb (111.1-28)
2 *gb + bgb - V,

Clearly, the parameters m and b are no' independent. When m =0 in Equadon
gb gb gb

III.1-28,

b =M /v ' ( I 'I'29)gb b m

which is the uniform average partial density of steam in the two phase mixture.

When b=0 in Equation III.1-28,

m =2M N. (III.1-30)gb gb m

The partial steam density and hence the volume fraction of steam is then zero at
z=0. Equation 111.1-30 represents the maximum bubble gradient possible. In
order to generalize the model, a non-negative parameter, C , is defined suchg

that

m = 2C M (III.1-31)gb g gb m.

The parameter b is then obtainable from Equation III.1-28 as

gb g gb! m. (111.1-32)b = (1 - C ) M

Hence the generalized form of the steam partial density in the mixture is ob-
tained by combining Equations 111.1-28, III.1-31, and III.1-32 as

2C M
IzI (I ' o) "gbg gb

V
. (111.1-33)|**pb V |z/g

im mm

At the volume bottom, z=0, Equation 111.1-33 yields

1756 103 O
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.

pb * (I ~ o) "gb! m* (II 'I~ )
g

In order for p b to be non-negative at z=0, that is,g

pb 0 (111.1-35)#
g

C must be less than or equal to one. At the steam-mixture interface, z=2 ,,g

Equation III.1-33 becomes

1) M(C +
*pb V,g

The partial steam density, p b, of the interface must be less than or equal tog
the pure steam density, that is,

p - l. (III.1-37)<

g

Division of Equation 111.1-36 by p and use of Equation III.1-37 results in
g

M

g1 e: (u1.,-38,
, .

gm o

Since C <1 in order for p b to be non-negative by Equation 111.1-35, Equationg g
III.1-38 becomes

1f (111.1-39)
gm

The constraint given by Equation 111.1-39 must be used in order for Equation
III.1-31 to yield physically meaningful results. The factor M P is thegb g m
average volume fraction of steam in the mixture, a ,.g

The generalization of the slope parameter, mgb, must be modified for an average
volume fraction of steam above 0.5. In order to see how this might be done,
rewrite Equation 111.1-31 as

166 104
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O
2C a ,. (111.1-40)=

g g
g

Since Equation 111.1-40 can only be used for a a <0.5, it is reasonable from

symmetry arguments to modify this equation for a ,>0,5 asg

*b=2C (1 a )=2C a (III.1-41)g ,

p o gm o fm
g

where o is the average volume fraction of liquid in the mixture. Equation 111.1-41g
may be rewritten using the definition of a as

(p - ym = 2C !. (111.1-42)gb g g
*]

The b p rameter then becomes, from Equation 111.1-28,gb

=(1+C)[Mb -Cp. (111.1-43)

Ogb g gg
-

.
The expression for the bubble partial density then becomes

pb = 2C p- + (1 + C ) -Cp. (111.1-44)g g g g gg

At the steam-mixture interface, z=z,, Equation 111.1-44 becomes

[ M M

pb =C p - + (111.1-45)g g g

Since the steam density at the interface must be less than or equal to the pure
steam density Equation 112.1-37 forces

)Ab

O
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( M ) Mgb
C, 1- |+ $ 1, (111.1-46)p y

( g m) gm

which simp'.y requires C to be less than or equal to one again.g

At the bottom of the volume, z=0, Equation 111.1-44 hecomes

(1+C,[M -Cp. (III.1-47)=pbg g og
m

In order for the partial density to be non-negative in Equation III.1-47,

M

(1 + C ) - Cp 2 0. (III.1-48)g gg
m

Division of Equation III.1-48 by p and rearranging produces
g

M C

A >1+C (111.1-49)=

p V, -g g ) , _1__
.

o

SinceCyl, Equation 111.1-49 becomes

a,= 1f (III.1-50)g

In summary then, the complete bubble distribution parameters are

M '

m = 2C A
gb o V,

if 0 $ a ,5 f (III.1-51)g

M

= (1 - C ) [b
gb g

M J
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O
< w -

m = 2C 1 p y 1y 9 \g *)
if f < a ,51 (III.1-52)>

g

M
b = (1 + C ) -Cp

gb g gg ,

A development similar to that given above f',r the partial density of steam in
the two phase mixture can be made for the partial density of liquid in the two-
phase mixture. The partial density of the liquid, when summed with the partial
density of the steam, yields the partial density of the two-phase mixture. For
the purpose of brevity, only the partial mixture density equation is presented
as follows without development.

p, = m, h + b, (111.1-53)
m

where the mixture distribution parameters are given by

O
M '

m, = 2 C ([ p)
g g

m

if 0 $ a ,5 !/2 (III.1-54)g

b,=O-C)[M +Co
g g t s

m

m, = 2 Cg (p -[M
'

)g
m

if 1/2 < a , 5 1 (111.1-55)g

M

b, = ( 1 + C ) [ - C pg gg
m

*

O
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The phase separation model is not complete at this point since the total mass of

steam in the two phase mixture, Mgb, is not known. In order to obtain this
quantity, mass balances need to be performed for the total volume and for the
mixture. As already mentioned, the phase separation model is actually a simpli-
fied slip model. In order to see the simplifying assumptions, consider the
general two-fluid continuity equation [III.1-22]

'k(Aup)+ (Aa P v ) = Am (111.1-56)g g a aa a

where m is the rate of net phase appearance per unit volume, o is the volume
a g

a
fraction, p, is the thermodynamic density and v is the velocity of phase "a."
EqJation III.1-56 may be re-written as

g (Aa P ) * E (*a ) * ^ a (111.1-57)aa

where the flowing quality for a two phase mixture is defined as

-

a,p v"AW
,= a

(111.1-58)x,=yf .g(a p vg + o p v )A
gg gg

The subscripts and superscripts, 2 and g, denote the steam and liquid, respectively.

Equation 111.1-57 may be converted into an overall balance equation by inte-
grating over the control volume as

Z Z Z

h(Aup)dZ+ E ( fa ) dZ = Am, dZ
a

W (111.1-59).gg

o o o

Interchange of the order of integration and differentiation together with the
definition of the total mass

1 36 108
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@

O
z

M, = Aa p dz (111.1-60)ga

o

and net rate of production

Z

A= Ain, dz (III.1-61)

'o

causes Equation 111.1-59 to assume the form

dM

g = [IH (x ,W)) - [ (yf,W)) + A (1I1.1-62)
f 3

OUT

wherefN r denotes summatien over all flow paths or junctions into or out
OUT

of the volume under consideration. Equation 111.1-62 when applied to the con-
trol shown in Figure III.1-3 yields the steam mass balance as

dM

g )j - (x W) + A (III.1-63)(x W=
y 7

Assuming that the steam flows at the same rate as the mixture at the junctions
causes the flowing quality to become the thermodynamic quality or simply, the
quality, x, as

a P vA aEgq gO (III.1-64)*fg (a p v + a o @ " e p +apj=x
*

gg gg gg p

Equation 111.1-63 then becomes for equal phase velocities,

3, (\*l

O
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dM

x W) - x W) + A (111.1-65)= j g
.

The overall balance equation of steam in the mixture is given by

b) dz = Ain (111.1-66)
O

(Ap b) dz + g (Ap by
g g gb

o o o

gb
is the velocity of steam ic the mixture. Equation III.1-66 may bewhere v

'ntegrated over the mixture using the Leibnitz theorem as

h
,(t)z

dz

(Ap b) dz - (Ap b) zg g
o m

z,(t)
A5 dz)j|z,+g($Ap )j ' 0 ( Ap )j - (Apgb=

gb gb gb

(III.1-67)

where $) denotes the fraction of each junction which originates or terminates in
the mixture region. If a junction j does not originate or terminate in the
mixture region, then $ =0. If a junction j is partially in the mixture region

3

and partially in the steam dome, $) is between zero and one depending on the
mixture level height with respect to the junction height.

Define the production of steam in the mixture, A as
b

*m
A Ain dz (III.1-68)=

gb ggg

Assume the steam velocity is equal to the mixture velocity at the junction and
use the definition of total mass of steam in the mixture given by Equation III.1-29
in Equation III.1-67 to obtain

756 1101
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O
dM dz

9D}|#m(* |#m
)*(^P*j*j j ~ 0 T I33*

gb'

(111.1-69)

Define

dz
gb (111.1-70)v y y -

.

bub ,m

to be the velocity of the steam at the steam-mixture interface z=z,(t) reladve
to the interface velocity (positive upward). Solving for A from Equation

gb
111.1-66, substituting it into Equation III.1-65 and noting that

A=Agb * Agsd (III I-71)
g

where A is the rate of vapor production in the steam dome, then
gsd

dM dM

Y *j j ' jjj* dt * ^ bub (Pgb}z, gsd
** j

Tg

(111.1-72)

where $j=1-$) is the fraction of each stream originating in the steam doms.

Solving for the rate of bubble formation and dropping the rate of vapor iorma-
tion in the steam dome, Equation 111.1-59 assumes the form

. -

dM dM
x

- Avbub(Pgb)z,j 3 )W)T *j
'* -

OT

To complete the development of the phase separation model, equations for the

junction quality x), and the fraction of steam flowing at a junction and origi-
nating in t:ce steam dome $ , must be developed. The junction quality is defined

3
to be

1 %6 111 O
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z, C

p b(z) dA + p dA
g

z
*j . 8 (III.1-74)m

,m

p,(z) dA + p dA
g

assuming that the junction gas and liquid phase velocities are equal. Figure III.1-4
illustrates the integration over the circular junction area, where

dA = 2ydz (111.1-75)

since the circu1ar area may be described in Cartesian coordinates as

2,y2 + (z-A)2 (III.1-76)r .

Equation 111.1-76 is rearranged to define y as a function of r and z and is
substituted into Equation 111.1-75 giving

2
2 + 2Az)1 2 dz (III.1-77)dA = 2(r -A -z

Combining Equations III. 1-25, 111.1-53, 111.1-74, and 111.1-77, the integral
equation for the junction quality is obtained

j= z(r -A2_72 + 2Az) dz + b (r -A - z
2 2 2

2 + 2Az) dzx
gb

B B

1/2
~

'M 'm 1/2
2 2

2 + 2Az) dz z(r -A2_72 + 2Az) dz+p (r -A -z
g

m . . B

I
'

m 1/2 1/2
+ b, (r -A272 + 2Az) dz + p (r -A -z2 2 2

2 + 2Az) dz .

g
B z"

(111.1-78)
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The integral term representing the area of the junction occupied by the mixture
or pure steam, depending on the integration limits, is given by

# z
2 2 1/2

A =2 (r -A2,72 + 2Az) dz (III.1-79)2
3

z) z j

and has the solution

2 - (z-A)2 2 -I
A = (z-A) r +r sin (III.1-80)s

I l z)

The second integral form represents the integrated mixture or gas bubble mass
residing within the junction area in excess of that which would be present if
there where no partial density gradients through the mixture. The general form
of the integral is given by

#
.z2 1/22

2 2
2 + 2Az)M =2 z(r -A -z az (III.1-81)m,gb ,

z j z)

and has the solution

'2 3/2 1/2g g - (z-A)g + A(z-A) r - (z-A)gg
M wrm,gb = ~3

z
i

z

+ Ar sin'I . (III.1-82)2

I l

The above equation can be expressed in terms of the area integral given by
Equation III.1-80 as follcws,

# z
2 3/2 2

2 2 - (z-A)2 +AA (111.1-83)M nrm,gb * 'l m,s
,z) z j
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Both the mixture and gas bubble mass integrals are evaluated between the limits

B and z,. Substituting these integration limits into Equation 111.1-83) yields

z, z
m 3/2

- (z,- A)2 . (III.1-80
2

M =AA - rm gb s
B B

The area integral for the integration limits B to z, is given by

z
m 1/2 tz -A' 2

2 2 ~I M
A = (z,-A) r - (A,-A)2 .(III.1-85)+r sin +
mJ

B

The area integral for the junction area residing above the mixture level (integra-

tion limits z,to C) can be recast in terms of the area defined by Equation 111.1-85
as follows

|2m2
A =nr -A . (III.1-86)ms 3

z, B

The three integrals given by Equations III. 1-84, 111.1-85 and III.1-86 are
normalized using the full jurction area (all terms in numerator and denominator
of Equation 111.1-78 are effectively divided by the junction area), resulting in

the following,

A,,, z,
I I 1/2,

=1+1 (z*-A) I*-A 2
'-a = '

m 2 2 a r r
r

I-Af
-l m+ sin (III.1-87)

{7 l.
Am,s ,"

o, = 2 * (I ~ "m) (III.1-88)
nr

O
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z
"m,gb F z,-AY 3/2

=Aa, 23n#
B

- I~' (III.1-89)Z* =
2wr _ (r )

where

a, fraction of the junction area occupied by the two phase mixture=

fraction of the junction area occupied by pure steam (abovea =
s

mixture level)

Z* effective height at which the average mixture and gas bubble=

partial densities exist.

Combining Equations III.1-78 and III.1-87 through 111.1-89 leads to a general
equation for the junction quality for flows leaving a separated volume. The
equation is

E * "m gb * P (I~"m)m

*j * m,qbE + a,b, + pg (1 a,)
g (III.1-90)

where

1 = #* = effective height relative to the mixture height.
m

The development given above for the junction quality was derived for a vertically
oriented jcnction with the mixture level residing within the bounds defined by
the junctior radius. Three other combinations are possible which are not directly

applicable from the development given for Equation III.1-90. The first case

exists when the mixture level resides above the upper bound of a vertically
oriented junction and the second case is present when horizontally oriented
junctions are exposed to the two phase mixture. In both cases, the average
mixture properties that the junction is exposed to are defined at the junction

height, and the fraction of the junction area exposed to the mixture is unity.
A third case exists when the mixture level resides below a circular junction,

i.e. z, < z -r, and the junction quality is not dependent upon the mixture
j

1 % 6 116
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O
properties. Consequently, for covered vertical junctions, uncovered vertical
junctions, and horizontal junctions, the following unique values of a and 2 are

m

used

a = 1.0 f r vertical junctions where z,3 (z) + r)
m for horizontal junctions

a,= 0.0 for vertical junctions where z,1 (z) - r)

and

z
for vertical junctions where zm 1 (z) + r)g;

z, for horizontal junctions

E = 0.0 for vertical junctions where z 1 (*j - r).m

The T term appearing in Equation III.1-73 is defined as the fraction of steam
j

flowing at a junction which originates in the steam dome of the donor volume.
T is therefore given byj

-

C
~

- M m 1/2z1/22 2 $ z(r -A -z +2Az) dz2 2 2
T.= p (r -A ,7 +2Az) dz

J 9 z,7
- m -

_ B

z C
-

(r -A -z +2Az)I!2 dz + p (r -A -z +2Az)1 2 dz2 2 22 2+b
gb g

B z, -

(111.1-91)

The equation for T given above is similar to the definition of x defined by

Equation 111.1-78. Due to the similarity between the two equations, the develop-

ment for T) is not presented in detail. The final generalized equation is given
by

p (1 a )

'j = m 1+ab P (I "m)
'

gb gb g

1 "6 117 O
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which also applies for vertically oriented junctions with the mixture level

residing between the bounds defined by the junction radius. For vertical or

horizontal junctions exposed to the two phase mixture only

f r horizontal junctions where z) 1 zm (111.1-93)7. = 0
J

for vertical junctions where (z) + r) 1 z 'm

If the horizontal or vertical junction is exposed to the steam dome only,

for horizontal junctions where zj>zm (111.1-94)9, = )
J for vertical junctions where (z) - r) > z,.

With the definition of x) and 93
completed, the RETRAN phase separation model is

fully defined.
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2.0 ENERGY EQUATION

The macroscopic energy balance of Equation II.3-41 requires models for the

energy transfer Q,. During hypothetical LOCA's, an extremely wide range of
transient, two phase heat transfer regimes may be encountered in the core
of the NSSS, the steam generators, and the pipes of the hydraulic loop.
The two-phase heat transfer model in RETRAN has been designed primarily for
analysis of forced convection two phase heat transfer in the core of the
NSSS. The heat transfer model, in general, incorporates several approxi-
mations which are used when special situar, ions, such as very low flow
rates, are encountered. Several recent reviews of the two phase flow
heat transfer literature have been given that can be used as sources of
information for updating the RETRAN model.[III.2-1 through III.2-6]

2.1 Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer Regimes

The boiling curve is generally employed as a convenient reference for
discussion
of the behavior of heated surfaces. A representation of a pool boiling curve at

a fixed pressure is shown in Figure III.2-1. A brief discussion of the character-

istics of the physical processes associated with two phase heat transfer and the
various paths shown in Figure 111.2-1 is given here.

The characteristics of the boiling curve for pool boiling depend*

upon the type of energy exchange processes employed to obtain the
data. In general, the path ABDEF is obtained by use of tempera-
ture controlled surfaces as the surface temperature is increased.

* For the case of a heat flux controlled surface, for both forced

convection and pool boiling, the path ABDD'F is obtained as the
heat flux is " increased". Point D' represents the new equilibrium

state of the surface at the heat flux value q
CHF'

* In general, the boiling processes do not follow the same path on
"cooldown" as they do on "heatup" For the case of pool boiling,

the paths FEDBA and FEE'BA have been obtained.

O
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* For the case of forced convection with uniform heat flux in the

direction of flow, the path FD'DBA is followed as the heat flux is

decreased.[III.2-1, 111.2-7] That is, the hysteresis associated with

the pool boiling curve is not present.

* At steady operating conditions, a NSSS fuel rod is a heat-flux-
controlled surface (neglecting the effects of void feedback) with a non-
uniform distribution of heat flux along the rod. Experimental results
have shown that the path FD'EE' may be obtained upon reduction of the
heat flux for a portion of a noroniformly heated surface.[III.2-7,

III.2-8, 111.2-9]

* The transition boiling region, path EC of Figure III.2-1, for forced

convection has been obtained by use of a transient technique which
produces a quench curve for a portion of the test section.[III.2-7]

This curve follows the path FECE' of Figure III.2-1. The heat flux at

point C is less than the initial heat flux of point D.

* Some experimental information[III.2-10 through III.2-14] is available
which indicates that the minimum heat flux, point E of Figure III.2-1,
has different values for steady-state and transient conditions. That

is, under transient quench tests, the wall superheat at which the

minimum heat flux is attained is higher than the value under steady-
state conditions. The condition of the surface of the heated element
affects the transient results.[III.2-14]

During hypothetical LOCA's, the fuel rods of NSSS's may behave as heat flux-
controlled surfaces for some parts of the transient and as temperature-
controlled surfaces for other parts of the transient. In addition, due to the

wide range of flow rates encountered during hypothetical incidents, forced

convection, pool boiling and free convection types of conditions may occur. For
the case of forced convection, the " boiling curve" at a given pressure is in

f act a f amily of curves with the mass flux as a primary parameter and the thermo-
dynamic quality as a secondary parameter for each value of the mass flux.

9
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The two phase flow and heat transfer regimes which may occur in NSSS cores are
shown in Figure III.2-2. A brief description of these regimes is given here and

the relationships to Figure III.2-1 are indicated.

* At the inlet of the flow channels shown in Figure 111.2-2,
forced convection to single phase liquid is occurring. For the

case of relatively high flow rates, the heat transfer coefficient

for this regime is fairly well known. For low flow rates, when

gravity or free convection effects can be important, the correla-

T. ions employed in this region must include accounting of these
effects. The single phase forced convection region corresponds
to the path AB of Figure III.2-1.

* The subcooled boiling regimet, shown in Figure 111.2-2 occur when
the flow channel average fluid temperature is less than the

saturation temperature. The temperature of the fluid adjacent to
the clad surface, however, is at or above the local saturation

temperature and thus boiling may begin. The wall superheat
required to initiate boiling is in general a function of the

micro-structure of the clad surface, the thermo physical properties
of the fluid and the thermodynamic state of the fluid. Most
' empirical descriptions employed in engineering analyses do not
contain accounting of all of these details. In addition, no

distinction is made between the partial and fully developed
subcooled boiling conditions. That is, fully developed subcooled
boiling will be assumed. Empirical correlations will be employed
to determine the surface temperature at point B and along the
path BCD of Figure III.2-1.

* The nucleate boiling regime occurs as the bulk fluid energy
attains the local saturation state. For some flow rates and rod-
fluid energy exchange rates, the fluid may not attain the satura-
tion state before the CHF point is reau.ed. This latter condition

usually occurs at higher flow rates and heat flux as shown in
Figure III.2-2b.
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The forced convection vaporization heat transfer regime is charac-*

terized by the presence of a liquid film on the heated surface.

The critical heat flux, point D of Figure III.2-1, is a complex*

function of the state and flow rate of the coolant and the geometry

of the flow channel. The critical heat flux is usually determined

by t.se of empirical correlations.[III.2-15 through III.2-29]

The transition boiling (unstable film boiling) regime, paths DE*

or EC of Figure III.2-1, may occur during some portions of a LOCA
because of the very high temperatures at which rewetting of a hot
surface may occur. This boiling regime is generally charac-
terized by an unstable vapor film adjacent to the heated surface.
The vapor film is broken up by areas of liquid that intermittently
wet the surface. As previously noted, this regime is generally

associated with temperature controlled surfaces. Experimental
results indicate that part of the reflood heat transfer period

may be characterized as approximately a constant temperature
period. That is, the surface tes;erature varies slowly with

time. In addition, for the case of high rewetting temperatures,

the surface temperature may be too high for fully developed
surface boiling to occur.

* Downstream of the CHF location, the clad surface is covered with

vapor and the energy exchange is primarily characteristic of
convection to vapor. This heat transfer regime corresponds to
the ED'F region of Figure III.2-1. Although the heat transfer is

primarily to vapor, liquid in the form of droplets may also

contribute to the energy exchange. Several heat transfer models
are available for the liquid dispersed and liquid deficient

regimes of Figures III.2-2a and III.2-2b.[III.2-7, III.2-8,

III.2-30 through 111.2-35] The inverse annular regime of

Figure III.2-2b, however, has not been investigated as much as
the liquid dispersed and liquid deficient regimes. At sufficiently
high clad surface temperatures, radiative energy exchange must be
accounted for in the post-CHF regime.

,
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* As energy is transferred to the vapor and droplets, eventually
all of the liquid will be evaporated and the vapor will become

superheated. Heat transfer to the superheated steam will be
described by use of the appropriate single phase heat transfer
coefficient correlation. Under some conditions, vapor may condense
and droplets may wet and accumulate on the clad surface. Condensa-
tion, rewetting and accumulation may occur on the parts of the
clad surface which are lower in temperature than the saturation
temperature. Under these conditions, a liquid film may form on
the clad and form a rewetting front which falls along the clad
under the action of gravity.

Many of these two phase heat transfer regimes occur during the core-reflood
portion of hypothetical LOCA's. The heat transfer coefficients available in

RETRAN are given in the next section.

2.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Correlations

The energy exchange between the fluid and the flow channel walls is given by
Equation 11.2-41 as

Q, = g d3 , (111.2-1)

S,+S *1Ajm

where

q; = -k - (111.2-2)

Equation III.2-1 is evaluated by assuming that the argument of the integral can
be represented by an average value to obtain

Q hA (T,- T ) (III.2-3)=
c b

1 %6 125 O
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where

2heat transfer coefficient (Btu /hr ft F)h =
c

heated surface area in the volume V. (ft )A =

wall surface temperature ( F)T =

T average fluid temperature ( F).=
b

In general, Equation III.2-3 accounts for the convective contribution of the

energy exchange. If radiative exchange is important, both between solid surfaces.
and between a surface and the fluid, Equation III.2-3 should be modified to

include an accounting of the radiative energy exchange.

The heat transfer coefficient h is flow regime dependent. As noted previously,
c

an extremely wide range of thermal-hydraulic conditions are encountered during
hypothetical LOCA's. In some cases, the data base required for development of
correlations is not yet available and the models in RETRAN must be considered to

be preliminary. Many of the heat transfer coefficient correlations for two-

phase flow, especially the correlations for critical heat flux, are not dimension-

1 ss. The dimensions employed in RETRAN are listed here.

2
heat transfer coefficient, Btu /f t -hr- Fh =

c
thermal conductivity, Btu /f t-br- Fk =

heated equivalent diameter, ft, in.D =
he

wetted equivalent diameter, ft, in.D =

PrandtlNumber,kPr =

k

Reynolds'Jumber,bRe =

Imass flux, lb /ft _'hr2
G =

37q{ }2h
"

6G' G/10=

p viscosity, lb,/ft-br=

specific heat, Btu /1b,- FC =
p

T bulk coolant temperature, F=
b
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T saturation temperature, F=
sat

T, wall temperature, F=

AT F
sat w' sat,

D diameter, in.=

2
heat flux, Btu /f t -hrQ =

pressure, psiap =

qualityx =

density, lb /ft=p
m

g3 saturated liquid enthalpy, Btu /lb,h =

f heat of vaporization, Btu /lb,h =

in inlet enthalpy, Btu /lb,h =

L chanr.el length, in.=

Dy VD (D +Dhe) - D , where D = rod diameter, in.=
y r r r

local acceleration due to gravity, ft/secg =

g gravitational constant, ft-lb,/lb -sec=
g 7

surface tension, Ib /fto a
7

volumetric flow rate, ft /secQ =

2
A )g = flow area, tt

7

O
and subscripts

critical heat flux conditionsCHF =

=g vapor

liquidf =

gs saturated vapor conditions=

saturated liquid conditionsEs =

superheated vapor conditionsv =

wall.w =-

The heat transfer coefficients for each of the two phase heat transfer regimes
are given in the following sections.

2. 2.,1 Single-Phase Heat Transfer
e

As shown in Figure III.2-2, both sinnle phase liquid and single phase vapor flow
may occur. The heat transfer coefficient is given by the Dittus-Boelter[III.2-36]

correlation

O
3 % 6 127
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hD [GD !Ec he h*
I l (III.2-4a)PE= 0.0231k p kg gj g

for the liquid, and

h0 D Y
c he = 0.023i he E (III.2-4b)I

9 \ "9 \9

for the vapor. The fluid properties are evaluated at the belk fluid temperature
and 'o correction is included for large bulk temperature to wall temperature
differences. Equations III.2-4 are usually considered to be valid for fully

turbulent flow of the fluid when the Reynolds number satisfies

- \ > 10,000.
D

he (III.2-5)
\"|~

In RETPAN, Equations III.2-4 are 'ised for all values of the Reynolds number. If
9

the heat transf er coefficient is calculated to be less than 5 Btu /hr-f t"- F,
2it is set to the value of 5 Btu /hr-ft - F. Adaitional information relating

single phase heat transfer coefficients is given in References 111.2-35 through
III.2-42. The RETRAN model can be determined by use of these references.

2.2.2 Fully Developed Subcooled Boiling

At the present time in RETRAN, the heat transfer mechanisms of bubble nucleation

and partial nucleate boiling are not modeled. Instead, Equation III.2-4a is
used until the wall temperature is calculated to be greater than or equal to the
wall temperature obtained from a fully develcped subcooled boiling correlation.
Most correlations of fully developed subcooled and saturated boiling can be
expressed in the form

T =Tsat + 9 (III.2-6),y

where 7 and n may be functions of the micro-structure of the heated surface and
the physical properties of the fluid.[III.2-2, 111.2-3, 111.2-38, III.2-43
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through III.2-52] Generally, n takes on values between 0.33 and 0.50 and the
dependency of Y on the solid-fluid properties has been better defined for the

case of pool boiling than for forced convection. The fully developed subcooled
boiling correlation of Thom, et al.[III.2-37] is used in RETRAN. The wall

temperature is given in terms of the saturation temperature of the fluid by the
equation

T, = Tsat + 0,072e Q, (III.2-7)

This correlation is valid only for water and is based on data in the following
ranges of conditions:

Vertical upflow of water

Round tube: 0.5-in. diameter, 60-in. length

Annulus: 0.7-in. ID, 0 9-in. OD, 12-in. length

Pressure: 750 to 2000 psia
6 6Mass flux: 0.77 x 10 to 2.80 x 10 lb /hr-ft

6 2Heat flux: to 0.5 x 10 Btu /f t -hr.

In the RETRAN heat transfer model, Equation III.2-7 is used for both subcooled
and saturated fully developed boiling. In addition, there are no models to

check on suppression of nucleation and fully developed surface boiling is assumed
to occur until the homogeneous void fraction reaches the value

a = 0.80 (III.2-8)

Then, between a = 0.80 and a = 0.90, if the critical heat flux valua has not

been exceeded, a linear interpolation of the heat flux between the Thom correlation,
Equation 11.2-7, and the forced convection vaporization correlation is used.

As noted previously, there are no models for the case of low coolant flow rate

in the pre-CHF heat transfer coefficient correlations.

2.2.3 Forced Convection Vaporization

The forced convection vaporization heat transfer regime is generally associated
with the annular and annular-di m ersed flow regimes. Heat is transferred by

\D O
g 'I bs
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conduction and convection to the liquid film adjacent to the heated surface and
evaporation of the liquid occurs at the vapor-liquid interface. This pre-CHF

heat transfer regime corresponds to the path BD of Figure 111.2-1 and the " low"
heat flux case of Figure III.2-2. Criteria for suppression of nucleation within

the liquid film [III.2-46, 111.2-53] are not available in RETRAN.

The forced convection vaporization heat transfer regime is assumed to occur if
the vapor void fraction satisfies a > 0.90.

Most of the heat transfer coefficient correlations for the forced convection
vaporization boiling regime are written as modifications of related single phase
heat transfer coefficients in the form

h [ n

[=Kj <( tt (III.2-9)
c

In Equation III.2-9, h' is the reference single phase heat transfer coefficient

and x is the Martinelli-Lockhart-Nelson parameter for turbulent-turbulent two-
tt

phase flow.[III.2-54, III.2-55] Equation 111.2-9 has been used by Dengler and

Addoms,[III.2-56] Bennett, et al., [III.2-53] Guerrieri and Talty,[III.2-57]
and Schrock and Grossman.[III.2-58] Correlations and various modifications of
Equation III.2-9 have been given by Collier and Pulling,[III.2-59] Davis and
David,[III.2-60] and Chen.[III.2-61]

The reference single phase heat transfer coefficient, h', has been used in two
forms. Dengler and Addoms[III.2-56] based the single phase reference coefficient
on the total flow (liquid plus vapor) and the transport properties of the liquid

as

[pvD Eg g he p2 E Eh' = 0.023 l (III.2-10a),c p k D
- ( g g j he

1 M6 130
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where

fg = p,v (III.2-10b)pv

and p,and v are the mixture density and velocity, respectively. Guerrieri
and Talty[III.2-57] and Schrock and Grossman[III.2-58] evaluate h' for the
superficial liquid mass flux and the liquid transport properties as

/p v 0 * /C p T .40
g g he pg g (III.2-lla)h'' = 0.023 1 1 - ,

Y k U
\ 2 \ 2) he

where

pv = p,v (1-x). (III.2-llb)gg

Equation III.2-llb corresponds to using the unevaporated liquid as the reference
Reynolds number. In general, Equation 111.2-11 with Equation 111.2-9 have given
better comparisons with data than Equations III.2-10.

O
The Schrock and Grossman correlation in RETRAN is given by

0. 4 . 0.75-

he)0.8
h0 P ,(1 - x) D PpE E (2.50) 1 (III.2-12)c he m= 0.023 '

,

( f , *tt .
Yf \ E

where the term in squarc brackets corresponds to Equation 111.2-9 with K)=2.50
and n=0.75. The Martinelli-Lockbart-Nelson parameter for turbulent-turbulent

flow is

0.5 g0.1( ) 0. 9fp
J} (III.2-13)-1 1 I - 1

*tt (I~*/ (Pgs) R/E

The constants K =2.50 and n = 0.75 were determined by use of data which coveredj
the ranges of conditions:

1 66 13I O
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Water in round tubes
Diameter: 0.1162 to 0.4317 in.
Length: 15 to 40 in.

Pressure: 42 to 505 psia
6 6 2Mass flux: 0.175 x 10 to 3.28 x 10 lb /f t -hr

6 6 2
Heat flux: 0.06 x 10 to 1.45 x 10 Btu f t -hr

Exit quality: 0.05 to 0.57.

For pre-CHF heat transfer, Equation 111.2-12 is used for all values of the mass
flux, G = p v, and the fluid properties are evaluated at the average coolant tempera-

m

ture (saturation).

2.2.4 Forced Convection Transition Boiling

The forced convection transition boiling heat transfer correlation is used when

the mass flux satisfies G > 200,000 lb,/hr-ft The model is a straight line

(see Figure III.2-1) given by,

Q, = QCHF -hc (T - Tw,CHF)* (III'2'I4)W

The heat transfer coefficient, h , is taken from the report by McDonough, Milich,c
and King [III.2-62] and is a function of only the pressure, p. Three values of
h were given by McDonough, et al., as listed here.

2
p (psia) hc (Btu /hr-ft _op

2000 979.2

1200 1180.8

800 1501.2

The heat transfer coefficient is based on data which cover the following ranges
of conditions:

Vertical upflow of water in round tubes

Diameter: 0.152 in.
Length: 12.5 in.

6 6 2Mass ilux: 0.2 x 10 to 1.4 x 10 lb,/f t -hr

17.Ih )32l
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Wall Temperature: T < 1030 Fy

Pressure: 800, 1200, and 2000 psia.

The correlation is incorporated into RETRAN by use of the following two equations.
For pressure greater than 1200 psia, the heat transfer coefficient is given by

[ h[ - 1200
=b|1200 - h - h|2000 ( .2-15a)b

c c 1200 c 800 ,

c

and for p < 1200 psia, h is given by
c

! 1200 p

|1200+'\c800 - hll200
h =h h

c 400 (III.2-15b)
\ /

The wall temperature at the critical heat flux condition is determined by the
Thom correlation, Equation 111.2-7, evaluated with the critical heat flux Q ChF'

If the wall heat flux, Q,, is calculated to be greater than QCHF' O is setw
equal to Q II O is calculated to be less than 0.01 Btu /hr-f t , Q is set

CHF' w
2

equal to 0.01 Btu /hr-ft

2.2.5 Pool Transition and Stable Film Boiling

The pool transition and stable film boiling models are used if the mass flux
2

satisfies G5200,000 lb,/hr ft These heat transfer regimes correspond to the
regions DEF and FEC of Figure III.2-1. In general, the post-CHF heat transfer

model for low flow rates is highly empirical and mostly untested.

The heat transfer coef ficient for pool stable film boiling is obtained from the

Berenson[III.2-63] correlation given by

~ 1/2
~Pg s qs fg

h = 0.425 (III.2-16),c

E (T -Tsat)._ g W
_.

where A is the critical disturbance wave length, Laplace's criteria, given by
c

1/2--

gg

[= (III.2- 17)g(p _p )

. .
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The disturbance wave length of Equation 111.2-17 is taken as the representative
geometric dimension for use in the Berenson stable film boiling correlation.
Additisnal discussion of characteristic dimensions for stable film boiling has

be'.n given by Collier.[III.2-7] Collier [III.2-7] also gives a comparison of the
Berenson correlation with other pool stable film boiling correlations. The
constant multiplier, 0.425, in the Berenson correlation was determined for the
case of stable film boiling from a horizontal flat plate facing upwards.

In the RETRAN program, Equation III.2-16 is evaluated with the saturation state
properties of the vapor. The heat flux can then be written in the form

( I.2-18)Q,= F(p)(T -Tsat) ,

where F(p) is given by

F(p) (Btu /f t -hr- F .75)2 0
p

15 128

100 236

500 412

1000 510

1500 615

2000 705.

Linear interpolation is used to obtain values of F(p) for values of the pressure

between the tabulated values.

The pool transition boiling heat flux is obtained by interpolating between the
maximum, or critical heat flux and the minimum heat flux. These conditions

correspond to points D and E of Figure 111.2-1. Pool transition boiling is
2

assumed ta occur when Q , in Equation III.2-1 is less than 20,000 Btu /hr-ft
Experimental data for pool boiling of water at atmospheric pressure indicate

2that minimum heat fluxes ranging frcm 10,000 to 30,000 Btu /hr-ft can be expected.
[III.2-2, III.2-64] Correlations are available which predict the minimum heat

flux.[III.2-2, 111.2-65, III.2-66] The temperature difference, T,-Tsat, f r the
maximum heat flux, is taken as 20 F. The temperature difference, T -T

sat'

corresponding to the minimum heat flux, is obtained from Equation III.2-18 with
2

Q,= 20,000 Btu /hr-ft The wall heat flux in the transition regime is given by

III-51
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l.504

f AT . l.2n(ATmin/20)
"

Q,= 20,000
T - satj

(111.2-19)
(w

where Equation III.2-18 gives

(111.2-20)AT =
min

However, if (T,-Tsat) is determined to be less than 20 F, Q is set to a maximum
2

value of 90,000 Btu /hr-f t The value Q = 90,000 Btu /hr-ft was set by the

observation that forced convection CHF data at low flows and high qualities
2contain values in the range of 90,000 Btu /hr-f t .[III.2-19,111.2-67]

_

As previously noted, the pool transition boilina model is highly empirical and
mostly untested.

2.2.6 Forced Convection Stable Film Boiling

The forced convection stable film boiling model is used if the mass flux satisfi+>s

G>200,000 lb,/hr-ft Stable film boiling corresonnds to the post-CHF region EF
of Figure 111.2-1. There are several models available in the literature for the
high quality, liquid-deficient regime of Figure III.2-2.[III.2-2, III.2-3,

III.2-7, III.2-8, 111.2-30 through III.2-35] As in the case of the forced

convection vaporization correlations, many of these rrodels are based on modifica-
tions of the Dittus-Boelter type of correlation for si,.gle phase flow. Less
information is available regarding heat transfer in the inverse annular flow
regime. The heat transfer model in RETRAN does not differentiate between the

two regimes. In addition, the model employed in RETRAN does not account for
superheating of the vapor but instead uses the fluid saturation temperature to
calculate the wall heat flux. The RETRAN program contains both the Groeneveld
[III.2-35] and the Dougall-Rohsenow[III.2-68] correlations.

Groeneveld[III.2-35] has derived a heat transfer coefficient correlation based
on an extensive set of experimental data. Two correlations are available in
RETRAN. The general form of the Groeneveld correlation is given by

)Thh \
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hD _ _b_ _c
P

c he _ a he Pg g d
x+ (1 - x) y (III.2-21)

k p p k
9 _ 9 ES

_ _ 9 . W

where

0.4
Pgs

Y = 1. 0 - 0.1 ( 1 - x )0. 4 - 1 (III.2-22a),

("95 /

or

Y = 0.10, (III.2-22b)

whichever is larger.

The Groeneveld correlations are identified in RETRAN by the equation numbers in

Reference [III.2-35]. The values of the coefficients a, b, c, and d of Equation

III.2-21 are giten by

a b c d

Equation 5.9 3.27x10~ 0.901 1.32 -1.5

Equation 5.7 0.052 0.688 1.26 -1.06

Groeneveld Equation 5.9 was based on data f rom vei tical and horizontal flow in
round tubes and vertical flow in annuli. Groeneveld Equation 5.7 is based on

the annuli data alone.

The constants were obtained by use of experimental data which covered the follwing
ranges of cor.ditions:

Vertical ar.d horizontal flow of water in round tubes and annuli
Diameter: 0.06 to 1.09 in.

Pressure: 500 to 3100 psia
6 6 2Mass flux: U . .' x 10 to 3.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft

tc,6 1363
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Quality: 10 to 90%
2Hect finx; 35,000 to 700,000 Btu /f t -hr

Vapor Nusselt Number: 95 to 1770
Vapor Prandtl Number: 0.88 to 2.21
Y factor: 0.610 to 0.976

4 6Two-Phase Reynolds Number: 6.6 x 10 to 1.3 x 10

The therr.al conductivity in the vapur Nusselt number, h 0c he^g, is evaluated at
the saturation ten.perature. The two phase Reynolds number, Re (x+(1-x) p /pg3),g g3
is evaluated at the saturation temperature. The Prandtl number is evaluated at
the wall temperature T,.

The Dougall-Rohsenow correlation is based on liquid film flow at low pressure.
The correlation, a straight forward modification of the Dittus-Boelter type of
correlation, is given by

hD GD I )<0.8 IC }0.4
~

p
= 0.023 x + (1 - O 1 P9"9c he h*

(III.2-23),

9 "9 { Es[ ( 9),

where the vapor properties are evaluated at the saturation temperature. The
correlation it, based on data which cover the following ranges of conditions.

Vertical upflow of Freon-ll3 in rouna tubes

Diameter: 0.408 and 0.108 in
Length: 15 in.
Pressure: 2 to 9 psig

5 2Mass Flux: 3.32 x 10 to 8.18 x 10 lt> /f t -hr,
2Heat flux: 14,400 to 41,800 Btu /f t -hr

Quality: up to 50%.

2.2.7 Range of Application for Heat Transfer Correlations

The range of application for heat trar sfer correlations used in RETRAN is summar-
ized in Tables 111.2-1, 111.2-2 and 111.2-3.

1 %6 137 $
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TABLE '!I.2-1
.

SUMMARY OF RETRAN PRE-CHF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Range of A,qplication

Single phase liquid Thermodynamic quality equal 0.0. Dittus-Ecelter, Equation III.2-4 used.

Fully developed surface Surface temperature from Dittus-Boelter greater than surface temperature
boiling from Thom correlation, Equation 111.2-7.

[| Transition from surface Homogeneous void fraction greater than 0.80 but less than 0.90.
boiling to forced convection
vaporization

Forced convection Homogeneous void fraction greater than 0.90. Schrock-Grossmann

vaporization correlation, Equation I11.2-11.

These correlations are used for all values of the mass flux. If h is calculated less than
2

5 Btu /hr-f t , it is set to 5 Btu /hr-f t F.

.4
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TABLE III.2-2

2HIGH MASS FLUX (G > 200,000 lb /hr-ft ) POST-CHF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
m

Range of Application

Forced convection McDonough, Milich, and King heat transfer coefficient values and
transition boiling interpolation equation is used. T, at CHF given by Thom correlation.

Forced convection stable Groeneveld correlations, Equations III.2-21 are used if p > 500 psia.
film boiling Dougall-Rohsenow, Equation 111.2-23 if p < 500, or Dougall-Rohsenow

;; may be used exclusively.
7
w
" Single phase vapor Thermodynamic quality equal 1.0. Dittus-Boelter correlation is used.
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TABLE III.2-2

2
LOW MASS FLUX (G $ 200,000 lb,/hr-ft ) POST-CHF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Range of Application

2Pool transition boiling Minimum Q taken as 20.000 Btu /hr/ft Maximum Q taken as 90,000

Btu /hr-ft (T -Tsat) = 20 F at maximum Q,. (T,-Tsat) at minimum
Q obtained from Berenson correlation. Equation 111.2-18 is used.

Pool stable film boiling Berenson correlation, Equation III.2-16 is used.

[ See test for more detail. These models are highly empirical

and basically untested.

Special cases and

interpolations

.
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2. 3 Critical Heat Flux Correlations
_

The base correlations used to determine the critical heat flux depend on the

pressure and mass flux. A wide range of pressure is covered by use of three
correlations and an interpolation scheme. The model used for the case of very
low mass flow rates is highly empirical and basically untested.

The Babcock and Wilcox Company B&W-2 correlation [III.2-23,111.2-24] is used if
the pressure is greater than 1500 psia. The critical heat flux is given by

1.15509 - 0.40703(Dhe)
[(0.3702 x 10 )(0.50 37G')B

8
Q *

CHF
(12.11)(3.054G')A

fg ], (III.2-24)- 0.15208 x h G

where

A = 0.71186 + (2.0729 x 10~4) (p-2000) (III.2-25),

and

B = 0.834 + (6.8479 x 10'4) (p-2000) (II!.2-26).

The correlation is based on data which covers the following ranges of conditions:

Vertical upflow of water in rod bundles

Heated equivalent diameter of subchannels: 0.20 to 0.50 in.
Heated length: 72 in.-

Pressure: 2000 to 2400 psia
6 6Mass flux: 0.75 x 10 to 4.0 x 10 lb,/hr-ft

Thermodynamic quality: -0.03 to 0.20

Uniform axial flux distribution.

The coefficients A and B of Equations III.t-25 and 111.2-26 are evaluated for

all values of the pressure, p. In RETRAN, the thermodynamic quality is never

less than zero.
r

111-58
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The Barnett currelation[III.2-25, 111.2-69] is used in the range 1300 > p > 1000

psia. The correlation is based on a data base which covers wide ranges of mass
flow, inlet subcooling and geometry but is limited to a pressure of 1000 psia.
Barnett used critical heat flux data f rom annuli as the bases for obtaining a

correlation. The annuli data covered the ranges of conditions given by:

Vertical upflow of water

Diameter of inner rod: 0.375 to 3.798 in.
Diameter of shroud: 0.551 to 4.006 in.
Heated length: 24.0 to 108.0 in.

2
Mass flux (G x 10-6): 0.140 to 6.20 lb,/hr-ft
Inlet subcooling: 0 to 412 Btu /lb,
Inlet pressure: 1000 psia

Uniform axial heat flux.

Although the data cover extensive ranges of conditions, Barnett[III.2-25]
indicates that the coverage is neither complete nor systematic.

The annuli data were used to obtain the correlation

A + B ab .
( .2-27a)Q *

CHF C+L ,

where

A = 67.45 D 68 (G')0. E [1.0 - 0.744 e(-6.512 Dhy G')] (III.2-27b)

B = 0.2587 D 261 (G')0.817 (III.2-27c)

C = 185.0 0 415 (g.)0.212 (III.2-27d)

and

ah =h -h. (III.2-27e)in g3 p

Equation III.2-27e was evaluated at the inlet of the annuli test sections. For

flow in annuli, the heated and wetted equivalent diameters are given by
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= (D - D;) (III.2-28)hy 3

and

D = (D -D /D (111.2-29)he y

where 0 is the diaineter of the shroud and D is the diameter of the inner rod.
3 g

Barnett fcund that equivalent diameters could be defined which would allcw
applicatien of the correlation of Equation 111.2 27 to prediction of critical
heat flux in rod arrays. The equivalent diamete of the inner rod is taken to

be

D =Dr (the fuel rod diameter) , (III.2-30a)g

and the equivalent shroud diameter is given by

D, = JD (D +D$e) (III.2-30b)r r

InEquationIll.2-30b,D{ is a radial-heat-flux weighted value of the equivalent
heated oiameter.[III.2-25, 111.2-69] Substituting Equations 111.2-30 into

Equations 111.2-27 gives

D (D +D$e) D (III.2-31a)D = -

hy r r r,

and

D =D$e. (III.2-31b)he

Equations 111.2-31, which define the annulus equivalent of the rod bundle, are
used in the annuli CHF correlation of Equations 111.2-27. The heated equivalent

dia;aeter D{e is input into RETRAN.

The Barnett CHF correlation of Equation 111.2-27 is not a local conditions

correlation.[III.2-25, 111.2-69] The coefficient B of Equation Ill.2-27c differs

slightly from the local conditions value which is given by
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B = 0.25 Dhe (G'). (111.2-32)

BarnettilII.2-251 found that the CHF data were better correlated if the local
conditions hypothesis was not used and thus obtained the value of B as given by
Equation III.2-27c. The lack of a local conditions form of the correlation

introduces a degree of uncertainty when the correlation is applied to transient
analyses because of the difficulty of uniquely identifying the quantities ahin
and L. At the present time, if Ah is determined to be less than zero, it isin
set to zero. The length, L, is an input quantity for RETRAN.

For pressure p < 725 psia, the Modified Barnett 111.2-181 correlation is used.

The critical heat flux is given by

A + B ah
6

QCHF " C+L 0 (III.2-33a),

where

A = 73.71 D .052 (G')0.663
0
he

11.0 - 0.315 e(-ll.34 Dhy O')1 888.6/h (III.2-33b)fg

B = 0.104 D,1 445 (G')0.691 (III.2-33c)y

C = 45.55 0 0817 (G' )0. 5866 (III.2-33d)

ah =h -h. (III.2-33e)in fs p

The equivalent diameters D and D are given by Equations III.2-31. Thehy he
correlation is based on experimental data which cover the following ranges of
conditions:

Vertical upflow of water in rod bundles

Rod diameter: 0.395 to 0.543 in.

Length: 32.9 to 174.8 in.

Pressure: .50 to 725 psia

1 "6 144
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6 6 2Mass flux: 0.03 x 10 to 1.7 x 10 lb,/ft -hr
Inlet subcooling: 6 to 373 Btu /lb,.

The data do not systematically cover the ranges of conditions. In particular,
the very low pressure and mass flux regions are not covered well. The pressure
correction contained in Equation III.2-33b is at best a first approximation.
Barnett[III.2-69] and Bowring[III.2-26] have given other correlations which
contain an accounting of pressure effects.

The three correlations given above are supplemented by an interpolation scheme.
The general application procedure can be summarized as listed here:

p > 1500 B&W-2

1500 g p > 1300 Interpolation between B&W-2 and Barnett

1300 > p > 1000 Barnett

1000 > p > 725 Interpolation between Barnett and Modified Barnett

725 > p Modified Barnett.

2 2For a given pressure between 725'and 1000 lb/in or between 1300 and 1500 lb/in ,
the two relevant correlations are evaluated at that pressure and its correspond-

ing h The two flux values are then weighted to give
7

(pR p) Q *fP P)OCHF L CHF

QCHF " (III.2-34),

p pl

where p = pressure, and L and R represent the low and high ends of the interpola-
2tion range, respectively. A minimum critical heat flux value of 90,000 Btu /f t -hr

is set if the predicted value falls below this number.

In addition to the CHF correlations previously described, two other options are
available in RETRAN. There is a General Electric Company [II.2-70] correlation
which is dependent only on quality, and is given by

O
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6 2
106 (0.8-x) for G > 0.5 x ]0 lbm/f t -hr

6 2
106 (0.84-x) for G < 0.5 x ]0 lbm/f t -hr.

0 2Thi: correlation should be applied for mass fluxes less than 0.75 x 10 lbm/ft -
hr.

The final CHF correlation in RETRAN was developed at the Savannan River Laboratory
[II.2-71] for application with aluminum heaters. This correlatiun, which is
dependent on the fluid velocity and amount of subcoo!ing, is given by

OCHF = 188,000 (1.0 + 0.0515 v) (1.0 + 0.069 (T - T )). (111.2-36)sat b

2
For a mass flux, G, less than 200,000 lb,/ft -hr, the critical heat flux is

2interpolated between 90,000 Btu /f t -hr and the value given by the chosen correla-
2

tion, where the former corresoonds to G=0 lb,/f t -hr and the latter to G=200,000
lb,/f t -hr.

2.4 Junction Enthalpy

The integral energy balance equation includes a term involving tne enthalpy at
the flow path, or junction, between two volumes. In general, h is the enthalpy

ik

of tne fluid at junction i, leaving donor volume k. Since the local enthalpy is

known only at the center of the volume, an expression is needed to compute the

enthalpy at a junction.

The junction enthalpy can be expressed as

I )2k j f W; 2
- I (III.2-37)+Z 1 pi y ~ i + ah3,9h(=hk*1A)

|

g k A
\ h\ Py y

where

verage enthalpy of volume kh =
k

average mass flow rate in volume kW =
k

i,c6 146'
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average fluid density for volumt kPk
A fl w rea of volume k=

k
Z elev ti n at the geometric center of volume k=

k
mass flow rate at junction iW =j
density of the fluid flowing out of volume k thru junction i=pg

elevation at the center of junction il =j
Ah change in thermodynamic enthalpy between the center of volume k=

3'O ik arid junction i, due to phase separation or energy exchange between
the fluid in volume k and an external source or sink.

The Ah term in Equation 111.2-37 is a generalitation of the enthalpyS,Qik
change due to separation or energy exchange, and may be more exactly treated as
Ah r Ah for separation and energy exchange, respectively. Both separationSik qq
and enthalpy transport treatment may be required for a given junction. However,
the separation treatment is used when the mixture level is below the volume

height. Conversely, the enthalpy transport treatment is used only when a
volume is mixture full, i.e. when the mixture level is equal to the volume
heignt.

The changes in junction enthalpv, Ah and ah re changes relative to theqq Sik,

volume averaged enthalpy. The junction enthalpy is evaluated immediately

upstream of the actual junction flow area, A;, which connects volume k to another
volume. In addition, the junction enthalpy is determined by the fluid properties
of the source of flow, W For example, if W is the flow out of volume k,g. g
then h is determined by the properties of volume k. The enthalpy changesik

given by the terms Ah and Ah are discussed below.
3

2.4.1 Enthalpy Associated with Phase Separation

The entha19y at the junction of two or more volumes can be dif ferent from the
voiume averaged enthalpy if the void fraction or quality is varying over the
length of the vnlume. In RETRAN the void fraction profile within the volume is

determined from a correlation in which the void fraction within the two phase
mixture is assumed to be linear with elevation.[III.2-72, III.2-73, III.2-74]
This correlation, also known as the bubble rise model, is a semi empirical fit
to data from a number of high pressure blowdown experiments. For a complete
discussion of the bubble rise model and equations, see Section 111.1.3.

O.
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In computing the contribution to the junction enthalpy due to phase separation,
the junction can be modeled as a point vertical height for vertical flow or as a

circular area (eaual to the junction area) distributed vertically for horizontal

flow. The user also has the option to "smoc th" the enthalpy due to pt.ase separa-
tion if the mixture level is near the junction. in this case, the mass extracted

from the volume during the time step is assumed to originate in the region
between the mixture level and the junction elevation. If the steam volume is
not large enough to supply this mass, the remainder is extracted from the surface
of the mixture. When enthalpy " smoothing" is not desired, the enthalpy at the
junction is defined by the phase which is then present at the junction, ranging
from pure liquid, to the mixture, to pure steam.

If the quality computed at the junction is x; (see Equation 111.1-90), the
enthalpy change resulting from phase separation is

I W. I2
-5)+hg g (xj k f (xk ~ *i} 2 pAoh h

ik jkj

IO 2j k
+ Z -Z (III. -38)p_A g k

IPk kl

where

h enthalpy of the saturated gas=

enthalpy of the saturated liquidh =

_f
aver ge quality of volume k.x =

k

The junction enthalpy is obtained by subsituting Equation III.2-38 into Equation
111.2-37, yielding

-i)ik k+hg (xg + hf (xk ~ *i) (111.2-39)h "
k

1'R6 148
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2.4.2 Enthalpy Associated with Energy Exchange

If energy is exchanged between the fluid within volume k and the surfaces enclosing
the volume, the enthalpy at junction i of volume k may have a different value
than the volume averaged enthalpy, h . The change in enthalpy at the junction

k
will depend on the rate of energy exchange with the surrounding surfaces and the
flow rate of the fluid.

To evaluate the contribution to the junction enthalpy associated with energy
exchange, consider the volume shown in Figure 111.2-3. The flow through the
volume is from left to right, with volume averaged quantities of E ( w rate)k

and hk (enthalpy). To compute the junction enthalpy, hik, the energy equation
is solved for the right half-volume. Neglecting changes in kinetic and potential
energy, the energy equation for this half volume is

h=E - ik ik + Q. (III.2-40)hk k

The continuity equation for this half volume is

O
(III.2-41)= -

ik.k

If we assume the time rate of change of pressure within this half-volume is

constant, the time rate of change of energy (U = uM) can be written as

+ M h. (III.2-42)=h

Solving Equations III.2-40 and 111.2-41 forhgives

h(O ~ ik) * " k k ~ ik ik + Q (III.2-43)h"
k

Four additional assumptions are required to solve Equation 111.2-43 for the
junction enthalpy. These assumptions are:

(1) The enthalpy changes linearly in the half-volume,

hk+hikh= (111.2-44)

G
.
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(2) The time rate of change of the junction enthalpy and the volume averaged
enthalpy is the same,

dIl db
= ~

dt
*

(3) The mass of fluid in the half volume is equal to half the fluid mass

of the total volume,

M

M=[ (111.2-46)

(4) The energy added to the half-volume is equal to half the energy added
to the total volume,

.

Q= (III.2-47)'

Substitution of Equations III.2-44 to 111.2-47 into Equation III.2-43 gives

dh (E+W ) (E + W. ) Q
* h

d M ik M k * ~l (III'2' 0)
k

which has as a solution,

T)(1 e'0 ') (III.2-49)h -hik(0) e +(E + '

ik k
k

where

hik(0) junction enthalpy at start of time step=

size of time stepat =

and

"k
i =

_

k* ik

i Tbh
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The change in the junction enthalpy due to energy exchange is given by

t(1 - e ). (H L 240)ah = (hik(0) - h )e +
qik k

k

The junction enthalpy for the enthalpy transport treatment is now obtained by
combining Equations 111.2-37 and 111.2-50 as follows.

E \2 h21 i
h

- 1 k
h * +Z *=

k 2 A. iik k 2 - A pi ')
',

Pg g)

I

O-e -at/t). (111.2-51)- t/t w,k
+ (hik(0) - h ) g .

k
k

2.5 Condensing Heat Transfer

Heat transfer correlations for condensing steam, which are applicable to large,

complicated structures such as nuclear containments, presently have a scarce

data base. Several conditions af fect the rate of condensing heat transfer:

(1) Local steam, air and impurity concentrations

(2) Surface conditions
(3) Geometry of each heat conductor

(4) Turbulence

Containment buildings are large in comparison to most experiments reported in
the literature by an order of magnitude or more, with the exception of a few
experiments in containment-sized buildings. The size of the building, with

multiple and sometimes complicated paths for convection, can cause great dis-
parity between local conditions due to transport time and history of condensing
during transport to the local area. Thus the local steam, air and impurity
concentrations will tend to vary in space and time. The local surface con-
ditions will affect the mode of condensation: dropwise, filmwise or a com-

bination of the two. No experimental work can be found in the literature on
tall vertical walls. Heat transfer will be enhanced in the lower parts of tall

walls if the condensate forms riverlets rather than uniform sheets. Local

velocities as well as film thickness or droplet diameter affect the amount of

turbulence and once in the turbulent regime, increased turbulence enhances

III-69
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condensation. In a containment analysis performed using SETRAN, all of these
effects .11ust be integrated over the whole volume; hence, the need to rely on
large-scale experiments using reaiistic blowdowns. In that case one must guard
against blanket use of the resulting data.

Two corrd ations commonly used for condensing steam heat transfer in containments
are given by Uchida and Tagami[III.2-75, III.2-76, 111.2-77]. These correla-
tions are discussed individually and in combination as used t v minimum contain-
ment pressure calculations for PWR ECc5 performance evaluations [III.2-78] in
the following sect'ons.

2.5.1 Jehida Heat Transfer Coefficient

The Uchida correlation for condensing steam in the presen.e of noncoadensibles
is based on the short note contained at the end of his ,. aper dealing mainly with
core sprays [III.2-75). Experiments were performed nth mixtures of steam and

various kinds of noncondensible gases. The data sh: .;iat the type of nonconden--

sible is unimportant, but the mass ratic of noncondensible to steam is very
important. The experiments were carried out on relatively small (5.5 inches
wide by 11.6 inches l'igh) vertical surfaces. No discussion is given in terms of
velocities, turbulence, surface conditions, material type or thickness. The
Uchida correlation was converted to British units and put into RETRAN in tabular
form, as listed in Table 111.2-4.

2.5.2 Tagami Heat Transfer Coefficient

The data presented by Tagami and arsociates are presented in two papers [III.2-76.

141.2-77]. Data are presented for both steady-state and transient behavior in

the second papei and for only transient behavior in the first. The band of the

Tagami data covers heights of cylinders from 300 mm to 900 mm (11.8 inches to
35.4 inches) and Tagami claims that the heat transfer coefficient varies with

the fourth root of the condensing surface heights, but the scatter in the data

makes it difficult to evaluate this conclusion. In addition, the Tagami data do
not cover the higher sceam-to-air ratios as do the Uchida data.

In the first paper, Tagami presents data for two blowdowns, as shown in
Figure III.2-4. One has a relatively high flow rate and ends in 10 seconds and

O
.
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TABLE III.2-4

UCHIDA HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Mass Heat Transfer Mass Heat Transfee

Ratio Coefficient Ratio Coefficient

f_1b air /lb steam) (Btu /hr-f t 'F) (lb air /lb steam) (Btu /hr-ft - F)

50* 2 3 29

20* 8 2.3 37

18* 9 1.8 46

14 10 1.3 63

10 14 0.8 98

7 17 0. 5 140

5 21 0.1 280

4 24 0.0* 500

*Beyond limits of reported data, added to give table reasonable bounds.

T Tbh \
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the other has a relatively low flow rate and lasts about 150 seconds. The

computed time-dependent heat transfer coefficients for these tests are shown in

Figure 111.2-5, which conclusively shows that during the blowdown and for some
time af terwards, the heat transfer coef ficient is much higher than the steady-
state heat transfer coefficient. A correlation was developed from these tests

based on the total coolant energy per containment vessel volume up to the time
that peak pressure was attained, as shown by the formula

f \ b
h a (III.2-52)MAX

( PJ

where

h = the maximum heat transfer coefficient during blowdown,MAX

Q = total energy in blowdown mass,
V = free containment volume,

t = time interval from beginning of blowdown until peak pressure isp
reached, and

a,b = empirical constants.

Tagami shows a line through the middle of his data in Figure III.2-6, but does
not list his evaluations of a and b.

Slaughterbeck[III.2-79] expresses the correlation as

h)0.62h = 72.5 (111.2-53)MAX
\ p)

for British units, and references the Westinghouse expression, which is

h = 75.0 (111.2-54)MAX
( P)

7;6 156T
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It appears that the variations in a and b are merely independent determinations
from the graph by the different people performing the calculations. Any one of
the two sets of empirical constants will fit the data well.

2.5.3 CSB 6-1 Heat Transfer Coefficient

The heat transfer coefficient used to attain minimum containment pressure calcula-
tions for PWR ECCS performance evaluations is documented in Reference 111.2-78.
In effect, the heat transfer coefficient model is a combination of the Uchida
and Tagami correlations discussed above, with conservatisms added to ensure high
heat transfer to exposed heat sinks during the blowdown and post blowdown phases

of a transient.

Prior to the blowdown characterized by high turbulence in the containment volume,
a constant heat transfer coefficient is used. The constant value is given by

2
blNT = 8.0 Btu /hr-f t - F (III.2-55)

During the blowdown phase, a linear increase in the condensing heat transfer
coefficient is assumed, from h to a peak value of four times greater than the

lNT
maximum calculated condensing heat transfer coefficient at the end of blowdown,
using the Tagami correlation as given by Equation 111.2-53. The condensing

steam heat transfer coefficient for the time frame bounded by pre-blowdown and
end of blowdown is given by

2
#B (Btu /hr-f t - F) (III.2-56)h = HINT * tB

_ p

where

At = el psed time since blowdown initiation (sec) (05At it -t ).B B p j

The long term post-blowdown phase of the accident is characterized by low turbu-
lence in the containment atmosphere. Consequently, it is assumed that the
condensing heat transfer coef ficients are 1.2 times greater than those predicted
by Uchida's data shown in Table 111.2-4. During the transition phase of the

O
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transient, between the end of blowdown and the long-term post-blowdown phase, a
reasonably conservative exponential transition in the condensing heat transfer
coefficient is assumed. The transition and post-blowdown heat transfer coeffi-
cient is given by

2h = 1.2 hg + [hMAX( p) - 1.2 h ] e~ PB (Btu /hr-ft - F)PB 0

(111.2-57)

where

at = el psed time since end of blowdown (sec) (014t it-t )*PB PB 2

The various regions modeled by the CSB 6-1 condensing heat transfer coefficient
are illustrated by Figure 111.2-7.

s
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3.0 CRITICAL FLOW MODELS

RETRAN has several critical flow options available to the user:

(1) Sonic cr "ra f choking"

(2) Extended Henry-fauske
(3) Henry-Fauske
(4) Moody

(5) None of the above.

The first two options may be used to check for "subcooled choking," that is, the
possibility of critical flow when a volume is on the average subcooled or satu-
rated single phase fluid but flashing is expected to exist scmewhere between tne
volume center and a junction. Flow is computed at junction nodes. However,
pressure and energy are computed at volume nodes. Thus, not all the quantities
needed to check for critical flow are available at the same point since critical

flow calculatie:c. require knowledge of the thermodynamic state of the fluid
which is only known at velume centers and may be considerably different than at
the junction. Thus, the general critetion for choking is

(111.3-1)CRif (P ,h ) = WCRIT,W) > C A (t) G i jjj

where G is the critical mass flux in lb/(s-ft ) evaluated at the pressure,
CRIT

p , and enthalpy, h , the " source" or "from" volume. The source volume enthalpy
g g

is modif'ed to account for kinetic energy changes and heating or cooling from
the volume center to the junction using the boiling model and separation effects.
A gravity head correction is applied to the volume pressure. When flow is from
volume K to volume L, the properties of volume K are used to calculate W CRIf'
If W changes sign, W w uld be calculated using volume L properties. Thej CRIT

user supplied discharge coefficient, C), and the time dependent junction flow
area, A , are used to calculate Wj CRIT'

3.1 Sonic or "Self" Choking

The sonic choking option uses the computation of the homogeneous equilibrium
model (HEM) speed of sound defined by

1 %6 162
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O-
Ci1EM = (111.3-2),

3

where s is the specific entropy of the mixture. Values of C are computed in
liEM

the steam tables.

The assumptions needed to arrive at Equation 111.3-2 a e

(1) The phases move at equal velocity.

(2) The phases exist at equal temperature.

Thus, the phases are in a state of perfect mechanical and thermal equilibrium.
The mass transfer rates between phases can only be due to pressure changes and
wall heat transfer. The rate is such that the phase temperatures remain at the
saturation temperature corresponding to the local pressure. Some authors [lII.3-1]
invoke the assumption that the fluid is isentropic, that is, no wall heat transfer
or friction. Reference [Ill.3-2] shows by the Method of Characteristics that
this is not necessary. It is important that the wall heat flux be given by nor-
differential expressions, nowever. Since local conditions determine the HEM

sound speed, any variation in fluid entropy will affect this quantity.

W is then computed at a junction from
CRIT

SONIC * A (t)CW
CRIT j HEM Pj (111.3-3)

The calculation of C in the two phase region is performed by evaluating
HEM

2

'M (III.3-4)=
g 2

s C p
y

dp/dT is a fundamental two phase quantity which can be computed from the classical
Clausius-Clapyron equation u:

~

h = f(y . y ), psi / R
h -h)

9 #
1 (111.3-5)

g R

9mm
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where v are the phase specific volumes in ft /1b,,and T is the temperature. Ca
is the mixture heat capacity at constant volume dafined by

N- 2T N I I -TC

= x {Cpg dT ai I dT OP II
v

p T_
(III.3-6)

+ (1 - x) C - 2T hi - T1
pg

( p (/ / T

C are the I.Jat capacities of each phase at constant prassure and the quality x
pa

is:

(III.3-7)x = (h-hts)/hf

In terms of the quantities,

E =p I (111.3-8)
g(aT / Pg

fav)g
l I (III.3-9)D

ag\y/ p
g

(Dv )
K =p I (III.3-10)g

{ Dv )g
(111.3-11)K =p I

.g g

Equation III.3-6 becomes

5b \b41
~

f) ( \2
C =x C - 2Tl dT IV E + TI I V K

g dT gy pg
L \/g \/ .

+ (1 - x) C - 2T, v p +T v K (III.3-12)pg g g g g
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All of the thermodynamic quantities are returned by subroutine STATE.

in the limit as x becomes 0 or 1, the square of the HEM speed of sound becomes

(III.3-13)
5 P (K - p /h)

,

x=1 g g

and

- (111.3-14)
s P (K - p /h)x=0 f g g

These expressions contrast with the single phase speeds of sound give,. by

(111.3-15)*
a 2

9 5 P K - p /C
g pg

9

and

O
'

2 pK - p /C
5 gg g pg

1he discontinuity between the values in sound speeds given by Equations III.3-13
and III.3-14 vs. Equations III.3-15 and 111.3-16 can be considerable, especially
near x=0. Such discontinuities may cause stooility problems.

In order to check for sonic of "self" choking, an explicit predictive flow

calculation is performed as

WPI = W" + at" p" p" + P"g -P" + MF" - MF" - B(W")2 ; (77; 3_)7)
g

2 (h h \ O1
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where

KSj gn( )B=-)"+ (III.3-18)
2p"[A)(t)]2j

and where p", F ", MF" ( MK,L) are the thermodynamic, gravity and momentum flux
g

pressure terms at the previous time step as defined in the NOMENCLATURE Section.

If

"

>Wf0 (III.3-19)W p ,

then W is set equal to W in order to readjust the friction parameter B as

- - p

B= (p" p") + (P -P"L)*I"k~"L) OII.3-20)gg g R /
- - a

The value of B obtained by this operation ensures that the subsequent computation
of AW" will be approximately zero. Any deviation from zero is probably cav ed
by the difference in numerics between the calculation of W"* and the calculation
of AW" = W"*I-W" as explained in Section VIII. If Equation 111.3-19 is not

satisfied, the flow at the next time step will become "dechoked" if it was

choked.

Since Equation III.3-17 is explicit, if W isgraterthanWf0I the value ofg

W"*l has associated with it an unstable error term which may be appreciable if

ismuchgreaterthanWf0W p

It should be mentioned that just because the HEM sound speed is used, this does
not mean that this is the HEM choking model. The HEM choking model is based on

stagnation conditions and not local conditions. Forthisreason, chm IS 'VSI"'

ated using the local fluid conditions known at volume c nters.
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3.2 Henry-Fauske and Extended Henry-Fauske Choking

The Henry-Fauske choking option is based on the theory developed by Henry [III.3-3]
, and published by Henry and Fauske.[III.3-4] First the steady-state equation of

vapor and liquid continuity and total momentum are written as:

E = o p v#A = constant (111.3-21)gg

9 = u p v A = constant (III.3-22)9W
g

and

h(/v#+Wv)+Ah=0 (III.3-23)99
,

where friction and mass transfer have been assumed to be negligible. Equation
111.3-23 may be rewritten as

f, [Yv# + W v )W/W] + A h = 099 (III.3-24)

Owhere W is the total flow rate. Defining the flowing qualities

W9
f =7 (III.3-25a)x

and

E
W1x (III.3-25b)=-

f y ,

expanding Equation 111.3-24 and using Equations III.3-21 and III.3-22 results in

Ug [(1 - x )v# + x v]+Ah=0 (III.3-26)9W
f f

Rearranging Equation 111.3-26 results in

-dp/dzG= (III.3-27)
di.(1 - x ) v# + x 9v ]/dzf f

O
(~lbh kbIII-84



where G is the mass flux given by

G = W/A (III.3-28)

Henry [III.3-3] assumes that G attains a maximum when

DC -0 (III.3-29)
Op

t

where subscript t refers to the local (throat) conditions.

Application of Equatioa 111.3-29 to Equation III.3-27 results in

2 d *fH + (1 - x )I
~

f

* *f g] (III.3-30)E( ~ *f) "#2GCRIT " @ H
V~'

1 l L
s

where the slip ratio H is defined as

9

H=h (III.3-31)
v

Equation III.3-30 may be further expanded as

-

dv
2G g7=-H [1 + x (H - 1)]x + v 1 + 2x (H - 1) (III.3-32)f 7 g f

. .

I I dx
f

+ Hv 2(x - 1) + H(1 - 2x ) y + h[1 + x (H - 2)g f f f
t( )

~

dv v
2

-[- x (H - 1)] + x (1 x ) Hvf f g

t

1 " 6 168
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Henry and fauske now make some assumptions:

1) H = 1 which implies that

=0 (111.3-33)

2)

dy

=0 (III.3-34)

which implies v is constant and equal to v the liquid specific volumeg jg,

at the inlet to the test section.

3) Although mass transfer was neglected in order to arrive at Equations
dx

and III.3-22, g r111.3-21 is not assumed to be zero. It is assumed to bep
correlated by

9
ax Dx

=N (III.3-35)a
t

k=1

were x is s me equilibrium quality. N is assumed to be given by
e

N = x /0.14 xe 5 0.14 (III.3-36a)e

N = 1.0 x > 0.14 (III.3-36b)g

4) The equilibrium quality x is equ ted to x , the equilibrium quality at the
e g

entrance to the test section.

5) The steam expands adiabatically and therefore

~ pv" = constant (III.3-37)9

O
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where n is the thermal equilibrium polytropic exponent as derived by Tangren

et al.[III.3-5].

6) 1x ~ 1. (III.3-38)g

Assumptions (1-6) ove reduce Equation III.3-32 tos

-1.

axxv

GhlT* -- * (V ~ Vfo) N
*

(111.3-39)g
np Dp

t- t,

The model chosen for the equilibrium quality, x ' IS
e

s - s
(III.3-40)x *

e s -s
gs fs

where s are the phase entropies at the local (throat) equilibrium conditionsas
and s is the test section inlet mixture entropy.g

Equation III.3-35 then can be correlated by

~

ds ds ~
dx (1 - x ) + x dx

f g g e=- =N (III.3-41)y s -s
t go 20 t

H=1
- t

H=1

where s and s are the test section inlet phase entropies. Uringg fg

. . . .

ds ds
1 g ) gg

*" (III.3-42)F s, go Es 95 - s#8 dp3 -s
- t .t

and the relations

T ds = dh -v dp (111.3-43)g g g g

17r{
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and

ds C
9 = E9 11 (III.3-44),

dp P " Y
t t

2
where y is the isentropic coefficient, the final form of G gg becomes

_

xv -(1 - x )N ds
2

~ (111.3-45)* (# ~# fo)G *
RIT p g s - fs dp

_. g s
_

~

-1

-xCpg(1/" ~ 1/Y)g

jg)P(s -sg

._

llenry and Fauske then relate the throat conditions to the stagnation conditions
via the mixture momentum equation

h[Nh]h
2

v]h=0|+ [(1 - x ) v +x (111.3-46).g pg g

Equation III.3-41 is integrated between the stagnation and total (throat) condi-
tions to give

xyg
(1 x ) v (P - pt) * y - I [P v - p# lg pg g g gg t gt

(III.3-47)

[(1 - x )v +xvg pg g at 2
G

2 CRIT

where P is the stagnation pressure.
g

Equations 111.3-45 and 111.3-47 constitute the basic equations programmed and
used to generate the choking tables in RETRAN. For given x and P , Equationsg g

is6 \1 \ Q,
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III.3-45 and 111.3-47 must be solved iteratively to yield G A plot of the
CRIT.

Henry-Fauske Tables ir, shown in Figure III.3-1 for the two phase region. The
Ycheck for choking is performed using Equation III.3-1 to calculate W

that is,

WfRT"RY = C) A (t) GRY (h ,p ). (111.3-48)
H

j C g g

If the explicit predicted flow given by Equation III.3-17 is greater than or
HE Yequal to W , the friction coefficient is then readjusted in order to make

AW" = 0.
J

3.3 Moody Choking

The Moody choking option is based on the theory developed by f:oody.[III.3-6]
The assumptions of the Moody critical flow model are the same as those of the
HEM except that the two phases are permitted to travel at different velocities.
By combining the total energy equation and the continuity equation for two phase
flow, the mass flow rate can be expressed as:

- 1/2
2(h -hE' x h* IU)G=H (III.3-49)2[H(1-x )#f *e g] [(H ,j)* *Il*V

e e

The critical flow rate is given by applying the criteria for a maximum:

(ag/aH)p = 0 (III.3-50)

(ag/Op)H -0 (111.3-51)

Application of Equation III.3-50 to Equation 111.3-49 leads to

H = (v /v )I! (III.3-52)g 7

The maximum flow rate is found numerically by incorporating Equation 111.3-52
into Equation III.3-49 and searching for the pressure which minimizes the
resulting expression for given stagnation enthalpy, h , and pressure, P . Thisg g

procedure was done for RETRAN and the results incorporated as a table. Figure

III-89 j7} }f}
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III.3-2 is a plot of that table. The logic and check for choking is the same as

for the Henry-Fauske and sonic critical flow model.

3.4 Range of Applicability for Critical Flow Correlations

The following section presents the range of applicability for sonic, Henry-
Fauske and Moody choking.

3.4.1 Sonic

The sonic choking option is not a correlation in the sense that it was derived

from data. It is a non empirical expression. The major restriction to applica-

tion is that it must be assumed that the phases are in complete thermal and
mechanical equilibrium; that is, the phases move at the same velocity and exist
at the same temperature. The expression for the critical sonic mass flux is

bq' MSONIC
G (III.3-53);

(v -v)%g

3.4.2 Henry-Fauske

The Henry-Fauske model of critical flow is a semi-empirical modification of the

sonic choking model. The value is given implicitly by the two equations

_j-

(I ~ * )N ds *Co pq(1/n - 1/y)*V
2 og o gs

G * (V ~ V20) s - s dp - p(s -sCRIT * nP g fg)3 Es gg

(III.3-54)

and

X
O

(1 - Xo) po (P - p)*y-1 [P v - pt # 3v g t g gg gt

(III.3-55)

[(1 - x ) v + x vg gg g qt 2g
2 CRIT

1 % 6 174
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where

x /3.14 x < 0.14N =
g e

N 1.0 x > 0.14=
e

The Henry-Fauske model[III.3-3] compared well with two phase steam-water critical
flow data over the range:

Pressure: 17.6 - 882 psia

-3Quality: 10 - 1.0

and with saturated and subcooled water over the range:

Saturated Water: Pressure: 50-200 psia

Subcooled Water: Pressure: 50-200 psia
Temperature: 250-350 F

3.4.3 Moody

The Moody model is the only option which allows for relative motion between

phases. The sonic and Henry-Fauske models require that the slip ratio, H,
equals one. The Moody model can be considered as an extension of the sonic

model to allow for slip between the phases and is not empirical.

The model consists of the expressions

I!22(h -h -

* IU)xh
#5G=H (III.3-56)'

[H(1 - x )# ** Vg] [H - 1) x * Ile 2 e e

3,R6 176
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where the slip ratio, H, is obtained from

H = (v /v )1 3. (III.3-57)g g

The maximum fice rate is found numerically by searching for the pressure which
maximizes Equation III.3-56 for given stagnation enthalpy, h , and pressure, p .g g

Moody [III.3-6] compared his results favorably with steam-water data over the
range

Quality: 0.01 - 1.0

Pressure: 14.7 - 400 psia.

O
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IV. HEAT CONDUCTION

Problems in engineering and physics often require the transport of energy through
solids. For many such cases, heat energy is transported via the thermal conduction
process. The solution to such problems for homogeneous, isotopic materials and
regular geometry is well known.[IV-1,IV-2] As the problems become more complex,
so also do the solutions and when temperature dependent properties are considered,
analytical solutions do not exist and numerical techniques must be used. The
equations for heat flow are developed for the general case and approximations or
restrictions introduced as necessary.

1.0 HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATIONS

Consider a solid body where the temperature, at a point (x,y,z) at an instant in

time, is specified by some continuous function T(x,y,z,t). If various parts

of the body have different temperatures, i.e. , T(x,y,z,t) is not a constant,

heat will flow from the hotter regions to cooler regions. Near some point

m(x,y,z) within the body, assume there exists a surface S consisting of small

elements of area AS. Then it is assumed in the theory of heat flow that the
amount of heat AQ passing through the element of surface AS in the time at is

proportional to ASat and the normal derivative of temperature aT/an, where n is
normal to the element of surface AS and in the direction of decreasing temperature.

The proportionality factor is the thermal conductivity k(x,y,z). Thus, for

isotropic materials (where k does not depend upon n)

T(x,y,z,t)
AQ(x,y,z,t) = -k(x,y,z) at AS gy,)_))

an

Fourier's law is a statement of Equation IV.1-1 for the amount of heat passing
through unit area of the surface in unit time.

q(x,y,z,t) = -k(x,y,z) OT(x ,z,t)
(IV.1-2)

The heat flow equation is derived by considering the variation of the quantity
of heat in en arbitrary volume V bounded by a smooth closed surface S during a
time interval At. The time rate of change of the heat content within the volume

Ibb )7IV-1



is equal to the difference in amount produced within the volume and the ucunt

flowing through the bounding surface. The resulting equation is given by

pC = D-(kDT) + Q (IV.1-3)p

where

C = specific heat of the material or amount of heat req : red to
p

change a unit mass by one degree in temperature

p = material density

k = thermal conductivity

Q = heat source density or amount of heat absorbed or released per
unit volume per unit time.

T = temperature

t = time

The quantities C , p, and k may be a function of the temperature T as well as
p

the space variables.

Acceptable t;undary conditions for Equation IV.1-3 include the function T speci-
fied on the bounding surface, the normal derivative of T, specified on the
bounding surface, or a combination of both.

For heat flow problems in RETRAN, Equation IV.1-3 is used in its one-dimensional
form given by

DT( )= [k(x,T) 0 ' )] + Q(x,t). (IV.1-4)pC
p

The boundary conditions are a combination of surface temperature and heat flux
specified at the surface. In almost all cases the surface is either insulated,

an axis of symmetry, or a heat transfer surface to a fluid. Initial conditions

for the time dependent problems are obtained by solving the steady-state form of
Equation IV.1-4.

IV-2
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V. POWER GENERATION

The primary energy source in the RETRAN code is from fissions in reactor fuel.
A secondary energy source is the metal-water reaction between the fuel element
cladding and steam if cladding temperatures exceed the reaction threshold.

Fission power in the program is calculated during the course of a problem within
the approximations of the point kinetics model for the neutronic or prompt
component. The reactivity for each time step may include control rod motions
and feedback effects from moderator and fuel. The fission power component
arising from decay of fission products may be tracked separately. Following
shutdown of the neutronic component of fission power, the decay power follows
the ANS standard decay curve.[V-I]

1.0 REACTOR KINETICS EQUATIONS

The neutron kinetics model, commonly known as point kinetics or space independent
reactor kinetics, is founded in and derives its justification from time dependent
transport theory. The governing equations are

*( ' '}=S ,u, ,t)
O

h
+ du'

_ dd' Is ( '" ' ) ("'Hju', ')$(r,u',U',t) (V.1-1)ou, O

h (u)
+ du' _ d5' P (u')(1 - s) 2, (F,u',t)ocr,u',5,t),

u, O,

h (u)g

+ I; Ag 4n C;(r,t) - I (r,u,t)$(r,u,6,t)-?}DQ(r,u,6,t)

and
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.

aC;(r,t) _

f(I'"
_ _ _ _

" (" }0 $(r,u' ,M) - A C (r,Qi jgat - '

", O,
(V.1-2)

where

spatial coordinater =

lethargy coordinateu =

U angular coordinate=

d unit vector in direction 0=

timet =

4(E,u,U,t) neutron flux=

v(u) neutron velocity=

S(r,u,U,t) = explicit source

1 (r,u,t) macroscopic scattering cross section=
3

probability that a neutrna with coordinates u',U'h dp du =
3 g

will scatter into the ring of width dp centered
g

about U' and at angle p with lethargy dug

about u.

h (u) prompt fission spectrum=
p

v(u) neutrons per +ission=

fraction of fission neutrons produced as delayedp 19pg=

neutrons

9
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1 (E,u,t) macroscopic fission cross section=
7

decay constant of i-th delayed neutron precursorA =
5

6(u-u ) delayed neutron spectrumh (u) =
gj

precursor concentration of i-th delayed neutron groupC (r,t) =
g

I (r,u,t) = total macroscopic cross section
t

fraction of neutrons from fission produced by i-thpg =

precursor.

The transport equation is reduced to the point reactor kinetics equations following
Henry [V.1-1] by the use of perturbation weighting functions. The particular
weighting function chosen is the adjoint function of the critical system corre-
sponding to the one of interest. In a critical system the value of the precursor
concentration is given by

^i ic(r) = du' d6' Ifc ( '"')"c ("') E @c( '"'' ) ('~)C i
u' 0'

where the subscript c denotes critical values of the variables. The time indepen-
dent source free adjoint equation is given by

h

du' _ dd' Isc ( '") ("'Y|u,5)$c('"'' )
ou, O

- h ("')
t

4 c(") fc ( '")@c(r,u',0') (V.1-4)+ du'
_

dQ' v
u, O

* D ( 'U' }-I ,u)$c( '"' +
tc c

where the total fission spectrum is
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h ("} " (l'E) h (u) + I p;h;(u)t p j

A key assumption in the derivation is that the neutron flux mav be written as
separable functions: one describing the gross time behavior of the system and
the second representing the time dependent shape of the flux. Thus, let

Q(r,u,6,t) = &(r,u,6,t) T(t) (V.1-5)

where

T(t) represents the gross time behavior,

and

4(r,u,5,'.) is a time dependent shape function.

The spatial, energy, and angular dependence is eliminated by integration over
these variables. Thus, multiply Equation V.1-1 by $*(r,u,6) and Equation V.1-4
by &(r,u,0,t)T(t) and integrate over all (r,u,6). The resulting equations are
subtracted.

h;(u)
Finally, multiply Equation V.1-3 by $*(r u,6) and integrate over alls 4
(r,u,6). The following quantities are used to obtain the point kinetic
equations.

3 - h (") - - - - -tF(t) = du dU d r du' dO' I (r,u' ,t)v(u' )$*(r , u,0)$(r, u' ,0, t)4, f

(V.1-6)

Prompt Neutron Generation time, A(t)

$*(r,u,6)
1 _ d7 4(r,u,0,t) (V.1-7)

3du do
_ _

A(t) = g u)

O
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Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction in Group i, hj(t)

3
ii(t)= du dU d r du' dU' (u')p i I (r,u',t)$*(r,u,0)4(r,u'70',t)j g f

(V.1-8)

Effective Source Strength, Q(t)

Q(t) = A(t)F(t) du dd d r $*(r,u,6)S(r,u,6,t) (V.1-9)

Total Effective Delayed Neutron Fraction, h(t)

du d6 d r du' dd' {h (u) - (1 - p)h (u)}*h(t)=1;p(t)=j p g p

(u')l (r,u',t)$*(r,u,U)$(r,u,U,t) (V.1-10)
f

Average Delayed Neutron Precursor Density, C (t)
$

C (t) = du dU d r C (r,t)$*(F,u,5) (V.1-ll)g A(t)F(t) g

Reactivity, p(t)

p(t) = du d5 d r [-Q*(r,u,6)d D&(r,u,6,t)
F t)

- Q(r,u,U,t)d DQ*(r,u,U) - $*(r,u,5)$(E,u,6,t){I ( ,u,t) - Itc( 'U)}
~ ~

t

+ du' dd'Q*(r,u,U)t(r,u',U',t){I (r,u',t) (u,p u',U')
g g

h h (u)
sc(r,u') [ (u,p u',6') + (v(u')1 (r,u',t) - v ("')Ifc( '" ))I-I

9 4, f c
(V.1-12)
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Using the definitions in Equations V.1-6 through V.1-12 and carrying out the
operations described above, the point kinetics equations are given as

A(t)F(t) dT )+T(t)h[A(t)F(t)]+Q(t)A(t)F(t)

(V.1-13a)

+ p(t)T(t)F(t) - p(t)T(t)F(t) + I A;C (t)A(t)F(t)g g

and

dC (t)
" N (t)T(t)F(t) - A;C;(t)A(t)F(t), (V.1-13b)A(t)F(t) id

where the bars have been dropped from the averaged quantities. Dividing Equation
V.1-13 by A(t) F(t), one obtains

dT t) = p(t) - (t) _ {A(t)F(t)} T(t) + I A C (t) + Q(t)
t) (t) jj $

and

C O (t)
d i(t) i

dt A(t) ( ) ~ ^i i( ) (*~ )

Additional assumptions applied to Equation V.1-14 are that flux shape, prompt
neutron generation time, delayed neutron fraction, and fission cross section are

constant in time. Thus, A, F , and p are constants. Defining the new variables
g

f* = ^D

R(t) = P ) reactivity in dollars

n(t) = T(t) normalized reactor flux or power level

S(t) = Q(t) explicit neutron source

g1G.h~
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produces the usual space independent reactor kinetics equations given by

dn t) = R(t -1
n(t) + I A;C (t) + S(t)j g

dC (t) p n(t)g g

) '

dt p2* ii

l.1 Fission Heat

Power generation from fission sources may be spatially distributed within the
point kinetics approximation. The distribution of the power and also any reactivity
feedback effects are fixed during initialization with each node following the

same time behavior. The power level is controlled by the reactivity term, R(t),

in Equation V.1-15 and scaled by the initial power level.

Contributions to the system reactivity include explicit functions of time which
simulate control mechanisms, and feedback reactivity effects from fuel and
moderator changes. Spatially dependent reactivity coefficients may be specified
for feedback effects. At any time the system reactivity is given by

R(t) = R + [R(t) - R(0)]exp * l R (t) - I R (0) (V.1-16)g ij jj

where

R = initial reactivity (must be zero for steady state)g

R = explicit reactivity function
exp

R; = feedback reactivity from i-th spatial node.

Both the explicit reactivity and feedback terms are normalized such that their
initial values are zero. Feedback effects considered in RETRAN include moderator
density, fuel temperature, and water temperature. The form of the equation for
the i-th spatial node is

ibV-7 I 7
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i

ahTh(t)afTf(t)I' f )

WfTFT(Tf(t)R(y)=Wf,R (V.1-17)T +R ++j g
p (0)

. .

where

I weighting factor for moderator density reactivityW =
0

water density reactivity functionR =

I
water density in i-th node=p

WfT weighting factor for fuel temperature reactivity=

FT(Tf) fuel temperature reactivity functionR =

average fuel temperature in i-th nodei =
T

F

ufT fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity in i-th node=

moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity in i-th nodei =

"WT

average water temperature in i-th node.T =

The reactivity functions and temperature coefficients in Equation V.1-17 are

alternate methods of describing the feedback phenomena. Normally only one of
the methods is used at a given node.

1.2 Fission Product Decay

Power generation continues in a reactor core after the fission source ceases
because of fission product decay. The rate at which this heat source decays
varies depending on the operating history of the core. The decay rate becomes
slower with increasing exposure due to the buildup of the longer lived fission
products. The model for the fission product decay heat in RETRAN is similar in
concept to the delayed neutron model. The decay heat source represents the

O
V-8 17 hk



beta and gamma transitions from excited nuclei formed either as fission products
or from (principal?y) captive reactions. Atter..pting to account for most decay
chains exactly would be impractical il not impossible because of a lack of

precise data. It has been found emperically that, within measurement precision,
the decay heat source can be fitted to a polynomial of eleven exponentials. The
energy release data for infinite operating time have *.>een used in the data
fitting. Thest data have been tabulated as an ANS standard [V.1-2] and are g;ven
in Table V.1-1. The data in the table are normalized to unit power level and

fitted by a polynomial of eleven exponentials of the ferr

11
-A t

d j' ( 'l )E

j=1

where

s'd n rmalized fission product decay cnergy=

E. amplitude of j-th term=
J

A. = aecay constant of j-th term
J

elapsed time since shutdown.t =

Equatien V.1-18 is constrained by requiring that F (0) = 0.0L Funcdonal
d

values fro' Equation V.1-18 and their percentage error relative to the ANS
standard values are given in Table V.1-2.

Although the fission product decay chains are scattered over many nuclides, the
form of Equation V.1-18 is the same as assuming eleven decay heat groups which
behave as the delayed neutron groups. By defining a " concentration" for each
decay heat group and interpreting the E 's in Equation V.1-18 as yield fractions,

j

the decay heat precursor concentrations can be represented by

dy (t)j
jYj(t) = Ej n(t) (V.1-19)*A

dt

,as \90
"~'
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TABLE V.1-1

RADI0 ACTIVE DECAY CONSTANTS

E. A (sec-I)Group j

1 0.00299 1.772

2 0.00825 0.5774
-2

3 0.01550 6.743 x 10
-3

4 0.01935 6.214 x 10
-4

5 0.01165 4.739 x 10
-5

6 0.00645 4.810 x 10
-6

7 0.00231 5.344 x 10
-7

8 0.00164 5.726 x 10
-7

0 0.00085 1.036 x 10
-8

10 0.00043 2.959 x 10
-10

11 0.00057 7.585 x 10

)2Ch \0a
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TABLE V.1-2

COMPARISON OF RETRAN AND ANS STANDARD DECAY HEAT CALCULATED RESULTS

Time (sec) PETRAN ANS STD % Error

0. 0000E+00 0.069900 --- 0.0000
1.0000E-01 0.068900 0.067500 2.0741
1.0000E+00 0.062800 0.062500 0.4800
2.0000E+00 0.059200 0.059000 0.3390
4.0000E+00 0.055400 0.055200 0.3623
6.0000E+00 0.053100 0.053300 -0.3752
8.0000E+LO 0.051400 0.051200 0.3906
1.0000E+01 0.049900 0.050000 -0.2000
2.0000E+01 0.044900 0.045000 -0.2222
4.0000E+01 0.039800 0.039600 0.5051
6.0000E+01 0.037200 0.036500 1.9178
8.0000E+01 0.035300 0.034600 2.0231
1.0000E+02 0.03.100 0.033100 1.8127
2.0000E+02 0.028400 0.027500 3.2727
4.0000E+02 0.023400 0.023500 -0.4255
6.0000E+02 0.021300 0.021100 0.9479
8.000CE+02 0.020100 0.019600 2.5510
1.0000E+03 0.019200 0.018500 3.7838
2.0000E+03 0.016100 0.015700 2.5478
4.0000E+03 0.012800 0.012800 0.0000
6.0000E+03 0.011200 0.011200 0.0000
8.0000E+03 0.010300 0.010500 -1.9048
1.0000E+04 0.009760 0.009650 1.1399
2.0000E+04 0.008010 0.007950 0.7547
4.0000E+04 0.006260 0.006250 0.1600
6.0000E+04 0.005460 0.005660 -3.5336
8.0000E+04 0.005050 0.005050 0.0000
1.0L00E+05 0.004790 0.004750 0.8421
2.0000E+05 0.004090 0.004000 2.2500
4.0000E+05 0.003390 0.003390 0.0000
6.0000E+05 0.003050 0.003100 -1.6129
8.0000E+05 E 002840 0.002820 0.7092
1.0000E+06 0.002690 0.002670 0.7491
2.00COE+06 0.002190 0.002150 1.8605
4.0000E+06 0.001680 0.001660 1.2048
6.0000E+06 0.001440 0.001430 0.6993
8.0000E+06 0.001290 0.001300 -0.7692
1.0000E+07 0.001190 0.001170 1.7094
2.0000E+07 0.000906 0.000890 1.7973
4.0000E+07 0.000698 0.000680 2.6471
6.0000E+07 0.000619 0.000620 -0.1613
8.0000E+07 0.000577 0.000570 1.2281
1.0000E+08 0.000551 0.000550 0.1818
2.0000E+08 0.000491 0.000485 1.2371
4.0000E+08 0.000421 0.000415 1.4458
6.0000E+08 0.000362 0.000360 0.5556
8.0000E+08 0.000311 0.000303 2.6403
1.0000E+09 0.000267 0.000267 0.0000
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where

y (t) concentration of j-th decay heat group=j

E yield fraction for j-th group=
j

n(t) normalized reactor power.=

Assuming a constant power level, initial values for the y 's are obtained from
j

the steady state solution for Equation V.1-18, i.e.,

E.
=Jy. (V.1-20)

Jo A
j

The total power in the core is then given by

11

P(t) = P n(t) Ef+ Ay (V.1-21)g jj

where

E = 0.93 if decay heat is present
7

= 1.0 otherwise.

1.3 Decay of Actinides

The energy release from fission product decay may be supplemented by including
the important radioactive actinides, 2 239

U and Np 3, produced by radiative92 9
238

neutron capture in U The decay heat contributions from these isotopes are
92

given in the ANS standard [V.1-2] for infinite operating time as

'^1t
(239 ) = A C

o
U 25

e (V.1-22)
P 1 og f25

and

O
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p(239Np) = B C 25 [ ^^2t -A t) -A tj 2
B' e -e i+ e (V.1-23)j 2

P, gg5 _ \ )o

where

( } 239normalized decay power from U=

o

P(2 Np) 239normalized decay power from Np=

o

239
A = decay constant for gj

239
A = decay constant for Np2

A ,B),82 = constantsj

239
C conversion ratio, atoms of Pu produced per atom=

235
0 consumed

235effective absorption cross section of 00 =
25

235effective fission cross section of U.=
f25

Constants in Equations V.1-22 and V.1-23 are specified as

-3
A 2.73 x 10=j

-3
B) 2.17 x 10=

7.0 x 10'B =
2

4.91 x 10'4 -I
A = secj

1'7Gh k9-6 -1
A 3.41 x 10 sec

2
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Summing Equations V.1-21 and V.1-22 and defining appropriate E 's puts them inj
the same form as Equation V.1-18, i.e.,

jt
E e (V.1-24)f =

act j
J= act

These may then be included in the decay heat calculations, Equations V.1-19
and V.1-21.

,2c.6 195
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2.0 METAL-WATER REACTION

A subroutine provided in RETRAN calculates the amount of heat generated when the
fuel rod cladding temperature and steam conditions are appropriate for the
occurrence of an exothermic metal-water reaction. The reaction calculated is
the reaction between zirconium and steam and is expressed as

Zr + 2 H O + Zr02+2H22

When sufficient steam is available, the rate of this reaction is assumed to
follow the parabolic rate law of Baker and Just.[V.2-1] When less steam is
available than would be consumed by a reaction following the parabolic rate law,
a steam-limited rate law is assumed in which all available steam reacts. Equation
V.2-1 is a mathematical statement of the parabolic rate law:

. 8 = (0.0615) , _ 41200) V.2-1)dt RO - r I

where

radius of the reacting metal-oxide interface, in.r =

R0 initial rod radius, in.=

T absolute temperature at the reacting metal-oxide interface, R=

time, sec.t =

Int 4 ration of Equation V.2-1 over a time step gives

#
2 2

- (R0 r) dr = 0.0615 exp ( 41200) dt. (V.2-2)
r1 t1

If the expression, 0.0615 exp ( 41200), is assumed to be constant during the
time step, then

1 % 6 196
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r

- (R0 - r) dr = 0.0615 exp (- 00) at (V.2-3)
r j

where at = t -t is the time-step size in saconds. A new variable
2 y

r' = R0 - r and its dif ferential dr' = dr are substituted into Equation V.2-3

to obtain

DRP1

r'dr' = 0.0615 exp ( 41200) at (V.2-4)I

DRP

where

DRP1 = the depth the reaction has penetrated the cladding at the end of
a time step, in.

the depth the reaction has penetrated the cladding at the startDRP =

of a time step, in.

Integration of Equation V.2-4 gives

2 2
DRP1 - DRP = 0.0615 exp ( 41200) at (V.2-5)

which reduces to

2 = 0.123 exp ( 41200) at (V.2-6)2DRP1 - DRP

A new variable is defined as

AP = DRP1 - DRP2 = 0.123 exp (- 00) at (V.2-7)2

Solving for the unknown DRP1 in terms of DRP and AP gives

DRP1 = (DRP2 + AP) 2 (V.2-8).

O
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The mass of zirconium reacted per unit length during the time step is

MZR = np [(R0 - DRP)2 - (R0 - DRPI)2) (y,p_g)

where

the density of zirconium (0.231 lb /in.3)=pzr g

2 2 2
wpy[R0 - 2 R0 (DRP) + DRP - R02 + 2 R0 (DRP1) - DRP1 ]MZR =

2 2
npzr[2 R0 (DRPI - DRP) - (DRP1 - DRP )]=

n p,p[2 R0 (DRP1 - DRP) - AP] (V.2-10)=
.

The heat of reaction is approximately 2800 8tu per pound of zirconium reacted.
Therefore,

QMWR = 280 m (V.2-11)t

where QMWR = a heat rate of Btu per second per inch length of rod. The stoichio-
metric mass of steam required for the parabolic rate law to apply is

MSR = 0.395 MZR (V.2-12)

If the amount of steam (MSR) is greater than the amount of steam available
(MSTA) (steam limited condition), all available steam is assumed to react.
Consequently,

MZR = (V.2-13)5

and the steam-limited reaction heat is computed through use of Equations V.2-11
and V.2-13. The depth the reaction has penetrated the cladding (DRP1) correspond-
ing to the steam-limited condition is computed by rearranging Equation V.2-9 as
follows:

1/2DRP1 = R0 - [(R0 - DRP)2 , MZR 3 (V.2-14).

"Pzr

l i
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The consumption of steam and the evolution of hydrogen during the metal-water
reaction are not accounted for in the mass and momentum equations.

I7bh
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3. 0 DIRECT MODERATOR HEATING

Direct energy deposition in the moderator is permitted in any core section where
a core section is defined as a power generating heat conductor, in RETRAN,

a specified fraction of the core power, QFRAC, is allocated to each core section.

This concept is extended by specifying that this f raction is further split

between the metal and moderator associated with the core section. The actual
energy deposition in the moderator is weighted with respect to a function of
density so that the moderator fraction should be specified with respect to the

initial value of the weighting function.

For each core section, the direct moderator heating may be split between a
prompt term and a delay power term. The user specifies the fraction of QFRAC
allocated to each term. Thus, if QPMOD is the prompt fraction, then

k
QPM0D *QFRAC is the fraction of total power released promptly in the moderatork
for core section k. Similarly, QDMOD *QFRAC is the fraction of the total

k k
delayed power released in the moderator for core section k.

The net direct moderator heating rate for a given core section, k, is defined as
the sum of the prompt and delayed power contributions and is given by

N

P, (t) = P0 Q AC I(P ) MOD nG) Ef + QDMODk jYj] (V.3-1)A
k k k

j=1

where the density weighting function f(pk) is defined as

)pk
f(pk) * p (0) (V.3-2)

pk(0) the initial moderator density for core section k=

p (t) the moderator density for core section k at time t.=
k

An alternate form of the weighting may be used at the user's option, where f(pk)
is a user supplied tabular function of the mcderator density. The terms used in

3 7 E.h 2



Equation V.3-1, but not defined locally, are discussed in detail in Section VI
(note the similarity between Equations V.1-21 and V.3-1).

The power generated internal to a core section conductor, or the conductor
heating rate, is defined as

0 A II ~ IIP ) QPM0D ] n(t) EPC (t) = P0 k k k f
k

N

( .3-3)+ [1 - f(pk) QDMOD l A
k jYj

j=1

Through use of the direct moderator heating model described above, gamma and
neutron heating of structural materials and their associated fluid volumes can
be modeled by designating the structure as a core section and providing the

appropriate values of QFRAC, QPM00, QDMOD and f(pk)*

O
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VI. SYSTEM COMP 0NENT MODELS

The following sections den. ribe the system component models contained in the
RETRAN code package. The system component models include centrifugal pumps,

valves, heat exchangers, and trip controls.

1.0 CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

RETRAN contains a pump model which describes the interaction between a centrifugal
pump and the primary system fluid. A standard RETRAN control volume is identified
as a pump, with the pump behavior caiculated through the use of pump characteristic
curves, frequently referred to as four quadrant curves. Modeling the pump as
a volume rather than as a junction, eliminates potential instabilities due to

rapidly oscillating flows and radically different thermodynamic states of adjacent
control volumes.

The pump characteristic curves are empirically developed by the pump manufacturer
and uniquely define head and torque response of the pump as functions of volumetric
flow and pump speed. A typical set of fo1r quadrant curves is given in Figure
VI.1-1. The four quadrant curves can be converted to a simpler form by the
development of homologous curves where the head and torque ratios (actual value
to rated value) are input as functions of the pump speed and volumetric flow
ratios. [VI .1-1 ] The developed homologous curves are for single phase conditions.
Typical homologous curves are shown in Figure VI.1-2 for the head and Figure
VI.1-3 for torque. (he nomenclature used in the following figures and pump
equations is as follows:

H head=

I moment of inertia=

M(a) = head multiplier

angular speedNw =

differential pressureap =

Q volumetric flow=

timet =

time step sizeat =

T torque=

density=p

1M6 203vl-i
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subscript 1 single phase value=

subscript 2 two phase value=

subscript fr friction=

subscript hy hydraulic=

subscript R rated operating value.=
a

The volume pump model allows the user the option of accounting for cavitation or
two phase degradation effects on pump response. The user must supply a separate
set of homologous two phase curves for head and torque which are in the form of
difference curves. Difference curves are used because in the analysis of available
two phase pump data, it was noted that when the fluid being pumped had a void
fraction between 0.2 and 0.9, little head was developed by the pump being tested.
Outside this range of void fraction, the pump-developed head ranged from zero to
undegraded single phase performance. The limited available data indicate pump
performance in the void fraction range 0.2 to 0.9 is significantly degraded from
single phase behavior. To consider the degraded performance, a set of dimension-
less homologous curves was fitted to the head data in the fully-degraded void
fraction range, and the difference between the undegraded single phase and the
fully degraded two phase head was expressed as a function of the standard pump
model arguments (v/a or a/v).

To consider the ranges of void fraction where the pump was able to develop head
(0 to 0.2 and 0.9 to 1.0), a multiplier as a function of void fraction was

employed. The two phase multiplier is a multiplier on the degradation curve
where a denotes void fraction and a denotes speed ratio. The multiplier varied
from 0 to about 1.0 as the void fraction varied from 0 to 0.2, and the multiplier
varied from about 1.0 to 0 as the void fraction varied from 0.9 to 1.0.

There is a limited amount of available two phase pump data. Pumps tested consist
mainly of pumps of low specific speed and small scale pumps. Table VI.1-1
presents the Westinghouse Canada Ltd. (WCL) and Semiscale pump characteristics.

Note, the specific speeds are much smaller than those for a reactor primary
system pump.

.

The RETRAN pump model is the same as the pump model presented in the RELAP4

manual [VI.1-2] except that a motor torque option, pump stop option, and dimension-
less head ratio difference data have been built into pump curve Set 4 for the
two phase model. These modifications are described in the following sections.

VI-5
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TABLE VI.1-1

PUMP CHARACTERISTICS

Flow Head Speed Specific
Pump (gpm) (ft) (rpm) Speed

WCL 280 500 3560 550

Semiscale 189 192 3560 926

17G6 208
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1.1 Two-Phase Flow Effects

Available pump data from the 1-1/2 Loop Mcdel Semiscale and Westinghouse Canada

Limited experiments were used in developing the two phase pump data for
RELAP4. This same pump data is used in RETRAN. Assumptions inherent in the
pump model for two phase flow include:

* The head multiplier M(a), that was determined empicically for the
normal operating region of the pump, is also valid as an interpo-
lating factor ia all other operating regions.

* The relationship of the two phase to the single phase behavior of
the semiscale pump is applicable to large reactor pumps. This
assumes ar. independent pump specific speed for the pump model for
two phase flow.

The single phase pump head (dimensionless) curve for the Semiscale pump is shown
in Figure VI.1-4.

The two phate pump head curves shown in Figure VI.1-5 represent complete pump

characteristics for the Semiscale pump while operating under two phase conditions
when the average of the void fractions of the pump inlet and outlet mixtures is
between 0.2 and 0.9. The lines drawn through the C ta were determined by least
square polynomial fits to the data using known constraints.

A comparison of the two phase data of Figure VI.1-5 with the single phase data
2 2in Figure VI.1-4 shows that the dimensionless head ratio (h/v or h/a ) j3

significantly less than the single phase dimensionless head ratio for the normal
pump operation region (HAN and H'.*i). For negative ratios of v/a, such as those

which occur in the HAD region, the pump flow becomes negative. When the pump
flow is negative, the two phasa dimensionless head ratio is greater than the
single phase dimensionless head ratio. Two phase flow friction losses are

generally greater than single phase losses, and friction is controlling in this
energy dissipation region (HAD). The other regions of the two phase dimensionless
head ratio data show similar deviations from single phase data.

)26
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Table VI.1-2 shows the difference between the single phase and the two phase
dimensionless head ratio data as a function of v/a and a/v for the various
pumping regions shown in Figures VI.1-4 and VI.1-5. The differences shown in
Table VI.1-2 are for the eight curve types used in RETRAN for determining pump
head.

The head multiplier, M(u), and void f raction, o, data shown in Table VI.1-3
sere obtained in the following manner. The Semiscale and WCL pump data [VI.1-3]

2 2were converted to dimensionless head ratios of h/a or h/v Values of the

dimensionless head ratios were obtained for those pump speeds and volumetric
flow rates which were within 50% of the rated speed and flow rate for the pumps.
The difference between the single phase and two phase dimensionless ratios was
developed as a function of the average of the void fractions of the pump inlet
and outlet mixtures. The difference between the single phase dimensionless
ratios was then normalized to a value between 0 and 1.0 and the normalized
result was tabulated as a function of the void fraction.

The two phase pump model in RETRAN calculates the pump head and torque as follows:

H=H - M(Ir) (H -H) (vl'1'1)j j 2

where

2
H -H =I -

2) a H (VI.2-2)j 2 1 g
a a a

or

H -H *I || ~ 2) v H (VI.1-3)j 2 R
v v v

and

T = T) - M(Ir) (T) -T) (vI'I'4)
2

3^6?o ei'
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TABLE VI.1-2

SEMISCALE DIMENSIONLESS HEAD RATIO DIFFERENCE
(SINGLE-PHASE MINUS TWO-PHASE) DATA

x = v/a or a/v

y = (U )) - (b )2 r (U )j - (b )2p y p y
a a v v

Curve Type x y Curve Type x y
(Continuea) (Continued)

1 (HAN) 0.00 0.00 4 (HVD) -1.00 -1.16
0.10 0.83 -0.90 -0.78
0.20 1.09 -0.80 -0.50
0.50 1.02 -0.70 -0.31
0.70 1.01 -0.60 -0.17
0.90 0.94 -0.50 -0.08
1.00 1.00 -0.35 0.00

-0.20 0.05
2 (HVN) 0.00 0.00 -0.10 0.08

0.10 -0.04 0.00 0.11
0.20 0.00
0.30 0.10 5 (HAT) 0.00 0.00
0.40 0.21 0.20 -0.34
0.80 0.67 0.40 -0.65
0.90 0.80 0.60 -0.93
1.00 1.00 0.80 -1.19

1.00 -1.47
3 (HAD) -1.00 -1.16

-0.90 -1.24 6 (HVT) 0.00 0.11
-0.80 -1.77 0.10 0.13
-0.70 -2.36 0.25 0.15
-0.60 -2.79 0.40 0.13
-0.50 -2.91 0.50 0.07
-0.40 -2.67 0.60 -0.04
-0.25 -1.69 0.70 -0.23
-0.10 -0.50 0.80 -0.51
0.00 0.00 0.90 -0.91

1.00 -1.47

7 (HAR) -1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

8 (HVR) -1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00

1 7Ih \)
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TABLE VI.1-3

HEAD MULTIPL:ER AND VOID FRACTION DATA

a M(a)

0.00 0.00

0.10 0.00

0.15 0.05

0.24 0.80

0.30 0.96

0.40 0.98

0.60 0.97

0.80 0.90

0.90 0.80

0.96 0.50

1.00 0.00

2",6 2143

0
.
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where

angular speed ratioa =

11 head=

h/a2= dimensionless head ratio

h/v2= dimensionless head ratio

M(5) = head multipiier on difference curve

T torque=

volumetric flow ratiov =

$ average volume void fraction=

subscript 1 single phase value=

subscript 2 two phase value=

subscript R, = rated operating value.

The differential pressure change, ap , across the pump is dependent upon the
p

head value, H, and the average pump volume density (p). Thus, the pressure
change is given by

Ap = pH (VI.1-5)p

The pump torque is used to calculate pump speed after the pump has shut off.
The speed is calculated by the equation

I-=T (VI.1-6)
7 C,6 M b3

Or

w(t+at) = ,t - (VI.1-7)
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O
where

moment of inertiaI =

angular speedw =

T total torque.=

The rate of energy addition to the pump fluid is given by wT.

The total pur p torque is calculated by considering the hydraulic torque f rom the
homologous r ump curves and the pump frictional torque. The total torque is
given by

4 - I~I

T=T IL + [ (Tfr)1 (VI.1-8)hy p
.

wp j_) R
- a.

or

T=T +T (VI.1-9)hy fr

where

hydraulic torqueT =

th(If )g = i coefficient of frictional torque.

The frictional torque is in the form of a cubic equation. The value of the

frictional torque is also dependent on the sign of the pump speed. An option is
available to specify whether or not reverse rotation of the pump is allowed

The RETRAN pump model has been modified to include the influence of the electric
drive motor on the speed behavior of the pump while the motor remains connected
to its power source. The effect of the motor is incorporated into the pump
mode' by adding the value of motor torque, T,, to the tc,rque summation

'7;6 216 g
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T=-T -Tfr + T, (VI.1-10)hy ,

where the sign of the motor torque is opposite to that of the hydraulic and
frictional torque for normal operating conditions.

The motors used to drive reactor primary system pumps are induction-type machines.
. At constant voltage the motor torque is an explicit function of speed. This

torque-speed relationship is normally available from the motor manufacturer.
Motor torque is supplied to the RETRAN model as a tabular function of torque vs
speed as defined by the manufacturer's data. A typical torque-speed curve for
an induction motor is shown in Figure VI.1-6.

The capability to simulate a pump with a locked rotor is included in RETRAN.
This option provides for simulating the lockup of the pump rotor as a function
of input elapsed time, maximum forward speed, or maximum reverse speed. At the
time the rotor locks, and at all times thereafter, the pump speed is set equal
to zero.

Four sets of single phase head and torque data may be used as input to RETRAN.
The pump model has built-in single phase pump data for both a Bingham Pump
Company pump with a specific speed of 4200 (Curve Set 1) and a Westinghouse
Electric Corporation pump with a specific speed of 5200 (Curve Set 2). If the

two phase option is selected, the difference curves are input into Curve Set 4.

Each pump curve set is divided into eight types of input data depending upon the
values of the speed ratio (a) and the flow ratio (v). The independent variable
is either

h,_ LL
v ' or b2* 2' 2 2

a a v

The definition of each type of input data is as shown in Table VI.1-4.

,,r6 217
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TABLE VI.1-4

PUMP CURVE INPUT DATA

Dependent

Type a v v/a Independent Variable
Variable Head Torque

1 >0 >0 <1 v/a h/a p/a
2 2

2 >0 >0 >l a/v h/v p/v
2

3 >0 <0 >-1 v/a h/a gj,2
2 24 >0 <0 <-l a/v h/v gjv
2 2

5 10 10 $1 v/a h/a p/a
2 26 10 <0 >l a/v h/v pfy
2 2

7 10 >0 >-1 v/a h/a p/a
28 10 >0 <-l a/v h/v p/v

17'Ih 2\

@
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2. 0 VALVES

RETRAN has models for simple valves, check valves, and inertial valves. The
simple on-off valves can be opened or closed subject to a user-specified trip
condition. The check valves are distinguished from inertial valves in that the
valve gates of the inertial valves have an inertia controlled rate of opening
for a given pressure drop across the valve.

In the momentum equation, Equation 11.2-23, the pressure drop across a valve can
be treated in either of two ways. In the first case, the pressure drop is
computed from a form loss term. For a completely closed valve, the loss coeffi-
cient is set equal to a large value. In the second case, the pressure drc-; is
computed as a conventional friction loss, with the effect of the valve entering
the friction term through the junction flow area.

2.1 Check Valves

Two types of check valves are modeled in RETRAN, one which exhibits a hysteresis
behavior and one which does not. Eatt. types of check valves are controlled by
flow dependent pressure dro ; of the form

(CV)$ 9|W |W
9

AP = (VI.2-1)
Pi

The characteristic pressure versus flow curves for each of these check valves
are shown in Figure VI.2-1.

The coefficient, (CV);, in Equation VI.2-1 can assume one of three values for a
given valve, depending on the direction of flow through the valve and whether
the valve is open or virtually closed. For the case of reverse flow through an
open valve, the valve will remain open until the pressure drop equals or exceeds
the back pressure, P , required to close the valve. |<fter a valve closes,

(CV), assumes a value such that the pressure drop ocross the valve is representa-
tivi. of small leakage flow.

f(hi3
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The pressure drop across a valve can also be computed by cha.iging the junction
flow area as a function of time. This option is initiated with a trip condition

at a specified time. The junction area is given by

A (t) = C(t) A (0) (VI.2-2)g g

where

rate of valve opening (closing)C(t) =

A (0) = junction area for valve fully opened.
g

2.2 Inertial Valves

Inertial valves in RETRAN are assumed to have valve gates which are hinged on
each side and which open from the center. The differential pressure across the
valve acts as a torque on the gates, and the gate angle at any time is found by
integrating the equation of motion. A viscous damping coefficient may optionally
be supplied for the equation of motion. Once the gates reach a rotation of 90
degreu they are latched and remain fully open.

The equation of motion for the valve gate may be written as

1 0(t) = AP(t) - K 5(t) (VI.2-3)

where

opening angle in degrees0 =

2 2
moment of inertia (Ib,-ft ) = 7 x dmI =

3
area x moment arm (ft ) = f xdAA =

2
differential pressure (lb /ft ) (P = P -P -P )P =

7 in out

damping constant.K =

C, h3 7

VI-20



In the expression for differential pressure, P is the back pressure tending tocv
hold the gates shut.

Equation VI.2-3 can also be written in terms of the angular velocity, w = $,
as

I w(t) + k w(t) = AP(t). (VI.2-4)

The solution to Equation VI.2-4 is of the form

K K

I A Iw(t)e =7 P(t) e dt +w (VI.2-5)g

't
o

where

time at beginning of time stept =
g

angular velocity at time t .w =
g 9

The pressure term in Equation VI.2-5 is constant over the time step so Equation
VI.2-5 can be integrated to give

- b b)t t

^[ft)i-e (v1.2-6)w(t) = w e +
g j

The angle of opening of the gates is, from integration of Equation VI.2-6,

U- '' t-

0(t) = 0 +wt+ )w t-f1-e (VI.2-7)
^

g g
\ l.. ..

where O angle of opening at time, t .=
g g

For the case of no damping (K+0), Equation VI.2-7 approaches

O(t) = 0, + w t + # ) 2
T (VI.2-8)g

The effective junction flow area is then found from a table of normalized area

versus angle values.

' " 6 223
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3.0 HEAT EXCHANGERS

3.1 Conduction Based Heat Exchanger Models

The most physically realistic method of modeling a heat exchanger in RETRAN is
by use of a heat conductor, usually a hollow cylinder to represent a heat exchanger
tube, with fluid volumes on both the inside (primary side) and the outside
(secondary side). This method of modeling a heat exchanger is simply a direct
application of the RETRAN heat conduction model where the conductor i.'s a control

volume on the left and right sides. (See Section VIII.2).

A second, more simplistic, option exists in RETRAN as an a ernative for heat
exchanger modeling. This option takes the form or a ap e ial boundary condition
used in conjunction with the heat conduction model. This Durndary condition is

applied to the secondary side of a heat exchanger conductor and is specified as
fraction of total power to be removed by the conductor (Q ) in steady-stateg

initialization, together with a constant convective heat transfer coefficient
(h ). These conditions are sufficient to determine a known heat flux boundary

condition to be applied to the steady-state heat conduction equation, which in
turn uniquely determines an effective secondary side fluid temperature via the
equation

0
T = T, 3 (VI.3-1)sec

c

where

constant temperature of fluid on secondary side of heatT =
sec

exchanger

wall surface temperatureT =

heat transfer area.A =

During the transient calculation, T and h are held constant to provide the
sec c

secondary side boundary condition for the transient heat conduction equation.
This special boundary condition can be applied to at most one side of each heat
conductor modeled.

T 'i C. h
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3.2 ,Nonconduction Heat Exchanger Models

This model accounts for heat removal or addition to a RETRAN fluid volume by
means other than conduction. This option provides seven models to simulate

various types of heat sources or sinks. The enthalpy transport mcdel may be
used in conjunction with a nonconduction heat exchanger if a continuous enthalpy
profile through the volume is desired.

3.2.1 Flow and/or Temperature-Dependent Heat Exchangers

The heat exchanger data cards supply a constant or time variant secondary sink

temperature, Tsec, a constant effective heat transfer coefficient, h , and thec
fraction of total thermal power generated which the heat exchanger removes.
From the latter, the initial heat removal rate, Q , is calculated. If the input

g

value of h is zero, h is then calculated for flow and temperature dependentc
heat exchangers as

(h)(T . -Th =Q ) (VI.3-2)g
o pri secg g

where

W = initial average volume flowg

T initial volume fluid temperature.=pg

For the case of a temperature-dependent heat exchanger, if h is input as zero,
c

h is then calculated asc

Q (T . ]T ) (VI.3-3)h :: g
pri secg g

In the transient calculation, the updated values of W, Tpg , and Tsec (II **

dependent) are used to calculate the heat removal rate for flow and temperature-
dependent heat exchanger and for temperature-dependent heat exchanger, respectively,
as

bVI-23 I



Q=h W (T .-Tsec) (VI 3-4)
c pri

and

Q=hc (T .-Tsec) (VI.3-5)
pri

3.2.2 Time-Dependent Heat Exchangers

This model uses an input table of normalized thermal power versus time, or power
in megawatts versus time supplied by the heat exchanger data cards. The normalized
power represents that fraction of total thermal power generated, i.e., power

generated in the core sections and by the pumps, which the heat exchanger is
removing. Heat sources are modeled by supplying negative values of normalized
thermal power or power in the tables.

3.2.2 Pressurizer Heater Model

This model is described in Section VII.3.3.

3.2.3 Heat Exchanger Controlled by the Control System

By combining the heat exchanger model with the control system models, the user
is given the flexibility to specify the heat removal rate as an arbitrary function
of any system parameter which can be monitored by the control system. For
example, it is possible to model a heat exchanger whose heat removal rate is
determined by an algebraic or differential equation involving pressure, temperature,
and flow. The equation would be specified by using the control system models,
and the heat removal rate is equal to the output of the control block designated
by the user. The units of power may be chosen to be either normalized total
thermal power or megawatts.

3, c,6 226
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4.0 TRIP CONTROLS

The trip controls model the trip logic of reactor systems, initiate transient
events, and specify conditions for termination a RETRAN simulation. Trip logic
of arbitrary complexity can be modeled by using AND trips, OR trips, ar.d trips
on high and low setpoints. Switching control systems, also known as
" bang-bang" control systems, are modeled using normal and reset trips. Functional
trips are modeled by using the control system to combine several systems param-
eters in algebraic, differential, or integral functions.

4.1 Standard Trips

The data consists of NTRP cards, where NTRP is a number greater than or equal to
1. Each card specifies a signal to be monitored, a high or low setpoint, a
delay, and a trip identifier (IDTRP). When the signal reaches the setpoint
value, the trip is actuated after the specified delay. The action initiated by
the trip is specified by IDTRP.

The signals which can be monitored by the trip controls are:

(1) elapsed problem time

(2) normalized reactor power

(3) reactor period

(4) average pressure in any volume

(5) mixture level in any volume

(6) liquid level in any volume

(7) water temperature in any volume

(8) metal temperature in any core volume

, ",6 227
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(9) mass flow at any junction

(10) temperature of any node of any conductor

(11) output of any control block

The action initiated by the trip is determined by input data associated with
those component models which are subject to control by trips. For example, if
an initially closed valve is to open wi.en a trip is actuated, the input data for
that valve must refer to IDTRP, the trip identifier. IDTRP = 1 is reserved for
problein termination. When the condition specified by any card with IDTRP = 1 is
satisfied, the RETRAN simulation is terminated. The first card of trip data
must be a problem termination card monitoring elapsed time. The actions which
can be controlled by the trip controls are:

(1) problem termination

(2) opening initially closed valves

(3) closing initially open valves

(4) fill water injection (or removal)

(5) pump shutoff

(6) reactor scram

(7) off and on switching of a simplified heat exchanger

4.2 OR Trips

A trip can be activated if any one of a number of conditions is met. This is

called an OR trip. For example, if a reactor scram is to occur in a PWR when
either the pressurizer pressure is low or when the pressurizer pressure is high,
two trip cards are needed to model the trip for the scram. One will specify a
trip on a low pressure setpoint. The other will specify a trip on a high pressure
setpoint. When either condition is met, the trip will be actuated.

O
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4.3 Multiple Actions

The input for several different component models may refer to the same IDTRP.
The effect is to model multiple actions which are initiated simultaneously when
the trip is actuated.

4.4 Coincidence Trips

The coincidence trip, also called an AND trip, is a trip which occars only after
both of two conditions have been satisfied. For example, a PWR may trip a
safety injection system when there is low pressure an51 low level in the pres-
surizer. Cascading coincidence trips allows modeling of trips which are activated
when all of several conditions are met. The ability to model AND and OR

trips together allows modeling trip logic of arbitrary complexity. For example,
it is possible to model a " majority gate," where a trip is actuated only when at
least two out of three conditions are met.

4.5 Indirect Trip

An indirect trip is defined to be a trip which is actuated, with possibly an
additional delay, by another trip. Consider a system which trips the turbine
whenever the reactor is scrammed. The reactor scram could be tripped by a
number of different signals, say, six signals. The reactor scram trip logic
could be modeled using six cards. If an indirect trip is used, only one addi-
tional trip card would be required to model the turbine trip. By assigning
different delays to each trip card, indirect trips allow a trip condition to
initiate several actions at different times. Thus, indirect trips can model a
sequence of events, all triggered by the same trip.

4.6 Reset Trips

Reset trips specify conditions under which previously activated trips are to be
reset. For example, an initially closed valve that was opened by a trip can be
reclosed by a reset trip. A reset trip used in this way is sometimes called a
" reverse" trip or an "off" trip. Trips whose setpoint threshhold has been
crossed, but whose delay time has not yet expired can also be reset. An incirect
trip used in this way is sometimes called a " blocking" trip.

1"6 ,229
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When a reset and normal trip are used together, the trips could alternately be
activated by system conditions. In the example given above, the valve may be
opened and closed repeatedly as required by the trip conditions. Thus , " bang-
bang" control systems can be modeled using the trip controls.'

'

4.7 Control System Trips

A control system trip is simply a trip which monitors the output signal of a
control block used in the control system model. Control system trips greatly
increase the capability of the trip logic by allowing the modeling of trips that
are an algebraic, dif ferential, or integral function of various system parameters.
This type of control system trip is also called a functional trip.

O
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VII. OPERATIONAL TRANSIENT MODELS

Some of the modeling assumptions made in analyzing the blowdown transients are
not valid for the less severe operational plant transients. The models described
in this section are models which have been included in the RETRAN code to account
for these assumptions and to provide the capability to analyze operational plant
transients in Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWR).
The feedback of various plant systems is more important for the operational
transients than for the blowdown transient. A control system model has been
developed to model this feedback in more detail. Models to account for transport
delay and a more accurate pressurizer response have also been included. A DNB

model is provided to perform subchannel analysis during the system analysis.

'796 232
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1.0 CONTROL SYSTEM MODELS

The response of various plant systems may have a large effect on the overall
system response depending on the particular transient being analyzed. For
example, in a BWR loss of feedwater heater transient, an accurate simulation of
the feedwater flow response is necessary because of its large effect on the
reactivity feedback.

The control system models allow RETRAN to model a variety of reactor control

systems. The block-structured input of the models allows the user to prepare
input from a block diagram of the control system. The set of fundamental blocks,
the provision for arbitrary interconnection of these blocks, and the availability
of any plant variable to be used as an input all give the user the flexibility
to model complex control systems.

The fundamental blocks available to the user include analog computer elements,
such as integrators, differentiators, delays, and weighted summers; arithmetic
blocks, such as multipliers, dividers, logarithmic and exponentiation blocks;
and nonlinear blocks, such as function generaturs, velocity limiters, and ampli-
tude limiters. This selection of blocks allows the user to simulate the dynamics

of linear control systems and the effects of both soft and hard nonlinearities.

Interconnection of these control blocks permits simulation of commonly used
controllers, such as a proportional-integral-derivative (PIC) controller, or, in
fact, any arbitrary transfer function desired by the user. When used with the
trip logic model, the control system models can easily model hysteresis.

Input to the control system may be any variable for which a minor edit may be
specified. This includes, but is not limited to, temperatures, pressures,
flows, or levels anywhere in the system being modeled.

The parameters which may be controlled by the control system models are

e fill flux

e pressure of the fill fluid

-7r o/ 21
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e specific enthalpy of the fill fluid

e reactivity insertion

e valve area

e pump speed

e pump motor torque

e heat exchanger heat removal rate.

1.1 Model Description

Table VII 1-1 defines the nomenclature that is used to describe the control
system model. The letter "x" refers to signals related to the input of a control

block and "y" refers to signals related to the output of a control block. The

letter "h" refers to time step intervals. A scale factor "G" is used by all

control blocks.

Table VII.1-2 presents the mathematical definition for each control block. The

output is expressed either explicitly, as a function of the input, or implicitly,
as the solution of a differential equation where the input is a given function
of time. In addition, Table VII.1-2 briefly describes the numerical approxima-
tions used by the RETRAN coding to represent the control block.

The object of a control system model is to determine the output of a system
given the input and information characterizing the system. The input is a given
function of time. The output is a function of time to be determined.

When the input and output time functions can be related by a linear differential
equation, the system is said to be linear. If information concerning the state
of the system in terms of the initial output is known, the differential equation

can be solved for the output given an arbitrary input. The DER, INT, LAG and
LtG control blocks represent systems which are linear. RETRAN solves the dif fer-
ential equation characterizing these blocks by using i backward difference
approximation to the first derivative. folving the resulting difference equation

1 M 6 234,,,.,



TABLE VII.1-1

CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL NOMENCLATURE

F,[ ] functional relation defined by the user via pairs=

of values of the independent and dependent variables in
area vs. time Table m.

g ,g2 user specified gains which apply to input 1 and input 2=
j

respectively; these gains are used by SUM block only

user specified value for the overall gain of a controlG =

block

th
h = t - t;_), the i time interval

5 g

hsubscript used to denote values evaluated at i valuei =

of time

control block identification numberIDC =

Time Dependent Area Table index; only the FNG block uses mm =

user specified integer value denoting the number of samplesn =

taken and saved per delay interval; only the DLY block
uses n

complex frequency in radians per seconds =

time in secondst =

t' dummy variable representing time=

thi alue of W et =
g

(i-1) h value of timet ,j
=j

Delay '.ime interval; T is used by DLY block onlyT =

user specified maximum negative rate of change for controlv =
down Mod o@4 mim " downward slew rate"; only the VLM

block uses v
down

user specified maximum positive rate of change for controlv =
up block output, maximum " upward slew rate"; only the VLM

block uses v
up

value of xj (t) when t=tg=x;

* I"* I *1(t) when t=0x *
0

input 1 of control block represented as a function of timex (t) =
j

input 2 of control block represented as a function of timex (t) =
2

O
3 %. , 5c.
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TABLE VII.1-1 (Cont'd.)

y(t) output of control block represented as a function of time=

value of y(t) when t=t.=
Yi 1

Y -j value of y(t) when t=t _j=
i g

user specified maximum value of y(t)=Ymax

user specified minimum value of y(t)Y =
min

Yo
value of y(t) when t=0=

lead time constantt =j

lag time constantt =
2

Chi 7
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TABLE VII.1-2

MODELS FOR CONTROL BLOCKS

Symbol Descriptive
Name Mathematical Definition Numerical Approximation used by RETRAN

DER Differentiator y(t) = G dx(t) _

yj = G- h.
1

x (t) x (t )y y j
DIV Divider y(t) =G-

x (l) i
2 *2C i)

DLY Time delay y(t) = y0 fr 5t$T Numerical approximation used is described
in t.nis section.

= G-(t-T) for t>T

FNG Function y(t) = G F,[x(t)] yj = G F I*i] where F, [-] represents linearm& generator
interpolation over a table of
ordered pairs of independent
and dependent variables.

x(t') dt' yjINT Integrator y(t) = y0 + G f0 = y _y+G x hg with y0 9IV'U'j j

dy(t) '2'Y -1i*(LAG Lag y(t) + r p dt '*i * h.
-

compensation y=j 7

with y(0)=y0 E*

1

>
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TABLE VII.1-2 (Cont'd)

MODELS FOR CONTROL BLOCKS

Symbol Descriptive
Name Mathematical Definition Numerical Approximation Used by RETRAN

d (t) dx (t)
I(I I-I} 2 *Yi-1XLLG Lead-lag y(t) + 1p- = G x (t) + 1 -

g 1 dt Gx.+ +
h; h;1

with y(0) = y0
(1 + h )j

with y0 I< 9 V*"

b MUL Multiplier y(t) = x (t) x (t) yj = x (t ) xg 2 g j 2 (l )i
LN Natural logarithm y(t) = In [x(t)] yj = In [x ]j
MAX Maximum y(t) = max [x (t), x (t)] yj = max [x (t ), x (t )]

1 2 g j 2 j

MIN Minimum y(t) = min [x (t), x (l)3 Yi " "I" I*1(t ), x (t )]1 2 j 2 j

SUM Weighted y(t) = G-[g x (t) + g2"*2(t)] yj = G - [g x ( t ) + 9 '*2(l )3g y g g j 2 isummer

VLM Velocity y; = ydown if G x4 <ydown Same as mathematical definition
1imiter =y if G x wyup j up__,

4
= G x; otherwise,

W
where ydown" Yi-1 j down-hv

U Y " Y -1 + h vi j upCD up



' - TABLE VII.1-2 (Cont'd)

MODELS FOR CONTROL BLOCKS

Symbol Descriptive
Name Mathematical Definition Numerical Approximation Used by RETRAN

j = [x (t )]x2(d )XPO Exponentiation y; = [x (t)]X2(t) y j1

__

T
=

>
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for y; in terms of x , x _), y _), and h; represents an explicit formula forg g j
calculating the output of each block for each time step. This formula applies
as long as the linear difference equation is a good approximation to the differ-
ential equation and the differential equation accurately represents the actual
hardware.

In reality the input-output relation of the hardware can be represented by a
linear system over only a finite range of output values. To model this non-
linear characteristic RETRAN assumes that a control block is linear whenever its

output is greater than y in nd less than y If the linear model predicts an.m

output greater than ymax, then the output is assumed to be equal to y,y. If

the linear model predicts an output less than y in, then the output is y in'm m

The user specifies the parameters y in nd y . In addition, RETRAN provides
m max

nonlinear control blocks such as the FNG and VLM blocks to allow the user to
model other types of nonlinear behavior which may be in the hardware.

The numerical approximations used for the control blocks are straight-forward.
The DER, INT, LAG, and LLG blocks were discussed above. The DIV, LN, MAX, MIN,

MUL, SUM, and XPO blocks simply take the inputs at time t; and perform the
operations indicated by their names to calculate the output. The FNG block

takes the input at time t; and linearly interpolates over the user-supplied
table to calculate the output. The VLM block calculates the maximum and minimum

values the output may have without exceeding the user-specified rate limitations
and calculates the output according to the conditions described in Table VII.1-2.

The method used to model the DLY block is conceptually simple, but difficult to
describe symbolically. The details are described here to explain the significance
of the n parameter required by the DLY block. The DLY block stores the values
of the input for the past T seconds. The output of the DLY block at time t isj
the input that it had at time (t -T) multiplied by the scale factor G. The

9

manner in which the DLY block stores the input values is to make a piecewise
continuous function out of the input, sample the input at fixed time intervals
equal to (t/n), and save each sample for the previous T seconds. Thus, n is
equal to the number of samples of the input the DLY block has stored over the
past T seconds. A larger value of n results in a more accurate representati n
of the past input at the cost of more storagt It is the responsibility of the

user to choose the smallest value of n consistent with acceptable accuracy.

y 1 C. h
*
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2.0 TRANSPORT DELAY MODEL

The timing of temperature changes in the primary system can be very important in
the simulation of plant transients for both BWRs and PWRs because of the effects
of reactivity feedback and/or steam generator heat removal on the system transient
response. Temperature changes move through some regions (such as piping)
essentially as a front, that is, the incoming fluid does not mix with the fluid
within the particular region but only displaces it. The standard RETRAN method

for determining the junction enthalpy is to homogeneously mix incoming fluid
with the contents of a particular region; thus, the outlet enthalpy begins to
respond immediately to changes in the inlet. This is the type of response that
best represents a plenum. Other options available in RETRAN to affect the
determination of junction enthalpy (out of a volume) include a vapor-liquid
separation model and an enthalpy transport model to more appropriately model
heated sections. The RETRAN solution, taking the number of nodes (control
volumes) to a theoretical infinite number, would account for the transport

phenomena. However, there are realistic limitations on problem run time and
size such that an approximate submodel is necessary to keep track of the enthalpy
m>vement within a region. The transport delay model is intended to serve this
purpose and is not designed to solve the transport problem in the most general
sense.

The transport delay model considers the movement of fluid through a region as a
slug. In other words, the fluid coming into a region at time (t) leaves that
region at time (t + 1) where I represents the time required to transport that
fluid through the volume. Thus, the timing of feedback effects either from the
core or the steam generator are properly modeled.

2.1 General Approach and Assumptions

The transport of fluid through a region with one inlet, one outlet and with the
flow always moving in the same direction is not a particularly difficult problem
to fit into RETRAN. However, to appropriately cover situations such as a single-
loop pump coastdown (or locked rotor), a variety of junctions into and out of a
volume, and flow reversals present significantly more difficulties in modelling.
The overall approach and objective of the transport delay model include:

7C,h Qk3
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(1) The ability to define the enthalpy distribution spatially (one-

dimensionally) within the volume such that major flow reversals
will be handled appropriately.

(2) The ability to model several junctions into and out of a given

" transport" volume.

(3) The ability to handle flow oscillations such as might occur

intermittently due to numerics or other problems.

In order to accomplish the aforementioned objectives, a mesh is defined by which
the enthalpy distribution within the volume is maintained. The mesh is defined
by user input for each volume which is to be treated as a " transport" volume.
This mesh divides the volume into equal segments of mass, which are then used to
define the enthalpy distribution within the volume and the movement of temperature
changes through the volume.

2.2 Detailed Description and Solution Technique

The enthalpy of each mass interval defined for each transport volume are updated
decarding to the mass flow and energy into the volume during each time step.
The enthalpy associated with each mesh is shifted in the volume by the mass that
has moved into the volume during that time step. The junction flow rates into a

" transport" volume are integrated and summed to indicate the shift in the distri-

bution. Si.nilarly, the integrated average enthalpy is attached to the new mass
in the " transport" volume. Because of the variety of geometries and transient
situations that may be simulated, a primary flow direction is defined which is
used to indicate the direction of shift in enthalpy distribution. In other

words, if the primary flow is positive, the junctions on the inlet side of the

volume are integrated for the shift and, similarly, the outlet end, if the

primary flow is negative. The primary inlet and outlet junctions are those
junctions with the largest absolute flow rates at initial conditions and are

assumed to be in the same direction.

The mesh enthalpy for each of the mesh intervals is maintained until sufficient

mass has been accumulated in the volume to shift an entire mesh interval. Given
this approach, the new mesh enthalpy for the leading mesh is the integrated

7r,{ 2kVII-11
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average of the inlet enthalpy over the transient time period required to accumulate
the mass of one mesh. This new mesh enthalpy is then shifted through the volume
as the transient progresses.

If the primary flow is positive, the shift is performed from volume inlet to
outlet and vice versa for negative flow. In RETRAN, there may arise situations

where particular junctions flow counter to the primary direction. When this
occurs on the inlet side of a " transport" volume (with positive flow) it is
considered in the summation for the shift. However, on the outlet side, the

mesh enthalpy is adjusted to account for junctions counter to the primary direction.
The same approach is used if the primary flow direction is neg'tive.

The determination of the outlet junction enthalpy(s) from the " transport"
volume is based on the enthalpy of the outlet mesh interval. If more than one
interval is affected, the outlet enthalpy is the mass average of the interval
enthalpy. The mass moved out of a " transport" volume is extrapolated from the
two previous time steps to estimate the current time step junction enthalpy.

Given the general approach of the transport model, it is conceivable that the

integrated average enthalpy in the " transport" volume would not equal the average
enthalpy from the overall volume mass and energy balance. This is rectified by
normalizing the mesh enthalpies after each shift to the volume average enthalpy.
Thus, if heat conductors are considered in volumes which are to be treated as

" transport" regions, the enthalpy distribution will be shif ted up or down as the
heat transfer is reflected in the volume averaged enthalpy. The heat transfer

calculations continue to use the volume average conditions to determine the heat
transfer rate.

Ch3 ~7
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3.0 PRESSURIZER MODEL

The simulation of PWR plant transients, such as the loss of reactor coolant

flow, uncontrolled rod withdrawal, and loss of feedwater flow, requires a model
of the pressurizer that considers the physical processes taking place during

these types of transients. A standard RETRAN state solution of the pressurizer

would assume that all of the contents are in thermal equilibrium. However, the
pressurizer, rather than behaving in an equilibrium manner, has two somewhat
distinct regions such that a state solution of the whole volume is not a proper
representation of the physical process. Non-equilibrium between pressurizer
regions is particularly necessary when the transient involves a surge of subcooled
liquid into the pressurizer.

Various pressurizer models have been used to describe the thermodynamic processes
and non-equilibrium conditions between the regions.[VII.3-1 through VII.3-5]
Several of these approaches, beginning with the TOP's model [VII.3-ll] in 1965
apply separate mass and energy conservation equations to a " liquid" and a " vapor"
region within the pressurizer. The heat and mass transfer interfaces with the
pressurizer walls, between regions, and with the spray are then described with
different models and varying degrees of detail depending on the author's assump-
tions.

3.1 General Approach and Assumptions

The RETRAN pressurizer model defines two separate thermodynamic regions which

are not required to be in thermal equilibrium. The two regions are termed a
" liquid" and a " vapor" region, although each region may contain both liquid and
vapor. Each region thermodynamic state solution is determined from a distinct
mass and energy balance on that region. Hence, the thermodynamic state for each
region is determined without restrictions as to the other. In other words the
vapor region can be superheated and the liquid region subcooled, both saturated,
vapor region saturated and liquid region subcooled, and so on. However, should

the pressure rise above the critical point, all further calculations are performed
using a single region equilibrium approach.

,"6 244
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The mass and energy balance provides the total mass and energy in each region as
a function of time through the transient. The solution of the thermodynamic
state in each region then involves the determination of each region volume
(constrained that the sum equals the total volume) such that the calculated
pressure is equal in each region.

Included at the interface between the liquid and vapor regions is a flashing
model which describes the movement of vapor from the liquid to vapor region and
a rainout model which describes the movement of liquid from the vapor region to
the liquid region. Heat transfer between the regions is omitted as it is not
considered significant relative to the other phenomena. The present pressurizer
model does not allow heat conductors to be specified in the pressurizer as their
contribution is typically a secord order effect in most transients. The pressurizer
safety and relief valves are modeled as junctions from the vapor region and can
be modeled using standard " fill" junction options or in conjunction with the
control system models as described in Section VII.l.

3.2 Mass and Energy Equations

The fluid mass and energy equations are basically the same as those discussed in
Sections 11 and III. The primary difference is that the rate of change of mass

and energy is determined for each region of a non-equilibrium volume. Several
terms are included in the equations which account for specific phenomena and
equipment unique to the pressurizer. The following equations are written for
each liquid and vapor region of non-equilibrium volume "i"

3.2.1 Liquid Region Mass Equation

dM
= W )+W -W +W +W * ~)

ff 3 cs
j

where

Mass in liquid regionM =
g

7Eh3
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W )= Flows from junction j into the liquid region of volume i

W = Rainout of liquid droplets from the vapor region to the liquidp

region

W = Flashing of vapor from the liquid region to the vapor regionfg

W Mass flow rate of spray into non-equilibrium volume if special=
3p

spray option selected (details in Section VII.3-3)

W = Mass flow rate from the vapor region of mass condensing on thecs
spray if special spray option selected.

3.2.2 Vapor Region Mass Equation

dM

W }+W -W - W (VII.3-2)=
7g p cs

j

where

M Mass in vapor region=

W 5) = Flows from junction j into the vapor region of volume i.

3.2.3 Liquid Region Energy Equation

) h;) + W= W h -W h
f ff g

j

* ( sp * cs) hf+Qh E (VII.3-3)
- PV

where

U Internal energy of the liquid region=
f

s,n6 24"
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Saturated fluid and gas enthalpy at volume pressureh ,h =
7

Heat input rate of pressurizer heatersQ =
h

Transient pressure of the non-equilibrium volume iP =

9 Time rate of change of liquid region volume.=
g

3.2.4 Vapor Region Energy Equation

du

W )h h -W h -W h + POjj + W=
fg r 7 E (VII.3-4)

j

where

Enthalpy of gas in vapor region.h =

3.3 Region Interface Models

The region interface models are presented in the following sections. These
models include the pressurizer spray model, the pressurizer heaters model, the
rainout model, and the flashing model.

3.3.1 Pressurizer Spray

The effects of spray on the pressurizer response can be modeled in one of two
ways in RETRAN. The first is simply the specification through input that the
spray junction is in the vapor region. This option desuperheats the vapor
region. The second option is a special option spray which involves the removal
of mass and energy from the vapor region but does not desuperheat the region.
This option assumes that the spray, in falling through the atmosphere, condenses
vapor from that region such that the result is a saturated liquid being deposited
in the liquid region. The spray plus condensed mass is deposited directly in
the liquid region without a time delay. The following equation defines the
quantity of mass condensed on the spray:

OmW
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'h - h ~
f sp

w ~y (VII.3-5)cs sp h - h
- V f_

where

W = Mass flow rate of the spray junctionsp

h Saturated liquid enthalpy at the volume p e,sure=
f

h Enthalpy of the spray=
sp

h Enthalpy of gas in the vapor region=

The pressurizer spray is controlled through tN definition of appropriate trips
to turn the spray on and off and by a control system (if required) to modulate
the spray after the valve is open.

3.3.2 Pressurizer Heaters

The energy input to the liquid region of each pressurizer heater is simulated by
a first order differential equation as each heater is turned on or off through
the trip inputs. The following equation describes the heater performance:

Tdq

dt 9 -9in ( * )*
0

where

time constant relating electrical input to the element to thermalt =

output to the liquid region fluid

heat input to the liquid regiong =
g

qin electrical input to the heaters=

The total energy input to the fluid region is the sum of "q " for each of theg
heaters modeled.

9
*1 % h l-
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3.3.3 Rainout Model

The rainout of liquid droplets from the vapor to the liquid region is modeled in
the pressurizer model. Other phenomena such as interfacial condensation and
condensation on the pressurizer vessel walls are assumed to be second order
effects. The vapor region is assumed to be homogeneous and the rainout mass
flow rate is calculated as

W = V A (1 a) p (VII.3-7)
r

where

rainout mass flow rateW =
r

liquid droplet rainout velocityV =
r

cross sectional area of the volumeA =

Void fraction of the vapor regiono =

p liquid density in the vapor region.=

The droplet rainout velocity is an input parameter for any volume specified to
use a non-equilibrium solution and is assumed to be constant during the transient.

3.3.4 Flashing Model

The movement of vapor from the liquid region to the vapor region is modeled
using the Wilson [VII.3-6] bubble velocity model and the bubble density gradient
parameter as currently used in RETRAN and described in Section III. Surface
evaporation is assumed to be an insignificant effect relative to the mass and
energy movement accomplished by flashing. The equation representing the vapor
movement is

(VII.3-8)W =VB (Pgb)z,A7g

O
~7 C. h3
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where

W = vapor mass flow rate from liquid region to vapor regionfg

v p r bubble velocity as deterrrined from the relationships defined
_

V =
B

by Wilson, et al.[VII.3-6)

A Cross-sectional area of the volume=

(pgb)z" Void fraction of the liquid region at the mixture surface times=

the vapor density (See Section III).

The user is required to specify the desired bubble gradient constant.

3.4 Solution Technique

As discussed previously, there is a unique mass and energy balance on each of the
two regions within the pressurizer and thus, there is a thermodynamic state
solution f'or each region. The basic problem in the solution for the transient
pressurizer pressure is in the determination of the volume associated with each

region as the solution is advanced, such that the resulting state pressure for
each region is equal. In order to accomplish the solution, the following procedure
is used:

(1) The specific volume of the liquid region is extrapolated linearly
from the two previous time steps and, along with the updated mass
in that region, establishes an initial liquid region volume.

(2) Using this volume, the thermodynamic state of each region is
calculated and, if the difference in the predicted pressure for
each region is less than the convergence criteria, the sequence
is exited.

(3) If t.ie difference in pressure is greater than the convergence
criteria, the volumes are adjusted using the f r each region.

h
A linear equation is written for each region and the ts.a solved
simultaneously for the volume that would cause the pressure in
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each region to be equal. These new volumes are then used in the
state solution and the convergence criteria checked again. This
process is repeated until convergence is achieved.

(4) A special situation exists when crossing phase lines such that
the above approach will not always converge; therefore, when the
solution has not converged in more than three iterations, the
aforementioned solution technique is used in combination with
interval halving to accomplish convergence.

Presently the pressurizer model uses a criteria for convergence between the
liquid and vapor pressures of 0.1 psi. The sensitivity of the transient pre-
dictions have been examined with a 0.05 criteria and no systematic error or
noticeable differences were found over a 600 second transient. Using the above

approach, the region pressure convergence will normally be achieved in one
iteration and many times using the extrapolated specific volume the first time
through the subroutine (no iterations).

O
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4.0 AUXILIARY DNB MODEL

When studying the various operational transients, the majority of these cases
involve thermal-hydraulic conditions in which departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) does not occur. For some of these types of transients a single hot sub-
channel model is sufficient. The auxiliary DNB model provides for the analysis
of a hot subchannel with determination of the DNB ratio as a function of channel
position.

The models and the approach taken are oriented toward pressurized water reactors

(PWR). The PWR CHF correlations available are the B&W-2[VII.4-1] or the W-3[VII.4-2].
Two additional correlations, Barnett[VII.4-3] and Jansen-Levy [VII.4-4], have
been added for boiling water reactor (BWR) analysis. The model also includes
the MacBeth CHF correlation [VII.4-S] which may be applied to either a PWR or
BWR.

4.1 Model Description

The principal consideration in modeling for an auxiliary DNB calculation was to
minimize computer running time while reducing as much as practical the conservatism
with respect to a more detailed analysis. The present RETRAN model employs an
enthalpy rise calculation, for every six inches, through the hot subchannel.
The heat flux as a function of axial position is developed from the core heat
conductor data as determined within RETRAN. Solving for fluid enthalpy allows
for determination of local quality. This and other local condition parameters
are then used to determine the critical heat flux, thus the DNB ratio as a

function of axial position. A summary of the model is presented in Table VII.4-1,
while details are described in the following paragraphs.

4.1.1 Heat Flux Estimate

The heat flux values used in the fluid energy equation and for the DNBR calculation

are developed in the following manner. Average heat flux values (q" ore (z,t))
are obtained from the core heat conductor solutions in RETRAN. A fit to a power

series is developed describing the hot rod flux, (q" hot rod (z,t)), as corrected
for a detailed axial power profile and heat flux factors.

O
,8 6 '
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TABLE VII 4 _1~

AUXILIARY DNB MODELING

Modei Formation

Subchannel Array Single channel, normalized to multiple
subchannel array

Turbulent Cross Flow Mixing Rogers and Rosehart correlation

Heat Flux factors and Flow Input from design assumptions or

Redistribution Factors detailed hydraulic analysis

Engineering Enthalpy Rise Output at initialization of RETRAN
Factor

PWR

b-2,W-3orMacBethcorrelationsCHF Correlations

e
Barnett, Janssen-Levy, or MacBeth

correlations
Non-Uniform Axial Power B&W or Westinghouse available, values

Shape Correction vary with time and position

Grid Spacer Mixing and Cold Westinghouse correlations available

Wall Effects on CHF

DNB Calculation Calculated at every three-inch interval
between input axial limits

Subchannel Mass Velocity Varies with time and position as inter-
polated from RETRAN

C.h3 7
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q50 trod (#' )* (#' ) bore (t) I (vII'4~1)
_ __ _

where

NG
F Engineering heat flux factor=

F" Total radial x local nuclear heat flux factor=

UNC
Uncertainity factor on heat fluxF =

F" (z,t) Variable for axial nuclear heat flux factor=

Fraction of power generated within the fuel rodf =

6" ore (t)= Average RETRAN core heat flux

F" (z,t) is approximated as:

N I4 bore (#' )\ISore(0) ) [q$ot rod (z,0))
F, (z,t) =i I' | (VII.4-2)n

(U[ ore ( ) ) c re ) (6 bot rod (0) )

in the above expression the last term is F" (z,0) as defined by detailed user
input. q" ore (z,t) is given as:

C, z*~Iq" ore (z,t) = Cj+C2 z+ +

where:

number of core volumesm =

j Constants,normalizedtoU" oreC from RETRAN.=

4.1.2 Hot Channel Calculation

When the transient variation in fluid enthalpy is generally small, as an approxi-
mation, the steady state fluid energy equation is used to develop subchannel
local quality.
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where

Channel enthalpy adjustment factor to account for the effectsFDELH =

of turbulent cross flow enthalpy mixing.

If more severe transients, such as anticipated transients without scram or very
rapid fluid changes are considered, then the above expression may not prove
adequate. If such is the case, then the complete transient energy equation
should be used with its internal time step control logic.

For the energy equation the following definitions of mass flux are used

IW (z,t)}
I

G OHOT BUNDLE (z, ) = x FDHCOR (VII.4-4)ONB
( core j

where:

Accounts for the reduction effects of bypass flow, plenumFDHCOR =

mixing, etc. as associated with the hot bundle.

4.1.3 Correlations and Usage

Critical heat flux correlations used are either the B&W-2, W-3, or MacBeth

correlations for a PWR and Barnett, Janssen-Levy or MacBeth correlation for a
BWR. Thisvalue,qbHF, uniform,canbecorrectedasfollows:

f l)
~'

AbHF, CORR (I)*ObHF, UNIFORM (Z) F cw s
_ \ CNU i -(VII.5-8)

The correction factors adjust for the following effects [VII.4-7, to VII.4-9]

non uniform axial power shcpe; cold wall effects of guide tubes; and grid spacer

effects. Correlations for the grid spacer correction factors include the fol-

lowing three options,

' " 6 255
.
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HOT 8UNDLE (2,t) [ TDC ) 0.35
Option 1: F = 1.0 + 0.03 (VII.4-6)'

( 10 )(0.019
63

Option 2: F = (1.445 .0371L)
225 895)

e .73] + K
3 g

\ 'O \ J
(VII. 4-7)

Option 3: F' = 0.986 F (VII.4-8)3

where

TDC Thermal diffusion coefficient for grid spacer mixing effect=

Axial grid spacing factorK =
s

L Heated length.=

The correction factor which accounts for cold wall effects is

-0.0535
7 HOT BUNDLE (z,t)

F = R* 13.76 - 1.372 e . 8x - 4.7321cw 6
( 10 )

p 3 14 -0

-0.0619, l - 8.509 D .107 (yyy,4,g)
" 0
3 he

(10 ) _

where

P Pressure given at the nodal point (psia)=
r

Local thermodynamic quality given at the nodal pointx =

D

1.0 5R* =
D

he

The correction factor used to account for a non-uniform axial power shape is

VII-25
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Z
g

RC q50 trod (#)* #

Z

I I*
FCNU (Z ) = od (Z ) [l.0 exp (-Cz )]g 4 y got

where

/10 ) U (ygg,4.)j)6-
C = 5(1 x)T (GH0T BUNDLE

,

For the B&W correlation:

1.02508, T = 7.82293R =

0.2486, U = 0.457585 =

Pt. of calc., Z = 0.000Z =
y g

For the Westinghouse correlation:

1.000, T = 4.31R =

0.15, V = 0.4785 =

Pt. of calc., Z = 0.000Z =
y g

The integral within the F correlation is evaluated using Lagrangian interpola-
CNU

tion, which develops the following expression.

I I
1 1 q"(z;) q"(z; j)

- z) dz = g q (z;) p _

-C(Z n

9 hot rod (z) e In

7
0 i=1

)~
e' IZi i-1) q"(z; j) - f q"(z )

q"(z
'#

(vII'4'I2).-z
i i-1

The DNBR is evaluated at every three inches up the hot channel and at every
specified time step. Output consists of DNBR at several locations, the lowest
channel position of interest, the het spot location, and at the point of minimum
DNBR.

7C.6 2573
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VIII. NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHODS

1.0 FLUID FLOW

The fluid flow equations developed in Section 11 constitute a set of coupled
non-linear differential equations. In general, these equations cannot be solved

in closed form. Numerical methods must be used to generate solutions. This
section describes the numerical solution methods used in RETRAN to solve these
differential equations.

1.1 Numerical Formulation

In order to solve the partial differential equations described in the previous
sections, these equations are usually approximated by algebraic equations. The
algebraic equations may be obtained by two differe it routes. The first method
uses finite difference representations of the partial differential equations.
The second method derives the equations by use of a tube and tank approach. The
resultant equations can be identical in both cases if conservation-law-form

differential equations are used with the first method and if the proper perspective
is maintained when using the tube and tank model to represent certain geometries
such as a straight pipe.

The tube and tank model assumes that a straight pipe is made up of several tanks
interconnected by tubes. Energy and mass balances are performed on the tanks

and momentum equations are solved to obtain the flow in the tubes. Early versions
of these models represented the flow in the tubes with orifice equations. An
orifice equation may be considered as an approximation to a momentum equation
obtained by retaining only the pressure gradient and friction factor terms. In
order to apply the tube and tank model correctly it is necessary to assume that
(1) the opening connecting two tanks must be in the same physical location, and
(2) the tubes are physically overlaid on the tanks and represent flow from the
center of one volume to the center of another.

The first of these restrictions does not allow models which consider the pipe
connecting two tanks to be able to connect the exit of one tank at a different

physical location to the entrance of another tank. In order to represent such a

system correctly, it would be necessary to solve the energy and continuity

VIII-l
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equation for the pipe as well as the momentum equation. The second restriction
requires the tubes to cover the same region as the tanks. This is equivalent to
using the same control volume for the continuity and energy equations but an
offset control volume for the momentum equation. When these restrictions are
observed, the numerical technique is similar to the well known MAC
methodology.[VIII.1-1]

The continuity and energy equations are obtained from balances over a control
volume (tank) and the momentum eatation is obtained from a balance over a junction

control volume (tube).

1.1.1 Finite Difference Equations

The basic finite difference equations are presented in this section for the
fundamental variables, total mass, M, flow rate, W, and total fluid internal

energy, U. These equations are the numerical representations of the integrated
stream-tube fluid equations derived in Section 11.1. For reasons of clarity,

only the compressible single stream flow with momentum flux form of the flow
equation is considered. The basic mesh layout and location of major variables
are shown in Figure VIII.1-1.

1.1.1.1 Explicit Formulation

The explicit formulation of the RETRAN finite difference equations is based upon
the FLASH-4 technique developed by Porsching et al.[VIII.1-2] The essence of
the technique can be explained as follows.

Systems of ordinary dif ferential-dif ference equations representing a semi-
discretized approximation to sets of governing partial differential equations
may be expressed as

h=F(Y) (VIII.1-1)

where Y is a column vector of nodal variables and F is a column vector of functions
(F , F ' I ) and N is the number of independent variables and nodesj 2 N

*

combined. The vector F(Y) may be 1inearized about a vector of guesses, Y asg

ht'y
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F(Y) = F(Y ) + J(Y ) (Y-Y ) (yIII,1-2)
g g g

where the Jacobian matrix J is given by

J(Y)=(aF)y ]Y
j (VIII.1-3)g
b

o

Combination of Equations VIII.1-1 and VIII.1-2 produces

h=F(Y)+J(Y)(Y-Y) (VIII.1-4)g g 9

Equation VIII.1-4 represents a system of linear coupled ordinary differential
equations which may be solved by matrix methods.

A first order accurate finite difference approximation to Equation VIII.1-4 may
be written as

~

= F(Y ) + J(Y ) (Y"* -Y) (VIII.1-5)g g g
t -t

where Y"# and Y" are the values of Y at time levels t"*I and t" respectively.

If Y, is chosen to be equal to Y", Equation VIII.1-5 becomes

"

= F(Y") + J(Th (Y"*I - Y") (VIII.1-6)
n n

t -t

Equation VIII.1-6 may be rearranged to solve for Y" - Y" as

AY" a Y"*I - Y" = (t" - t") F(Y") [I - (t"* - t") J(Y")] l (VIII.1-7)
~

where I is the identity matrix.

Porsching et al.,[VIII.1-2] refers to Equation VIII.1-7 as an implicit numerical
procedure and proves consistency and unconditional stability. Equation VIII.!-7

7C.h 21
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is actually an explicit numerical procedure on the time scale because the incre-
mental quantity AY" may be solved for explicity using only old time values of Y"
in the matrix J. Equation VIII.1-6, however, is implicit since it is of the

form AY = G(aY). In practice the entire matrix is not inverted as will be shown

later.

In Figure VIII.1-1, the locations of the major variables are indicated. Although
only two junctions have been assigned to each volume as indicated, the code
allows many more. The concept of initial and terminal nodes or control volumes
seems to be attributable to Porsching et al. , who thought of each link or junction
as having a definite oeginning and a definite end as shown in Figure VIII.1-2.
As shown in Figure VIII.1-1, and as discussed previously, the inlet and outlet
of the junctions are actually at the same positions. Thus, the junction is in

actuality a point. Distinctly different flow areas may be assigned to the nodes
and junctions as shown in Figure VIII.1-1.

Use of the concept of links between nodes, allows an initial or "from" volume

and a terminal or "to" volume to be assigned to each junction, as input to the
code. This assignment means that the nominal direction of positive flow for W.

J
is from volume K to volume L. In more mathematical language, volume i has
associated with it two sets of junctions, I and T . The set I is the set of

g g j
junctions for which volume i is the initial node and the set T is the set ofj
junctions for which volume i is the terminal node. A given junction j can
belong to only one of the two sets. The set changes during a transient depending
on the sign of W., For example, if W. is negative and volume K is the initial

J J
or "from" volume, and L is the terminal or "to" volume, flow is f rom volume L to
volume K. Junction j would then belong to sets I and T . The use of these two

K L
sets of junctions greatly simplifies the differential equation representations
for total mass and energy for a network.

The semi-discretized representation of the RETRAN field equations will now be
given for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy to illustrate the applica-
tion of the FLASH technique.

,vr6 263
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CONSERVATION OF MASS

dM9
W"* ~ N"* W" (VIII.1-8)= *

d J j j

jct JcI, j>k
4

( i = 1, 2, ,, NVOL)

whereM{*I = total mass in volume i at time t"*I , lb

W +1 = mass flow into or out of volume i from junction j at t.man

level t"*I Ib/s,

and

W"p g is a prescribed fill mass flow, either positive or negative
from time level t"

The symbolism jct $ or lj means that junction j is a member of the set T; or 19
as explained above. Equation VIII.1-8 states that the rate of change of mass is
equal to the sum of the flow rates into the control volume.

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

dW9*I K S (W ) g2 g2 nn

K* ,
L n

)n+1(W )"' - ,
,l *

j dt 2p [A (t)]2 pf pA ,j j

IE I#
-

KKK K 2 LLL L 2+ D * (P ~ P )n+1#p 2 tp KP ^2
t L

-

D
_ hyK KK hy L _

K

~ j L -

- p dz + p dz g, where (j 1, 2, ,, k) (VIII.1-9)
K j _

The first term in Equation VIII.1-9 represents the rate of change of momentum.
The second and fifth term represent friction, the first being a junction friction
associated with area changes and the second being the fanning friction for the

VIII-7



two volumes. The third and fourth term account for the momentum flux or spatial
acceleration term due to compressibility and area changes respectively. The
sixth term represents the pressure difference between two volumes and the last
term represents gravity head change between two volumes.

The factor which accounts for junction momentum flux change due to area
change has been derived for the compressible flow case to be:

2+b-Il+bP--
2 2

2 P M M ( Mo
n= 1 1 1 - o o 0 - (VIII.1-9a)j 2p 2 2 2L_Lj A 4 A

o L K 2
A A

o

The parameters p, p , M, M , A and A which are inlet and outlet values of
9 g g

density, mach number and area at the junction and depend on the flow direction.
The relations between them are

P-- = exp [-(M - M )/2] (VIII.1-9b)
0 *

0

and

2
" 2 2

I exp [-(M - M )] (VIII.1-9c)=

*)

The assumptions required to arrive at Equations VIII.1-9b and VIII.1-9c are:

(1) steady frictionless isentropic flow

(2) constant sonic velocity across the area change.

Inthelimitofincompressibleflow,h)becomes

'%.=2pb
I I (VIII.1-9d)

2 2UJ o A A
o

O
7Eh bVIII-8 1



In the case of homogeneous flow (no separation) the gravity term becomes

- j L -

- p dz + p dz g = [pK(#K ~ #j) ' L(zl j- z )]g ( m l. M e)
_K j _

Equation VIII.1-9 may be rewritten concisely as:

dW"*l
-F + MF *I + (p p)I = MF" - MF" - (FfK + IfL)"j dt K g L

+ (P -P )" where j = 1, 2, ,,k (VIII.1-10)Kg ,

In Equations VIII.1-9 and VIII.1-10 above

2
A = flow area of volume i, ftj

A (t)= flow area of junction j (possibly time dependent), ftj
D hydraulic diameter of flow area A , ft=

h. j
1

F Fanning friction pressure loss within each half-volume,=
79

V /2,
9

iii il .

I P
=

- ' PS'
h P ^2P ii

1

F) junction friction pressure caused by form drag losses=
7

and area changes

KW|W|jj j
2p [A (t)]2 ' P*i

=

j j

Fanning friction factor, dimensionlessf =

2
g gravitational constant = 32.174 ft/s=

' " 6 267
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geometric " inertia" for junction jI =
j

, ft'I= +

K L

K)
junction friction coefficient, dimensionless=

length of volume i, ftE =j
junction Mach number, dimensionlessM =j
momentum flux of volume centerMF =j

=Wf/(p Af)g

momentum flux due to area change,MF. =
J

i

thermodynamic pressure at volume V center, psi=
pg g

gravity pressure differential from the center of volume KP =
Kg

to junction j, psi

gravity pressure differential from junction j to theP =

cer.ter of volume L, psi

displacement of volume i, ftV =
5

average mass flow for volume i, lb/sW =
9

z; volume center heights above reference height zref' ft=

junction height above reference height z ef' ftz =
j

fluid density in volume i, Ib/ft=
pg

p. fluid density at junction j, Ib/ft=

J

+2 two phase flow friction multiplier, dimensionless=
p

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

dVW f. W
'

~ {[ W . + g(z) - z )+fh/ *
+ W h=-

g
''_ Pi . jct \

5

- 2n
-

W]*l h" + + g(z j - z;) + W h +Q 37r
Jcl - - J>K

i (VIII.1-ll)
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where

h)
specific fluid enthalpy of junction j, Btu /lb=

prescribed fill junction enthalpy, Btu /lbh =

U; total internal energy, Btu=

Qg rate of heat energy transferred into volume i, Btu /s=

The first term represents the rate of change of internal energy. The second
term represents the energy added or subtracted at the fill junction. The last

term represents the heat addition ,, a control volume.

The specific internal energy, u , is by der;nition the ratio of the total internalj
energy, U;, to the total mass, M ,g

i
uj=g (VIII.1-12)

I

and the average fluid density p is
g

_
M

g

p = p- (VIII.1-13)
1

The thermodynamic or static pressure is obtained from the steam tables with a
call of the form

pg=Peos ("i'P ) (VIII.1-14)i

The tables themselves are constructed using temperature and specific volume as
variables. The state properties calculation are discussed in Section VIII.l.1.1.2.

Due to the scalar nature of the mass and energy, their respective equations can
represent junctions from many directions. The vector nature of the momentum

2c6 2691
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equations requires assumptions on the directional momentum flux terms and, in
fact, the cross product terms are neglected. The momentum equation can only
connect two volumes but one volume may have many junctions. By appropriate

specification of input, the RETRAN code can represent flow in two or three
dimensions. The resulting equations represent multi-dimensional flow with the
approximation that the cross product terms in the momentum equations are neglected.

To evaluate the terms involving the volume average flow rate, E , the followingg

is used:

E = |(j W) + W) 2 (VIII.1-15)
\ jct jcIj g

which assumes that all junction directions are the same.

Equation VIII.1-15 states that the flow in volume i is the simple average of
all inlet and outlet flows.

The junction enthalpy, h) and kinetic energy, 1/2 (W)/p A )2 in the energyjj
equation are evaluated immediately upstream of the actual junction flow area,

is theA), that connects one volume to another volume or flow source, where A j
flow area of the doner volume. The junction enthalpy and kinetic energy are
determined by the fluid properties of the source of flow, W.. For example, if

J
and W areW) is negative, that is, if W) is a flow out of volume k, then hj

determined by the properties of volume k. Hence, the junction enthalpy and
kinetic energy with respect to the source volume are:

+f(E/PA) +Z + Ah ;W >0,
h) +

[W /p Aj jK j=h*
K KK Kg

(VIII.1-16a)

h)+f[W)/pA]+Zj j L* (L/PL L) +Z + ah ,W <0A=h
L

(VIII.1-16b)

where

enthalpy of source volume i, i = K,L,h =
g

'l f. h 27 01
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junction enthalpy change from center of volume to junction due toah =

heating within source volume i, or enthalpy change due to phase
separation at junction j within source volume i.

The concept of " borrowing" volume quantities and donating them to a junction (or

vice versa) is called donor cell.[VIII.1-3]

The rate of enthalpy increase due to heating within volume i at junction j is

modeled by the equation

dh ~ "*
M" + [(ah )4 |Y. + W |]" = Q" (VIII.1-17a)i dt i 1 j 1

The 5 eating model, Equation VIII.1-17a, is applicable only for a single path
volume with one inlet and one outlet junction and for homogeneous fluid with no
phase separation. This model is obtained from the integral mass and energy
conservation equations applied to the half-volume that represents the outlet
side of a heated RETRAN control volume. Kinetic and potential energy changes
are neglected and pressure is assumed to be independent of time.

For steady flow, ah = Q /2E is the proper limit for heating with negligible
4 j

pressure changes. The heating model also has the numerical property that the
junction enthalpy changes smoothly when the flow direction reverses. Without
the heating model, the junction enthalpy is defined strictly by the source
volume conditions and the junction enthalpy is permitted to change discontinuously
during a flow reversal when the source volume changes. Thus, the heating model
is physically reasonable during a flow reversal for a volume representing a
single flow path channel. The standard junction enthalpy defined by the source
volume can be discontinuous during flow reversals and is physically reasonable
in unheated volumes in which the fluid is well mixed.

The heating model is optional and is ntrolled by the input data for the junction

description. Likewise, use of the separation model is optional and is controlled
by the input data for both the junction and volume descriptions.

The junction density is also obtained by use of the doner cell concept. First
the junction pressure defined as

b 27'
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pj=pg Kg fK j1 ( ~~-P ~f

-P -F
W) < 0 (VIII.1-17c)p) = p Lg gg

is computed. The junction enthalpy h is computed from Equation VIII.1-16a orj
VIII.1-16b depending on the flow direction together with the heating or separation
model.

The junction density is then computed from a pressure-enthlapy state relation as

v) = v(p), h ) (VIII.1-17d)
j

where

v) = 1/p) (VIII.1-17e)

Equations VIII.1-8, VIII.1-10, VIII.1-11 and VIII.1-14 are now cast into the

FLASH form. It should be emphasized that this technique transforms this system
of non-linear coupled ordinary differential equations into another, different,

system of linear coupled differential equations. The transformed set is subse-

quently differenced, rearranged and solved for an array of flow :hanges.

Let,

__

1

W.
J

k

"I
Y= (VIII.1-18)

"i
.

"NVOL

U)

U;

- ""vol ,,c6 272 O
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be a vector of length k+2NVOL representing the dependent variables. Equations
VIII.1-8, VIII.1-10, and VIII.1-ll may be compactly written as

"
. .

I}I(MF'"L)K

-I "+1+1. MF"*I -I (FfK+FfL)+1 (P -Pg)j (p pL)"+I 'Ig j Kg g

J FILLjct; JcI j>kj

{ W]*I e) - { W]*I e" - h [g2
f"

+ Qj
Pijct; JcI;

+ { W. h) FILL3 FILL
j)K

.-

(VIII.1-19)

where

.2. g

j=hj+2 p A (t) j j*2 -z (VIII.1-20)e
_j

Equation VIII.1-19 may be considered to be of the form

h=f"*I+g". (VIII.1-21)

For more flexibility, Equation (VIII.1-22) is written in final form as

h=Of"*I+(1-0)f"+g" (VIII.1-22)

'' 6 275
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where 0 is a user-supplied dimensionless constant representing the " implicit-
explicit" proportion multiplier. When 0 = 0, a completely explicit numerical
schenie is produced. When 0 = 0.5, the Crank-Nicolson[VIII.1-4] scheme results
and when 0 = 1, the " fully implicit" numerical scheme is produced.

Equation VIII.1-22 is linearized according to Equation VIII.1-4 as

Iaf.I
=0 (Y"* - Y") + E" (VIII.1-23a)

( Jj Y
n

or

n n
Of OI

1 l n+1 n
(Y - Y )) EW j

DY +2NVOLk1

.

h=0 +
,

3f
(y +1.y)nk+2NVOL k+2NVOL n

E +2NVOLDY +2NVOL
k+2NVOL

BY) kk
_ _ _

-

(yIII.1-23b)

where E" = (1 - 0)f" + g" (VIII.1-23c)

In order to compute the af /Dy according to the FLASH technique, it is assumed
9 j

that the variables are independent of each other. Therefore such terms as

a
'

W" a W"
J J

\ jct ) jcI )g j
*I ~I II 'I' )

DW . 1n+1 ' n+
aW.

J J

or

'" 6 274 O
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3(Pg P )"L =0 (VIII.1-25)
aW)

Derivatives of flows with respect to mass and internal energy are set to zero

g y +1

jct
$

#
\ i '

=0 (VIII.1-26)*

aM"i

and

0 b Wj
\ jct.
\rli

0 (VIII.1-27)*

DU"i

The derivative of the junction friction is:

af KS-1 _
gn(

(yIII,1-28)
3 0 j I p [A (t)3j j

and the derivative of the junction momentum flux is

aMF +1
n

-1 l n+1 0
3 2W (VIII.1-29)=j

aW) J J

Equations VIII.1-28 and VIII.1-29 may be combined as

Of aMF
-l -l p +1 (VIII.1-30a)n-I . ;j

aW) Jj aWj

'" 6 275
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where

KSj an( j)pn _ g-1
, p"[A (t")]2 j j

+2 W" (VIII.1-30b)"

3 3
j

Carrying out the differentiation as just explained, the linearized version of
Equation VIII.1-19 is

._n+1 n _ _ _.

.

.

g *g gn+1_g-1 ap , -1 ap -1 ap , -l ap n
Ej j j aM j OM j au ' ;jg p''g

DU 3g L g L

.

. .

M" -M"
d K K

E M; =0 +1. 0,0 0,0.

*I

M"l - M"L

U" -U"KK

+e).. 0,0 0,00 . .j_ E +NVOL+iU
k

.

.

__ _ - - -

(VIII.1-31)

In order to clearly see the structure of each general linearized flow, mass and

energy equation, Equation VIII.1-31 is expanded as

rE6 276s

9
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!\ -l ap " M * ~ -E "* "
" y)+1 - W) +I

n U0
3d t. j aM

K / J(")L\
* ~ ~ ~ *j

(a\ g g

where j = 1, 2, .,,k

dM"*I [ [
~

-W"[ +E";-W9-.

W) J
=0 I W (VIII.1-33)dt jcI;\) y/._ jct \

4

where j = 1, 2, ,, NVOL

and

dU"*
~

f ) f"
e" 1 +E[+NVOL+i

=0 e ' W -W W +W'-
d

_ jct \ / kj jct;
(VIII.1-34)

where j = 1, 2, ,, NVO.

Next the time derivative in Equations VIII.1-32 through VIII.1-34 a e forward
differenced as:

dY" * Y"*I - Y" = AY"- (VIII.1-35)dt n+1 - t at
n

t

After carrying out the inlicated differencing, Equations VIII.1-32 through
VIII.1-34 may be rearranged as
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~ .

(1-0atF")AW]=at0 I}I AM"K-1 AM"

. .

. .

rn r in
+ at 0 I" AU" ~ I AU"L+ at E" (VIII.1-36)'

K j
L

kj{cT; AW]-
AW"I+ at E" ) (VIII.1-37)

I

AMy=0at
JcI; /

and

aW])
I

AUy=0at e]AW"- + at E +NV0L+i ( III. 8)e
k

{ jct; JcI /
g

Equations VIII.1-36 through VIII.1-38 constitute a coupled linear system of
k+2NVOL unknowns involving AW , AM" and AU". Because of the simple form of the

differenced mass and energy equations, they may be used to eliminate AM and
AU" in the flow equations as:

7 In I

AW" )l
AW]-(1-DatF")6W]=0atI'j 0 atj

. IjcT d'IK K

' ~

I

aw] }
r in in

ate [g -OatI}I dja
0 at AW" -+

. _ jct J'I h
L L

[ e aW] -at E" t + 0 at If j j AW]
' 0 at e+

. _ (jct J'I I
K K

'

Iin I )in
*

3 d id" *
L iK

. _ (jct JcI #
g L

.

, en
0

at E +NVOL+L iatE] where j = 1, 2, ,,k (Vill.1-39) g* --

k
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Equation VIII.1-39 can be arranged into the form

A"AW" = B" (VIII.1-40)

where A is a kxk matrix and B is a column vector of length k. The diagonal

elements of A have the forms, assuming positive flow from volume K to volume L

A}) = 1 - O at F" + (0 at)2 "C) (VIII.1-41)j

where

j j 3 IK L K L

The elements of B" have the form

B" = at E] + 0 (at)2 7 ,1
-

E +k - M +Lj k

+ 0(at)2 I E +NVOL+K - E +NVOL+ L (VIII.1-43)k k

The off-diagonal terms Ajg, j/f have different forms depending upon whether
fcT ' I , T or I . Except for the degenerate case where 2 is not a member ofk k g L
any of the sets and A = 0, the form of the A isjp jp

A = (at 0)2 C"g , f / j. (VIII.1-44)g g

A general form for C is btained for the case cI nd T (flow from volume Kcj K

to volume L).

In this case:
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-

C"f = l'I e# (Vlll.1-45)'
+ + e +

o j
DM) K (U"fL ( )K \ /L

,

"

The numerical calculation for AW) is discussed in a later subsection of Section
Vill. After the AW'!'s are computed from Equation Vill.1-39, they are substituted

J
into Equations Vill.1-37 and VIII.1-38 to obtain updated volume masses and
energies.

1.1.1.2 State Properties

Tables of steam and water properties were generated by use of the ASTEM package

[ Vill.1-7] which uses the 1967 International Formulation Committee (IFC) formulation
for industrial use of the properties of steam [VIII.1-5,VIII.1-6]. STH20G then

writes these tables on a data set in the proper f ormat for RETRAN. Properties
stored in the tables as functions of pressure and temperature include specific
volume, internal energy, coefficient of thermal expansion, isothermal compressibility,
and the isopiestic heat capacity. The data spacing in the tables is variable
permitting the density to be greatest where the most accuracy is required, but
the tables must be regenerated to change the data distribution.

State properties in the data tables are in the SI units. The nomenclature used
in this section and the units of the properties are:

T Temperature kelvin (K)
2 2

p Pressure pascal (Pa) = newton / meter (N/m )
3 3= joule / meter (J/m )

3
v Specific volume meter / kilogram (m /kg)

u Specific internal energy joule / kilogram (J/kg)

h Enthalpy joule / kilogram (J/kg)

D = h |p Coefficient of thermal kelvin ~ (K )
expansion

x = f ' |T is thermal compressibility pascal (Pa'I))
p fP

is piestic heat capacity joule / kilogram-kelvin (J/kg-K)'c=

O
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f Saturated liquid subscript

g Saturated vapor subscript
sat Saturated pressure subscript

The data file contains five tables packed into a single-dimensioned array. The
first two tables are temperatures and pressures obtained from input data; the
third table contains saturation properties as a function of the saturation
temperatures in the temperature table; the fourth table is a separate saturation
table as a function of the saturation pressures in the pressure table; and the
fifth table is a two-dimensional table containing the single phase properties as
a function of the temperatures and pressures in the first two tables. The
tables are written on a data set for use by other modules utilizing the subroutines.
The tables are generated and stored using full word floating point quantities
where a full word is a 64-bit or 60-bit item for IBM and CDC machines respectively.

In the description of the tables, A is used for the array symbol, NT is the
number of temperatures entered, and NP is the number of pressures entered into
the table. NS is the number of input temperatures not above the critical tempera-
ture, and NS2 is the number of input pressures not above the critical pressure.
The table storage is as follows:

(1) The temperatures in increasing order, as obtained from the input data,
are stored in A(1) through A(NT). The temperature can be considered
to be stored in any array dimensioned T(NT), where T(1) is equivalenced
to A(1).

(2) The pressures in increasing order, as obtained from the input data,
are stored in A(NT + 1) through A(Nf + NP). The pressures can be
considered to be stored in any array dimensioned P(NP), where P(l) is
equivalenced to A(NT + 1).

(3) The saturation properties as a function of temperature are stored in
A(NT + NP + 1) through A(NT + NP + NS*ll). The saturation properties
are stored as an array dimensioned B(11,NS), where B(1,1) is equivalenced
to A(NT + NP + 1). The saturation values in B(N,1), 1 5 N 5 11, are a
function of the temperature in T(I). The correspondence between the B
array and the saturation properties are:

VIII-23
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B(1,1) P B(7,1) v
9

B(2,1) v B(8,I) u
7

B(3,1) u B(9,1) p
f g

B(4,1) p B(10,I) K
g g

B(5,1) K B(11,1) cf pg
8(6,1) c

p7

(4) The saturation properties as a function of pressure are stored in
A(NT + NP + NS*ll + 1) through A(NT + NP + NS*ll + NS2*11). The

saturation values in C(N,J), 1 1 N $ 11, are a function of the pressure
in P(J). The correspondence between the C array and the saturation
preperties is the same as for the B array except that C(1,J) is the
saturation temperature instead of the saturation pressure.

(5) The single phase properties as a function of temperature and pressure
are stored in A(NT + NP + NS*11 + NS2*11 + 1) through A(NT + NP + NS*11

+ NS2*ll + NT*NP*5). The single phase properties are stored as an
array dimensioned 0(5,NT,NP), where D(1,1,1) is equivalenced to A(NT +

NP + NS*11 + NS2*ll + 1). The values 0(N,1,J), 1 < N < 5, are a

function of the temperature in T(1) and the pressure in P(J). The
correspondence between the D values and the properties are:

D(1,1,J) v D(4,I,J) K

D(2,I,J) u 0(5,I,J) c
p

D(3,I,J) p

The data containing the steam water property data consists of two binary records.
The first record contains NT, NP, NS, and NS2. The second record contains the A
array which has NTOT elements, where NTOT = NT + NP + NS*11 + NT*NP*5.

The STH20I subroutine resides in the RETRAN source and is a special purpose

subroutine used to retrieve the tables needed by the other STH2O subroutines.
STH201 uses the first record of the state properties data set to initialize the
STH20C common block. Additionally, STHM I reserves a block of central memory
for the A array, and then moves the table from the state properties data set
into the A array.

r6l3
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The water property file resides on a disk and is brought into RETRAN by calling
subroutine STH201. This call is of the form CALL STH201 and must preceed any
reference to the other water property subroutines. It need be executed only
once unless the data array is destroyed. On CDC systems, the file has W-type
records with I-type blocking, and on IBM systems the file has a VS record format
with a maximum blocking of the 800 bytes.

The integer variable, IT, is set by the STH2O subroutines that can compute
properties in the liquid, two phase, and vapor states. IT is set to 1 for the

liquid state, 2 for the two phase state, 3 for the vapor state below the critical
temperature, and 4 for the state above the critical temperature. Water above

the critical pressure, but below the critical temperature, is considered to be
in the liquid state.

5 is an array of twenty-three floating point words containing both input to and
output from the subroutines. The assignment of prep 3rties to the S array is:

S(1) T S(13) o
f

S(2) P S(14) a
9

S(3) v S(15) h
f

S(4) u S(16) h
9

S(5) h 5(17) p
f

S(6) p 5(18) p
9

S(7) K S(19) K
f

S(8) c S(20) Kp

S(9) X(quality) S(21) c
pf

S(10) P S(22) c
sat pg

5(11) v S(23) indices
f

S(12) v
9

S(6) through 5(8) are undefined if IT is returned as 2. S(9) contains 0.0 if IT
is returned as 1, contains the quality if IT is returned as 2, and contains 1.0
if IT is returned as 3 or 4. S(10) is the saturation pressure corresponding to
the temperature in S(1) if IT is returned as 1 through 3 and is undefined if IT
is returned as 4. S(11) through S(22) are undefined if IT is not returned as 2.

The S array is used for working storage and undefined elements may be changed
during subroutine execution. On entry, the indices in S(23) are used to start
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the table search, if they are valid. On return, S(23) contains the indices
obtained by the table search. Execution time can be minimized if the table
indices returned are saved and used subsequently to start a table search. The

subroutines do not fail when invalid indices are entered in S(23) because the
table search will then start at the beginning of the table.

An error flag, ERR, is returned FALSE if the input quantities are within the
range of the tables and TRUE otherwise.

CALL STH200 (T, P, ERR) computes the saturation pressure P given the temperature

T as input. The temperature must be in the range 273.16K $ T $ 647.30K. This
subroutine does not use the A array and can be called before STH201 is called.

CALL STH201 (A, S, ERR) computes the saturated water properties given temperature

and quality as input. The temperature is entered in S(l) and must be greater
than or equal to either T(1) or C(1,1) and less than or equal to either T(NS) or
C(1,NS2). The qua.ity, X, is entered in 5(9) and must be in the range 0.0 $ X

$ 1.0. S(3) throu!h S(5) returned values for the two phase mixture and S(11)
through 5(22) return values for saturated liquid and saturated vapor. S(2) and
S(10) are returned equal. IT would always be 2 for this call and thus is not

included in the argument list.

CALL STH202 (A, S, ERR) computes saturated water properties given pressure and

quality as input. The pressure is entered in S(2) and must be greater than or
equal to the triple point pressure (611.2 Pa). The saturation temperature is

returned in S(l) and the other elements of 5 are set as in STH201. STH202 is
an entry point in the STH201 subroutine.

CALL STH203 (A, 5, IT, ERR) computes single phase water properties given tempera-
ture and pressure as input. The temperature, T, is entered in S(l) and must be
within the range T(1) 1 T $ T(NT). The pressure, P, is entered in S(2) and must
be within the range 0 < P 1 P(NP) for the vapor state and P(1) 1 P 5 P(NP) for
the liquid state. IT is never set to 2 because temperature and pressure cannot

determine a two phase condition. The single phase quantities are returned in

S(3) through S(8), and S(9) is set to either 0.0 or 1.-) corresponding to the
liquid or vapor state, respectively.

17r6 }6k
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CALL STH204 (A, 5, IT, ERR) computes water properties given temperature and
specific volume as input. The temperature, T, is entered in S(l) and must be
within the range T(1) 1 T 5 T(NT). The range of specific volume depends on the
state. If the temperature and specific volume indicate the liquid state, the
resultant pressure, P, must be within the range P(l) $ P 5 P(NP). If the tempera-
ture and specific volume indicate the superheated state, the resultant pressure
must be less than P(NP). S(6) through S(8) are undefined if IT is returned as
2< S(9) contains 0.0 if IT is returned as 1, contains the quality if IT is
returned as 2, and contains 1.0 if IT is returned as 3 or 4. S(10) is the
saturation pressure corresponding to the temperature in S(l) if IT is returned
as 1 through 3 and is undefined if IT is returned as 4. S(11) through S(22) are
undefined if IT is not returned as 2. Tae S array is used for working storage
and undefined elements may be changed during subroutine execution.

Call STH205 (A, 5, IT, ERR) computes water properties given pressure and enthalpy
as input. The pressure, P, is entered in S(2) and must be within the range P(l)
$ P 1 P(NP). The enthalpy, h, is entered in S(5). The operation range of
STH205 is further bounded by the temperature range T(1) 5 T 1 T(NT). On return
from an STH205 call, IT is appropriately set to reflect the phase conditions.
S(6) through S(8) are undefined if IT is returned as 2. S(9) contains 0.0 if IT
is returned as 1, contains the quality if IT is returned as 2, and contains 1.0
if IT is returned as 3 or 4. S(10) is the saturation pressure corresponding to
the temperature in S(l) if IT is returned as 1 through 3 cr.d is undefined if IT
is returned as 5.S(11) through S(22) are undefined if IT is not returned as 2.

The S array is used for working storage and undefined elements may be changed
during subroutine execution.

The STH201, STH202, STH203, STH204, and STH205 subroutines all use similar table

search and interpolation procedures. Linear interpolation is always used for
liquid properties and linear or reciprocal interpolation is used for vapor
properties based on the perfect gas relations, PV = RT, u = C T, h = C T, p = T ,y p~Iand x = P For example, since v = RTP , linear interpolation is used for the
temperature dependence and reciprocal interpolation is used for the pressure
dependence. The linear interpolation is

(Z - Z ) (Y - Y))j 2Y=Yj+ (Z -Z) (VIII.1-46),

2 j
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and the reciprocal interpolation is

-Y)(Z - Z ) Z2 (Y2 j
"

j
(VIII.1-47)Y = Y) (Z -Z)Z

+

j

The saturation pressure as a function of temperature is always computed using
the K function of the IFC formulation. The STH200 subroutine is just this
evaluation. Enthalpy values are always obtained from h = u + Pv.

For the STH201 subroutine, the saturation pressure is obtained f rom the K function.
Both the saturated table as a function of temperature and the saturated table as
a function of pressure are searched and the nearest bracketing values are used
for interpolation. The saturated liquid properties are obtained by linear
interpolation on temperature. The saturated vapor specific volume is obtained
from

- -

T-T P P

v (VIII.1-48)r=T _
,v= (1 - r) vj+r 2

2
,

Linear interpolation on temperature is used for saturated vapor in ernal energy.
The saturated vapor thermal expansion is obtained from reciprocal interpolation
on temperature; the saturated vapor compressibility is obtained from reciprocal
interpolation on pressure; and the saturated vapor heat capacity is obtained
from linear interpolation on temperature. The two phase values of specific
volume, internal energy, and enthalpy are obtained from the saturated liquid and
vapor values and the quality, e.g.,

v = (1 x) Vf + xv (VIII.1-49)g

For the STH202 subroutine, the saturation temperature is estimated from the
input pressure, using equations given in SHARE Program 1095 converted to SI
units. The equations are given below with the values in parentheses being the

2original values for temperature in deg.F and pressure in Ib /in
f

O
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C) 1 P < C2 2C 1P1C (VIII.1-50a,50b)
4

8 i 5 i
T= A in(C3) i . "I S) (VIII.1-51a,51b)Pj

i=o i=o

A = 274.9043833(35.157890) 8 = 6669.352222(11545.164)0 0

A; = 13.66254889(24.592588) B = -4658.899(-8386.0182)j

A = 1.176781611(2.1182069) B = 1376.536722(2477.7661)2 2

A * ' 189693(-0.34144740) B = -201.9126167(-363.44271)3
'

3

A = 8.74535666x10-2(0.15741642) B = 14.82832111(26.690978)4 4

-1.7405325x10-2(-3.132958x10-2) B = -0.4337434056(-0.78073813)A :

5 5

A = 2.147682333x10-3(3.8658282x10-3) C) = 1378.951459(0.2)6

A = -1.383432444x10~4(-2.4901784x10' ) C = 3102640.782(450.)7 2

A = 3.800086611x10-6(6.8401559x10-6) C = 1.450377377x10-3(10.)8 3

C = 2.212x10 (3206.2) C = 1.450377377x10 (1.0)4 3

The estimated temperature is then used by STH201 to compute the saturation
-4pressure. If the computed pressure does not converge to within 1.0 x 10 Pa

of the input pressure, the reciprocal of the temperature derivative of the K

function is used to predict the new temperature to be used in the next pass thru
STH201. STH202 is merely an extension o STH201, allowing saturation pressure
calls to use the K function, thus improving the consistency between pressure-
quality and temperature quality steam table entries. STH201 and STH202 use a
common, table search and interpolation procedure.

For the STH203 subroutine, the ter.iperature and pressure tables are searched to
bracket the input temperature and pressure, and the bracketing temperature and

, " 6 287
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pressure values and the corresponding values from the single phase table are
used in a two-dimensional interpolation procedure. The two-dimensional interpola-
tion procedure consists of two temperature interpolations, one for each bracketing
pressure, followed by a pressure interpolation. When the temperatures and
pressures bracket the saturation line, not all the single phase values'are in
the same phase. When this occurs, the appropriate saturation values are used in
place of the single phase values that are in the wrong phase. Depending on how
the temperatures and pressures bracket the saturation line, saturation values
can be used in one or both temperature interpolations or may entirely replace
one of the temperature interpolations. For determining whether the state is
liquid or vapor, the input pressure is compared to the saturation p. essure; the
vapor state is assumed in the indeterminate case when the input pressure equals
the saturation pressure. Linear interpolation on both temperature and pressure
is used for the liquid state. For the vapor state, linear interpolation on

temperature is used for all quantities except thermal expansion where reciprocal
interpolation is used; for pressure interpolation, reciprocal interpolation is

used for specific volume and compressibility and linear interpolation is used
for the others.

When the input pressure is below the first pressure table entry and the tempera-

ture is such that the state is liquid, ERR is set TRUE. With the same pressure

input, but with temperature such that the state is vapor, the water properties
can be computed if the input temperature is bounded by the temperature table.
For input temperatures above the saturation temperature corresponding to the
first pressure table entry, the internal energy, thermal expansion, and heat

capacity are obtained from temperature interpolation using the first pressure
values and the specific volume and compressibility are given by

T-T v v PTj j 2 j _j
P (VIII.1-52),v= (1 - r) 7 + r T P

=,Kr=T -T
2 1 _ 1 2_

Saturation values are used in place of the lower single phase values if the
lower single phase values are in the liquid phase. For input temperatures below
the saturation temperature corresponding to the first table pressure value, the
saturation values corresponding to the input temperature are used for internal

~Ienergy and heat capacity, the perfect gas laws p = T and K =P are used for

O
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thermal expansion and compressibility, and the specific volume is computed as
for saturated vapor conditions in STH201 except that the temperature and pressure
are not saturation values.

For STH204, the input specific volume is compared to the saturated liquid and
vapor values corresponding to the input temperature to determine whether the
state is liquid, two phase, or. vapor. The interpolation procedure for two phase
is similar to that for STH201 with the quality determined from

v-v
x= (VIII.1-53)v -v

7

For single phase states, the temperature table is searched until the temperature
is bracketed and then the specific volumes for the lower bracketing temperature
are searched until the input specific volume is bracketed. Two temperature
interpolations are made as in STH203, but because specific volume is not one of
the table coordinates, the results of the temperature interpolations may not
bracket the input specific volume. When this occurs, the table search is moved
in the appropriate direction. When the temperature interpolations bracket the
input specific volume, the specific volume interpolation is performed. The
procedures for handling the saturation line, determining the state and type of
interpolation and the handling of states with pressure below the first table

pressure are similar to those in STH203 with specific volume and pressure exchanging
roles.

For STH205, the input pressure is used with a quality of 0.5 in a call to STH202.
If the input enthalpy lies between h and h (returned from STH202), the two-

7

phase properties are computed, IT is set to 2 and a return made.

Single phase properties are computed with a temperature iteration and STH203,

where the appropriate value of IT is determined using the input enthalpy and, h
7

and h returned from the initial call to STH202. The input pressure, the tempera-
g

ture estimate from the previous temperature iteration, and the phase index are
then used in a call to STH203. If the enthalpy returned from STH203 is not
converged to the input enthalpy a new temperature estimate is made and a new
iteration performed. This iterative procedure is continued until
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O
h -h

3 y

1Eh
I

where

input enthalpyh =
y

enthalpy returned from STH203h =
3

convergence parameter.c =

If a convergent solution is not reached in 20 iterations, an error message is
written and ERR set TRUE.

1.1.1.3 Phase Separation (Bubble Rise) Model

The phase separation model was described and derived in Section III-1. The

numerical treatment is completely explicit. There is no attempt to incorporate

the model into the matrix flow solution. First the bubble mass is updated as

(M b) * - (M ) = (M ) - (M ) - At txW
g j

. jct
5

- n

$j j ) - At[Avbub(Pgb) #m] (VIII.1-54)xW
jcI .j

I
If M is negative, it is set to zero. The new value of the average steam

volume fraction in the mixture is computed as

(o ,) (Mgb) (Pg m) ( " )
g

Depending on whether (a ) *I is greater or less than 0.5, the proper functional
forms of the parameters m and b from Section III-l are chosen and the new mixture
level is computed as

,vc6 290
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(z,) ( m l.1-56)=

A + b"*'
2 1

The bubble density at z=z ' (Pgb)z, "
m

[(p b)Zm] * =b* (VIII.1-57)g

1.1.2 Boundary Conditions

This section outlines dependent variables which may be externally manipulated in
the RETRAN code. By external manipulation of the variable, we mean that it may
be controlled by the user as input to the code. These prescriptions might be
thought of as " boundary conditions" in the sense that the prescribed variables
occur as values at the boundaries of volume or junction nodes. Several of the
many options available to the user are described below.

1.1.2.1 Critical Flow

The critical or " choked" flow options available to the user are:

(1) Sonic or "self" choking

(2) Extended Henry-Fauske

(3) Henry-Fauske

(4) Moody

These options act as upper bounds on the junction flow. If the flow exceeds the

value returned from the option desired, the friction is adjusted in the manner

discussed in Volume III. Except for the sonic choking option the options are
preprogrammed as tables. The sonic option uses the local HEM speed of sound.
An input junction coefficient may serve to raise or lower the table output

uniformly.

," 6 291
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1.1.2.2 Fill Junctions

As indicated previously in Section VII-1, the " normal" junctions comprise che
solution space for the unknown flows, W.. In addition to the flows, there are

J

(NJUN-k) " fill" junctions, W p g , where NJUN is the total number of ja. ions.
A fill junction is a boundary condition whereby a flow is prescribed eitnee
positive or negative as ,

W YI = W" j>k (VIII.1-58)
J JFILL

IfjFILL junction is a user input tabular function of time or pressure.The W

the fill is positive, the junction enthalpy must be prescribed as

hW = hfl (VIII.1-59)
J JFILL

1.1.2.3 Time-Dependent Volumes

The option of using special boundary volumes with explicit time-dependent fluid
boundary conditions is intended primarily for performing detailed calculations
on part of a reactor system using results of previous RETRAN calculations as
boundary conditions. This option allows RETRAN to perform a detailed core
calculation similar to that performed by THETAl-B[VIII.1-8] which was formerly

used to provide a detailed core calculation in conjunction with RELAP3.[VIII.1-9]
For a detailed core calculation, the special boundary volumes may be chosen

independently to have fluid conditions described as an explicit function of
time. The fluid conditions in such boundary volumes are unaffected by the

course of the detailed transient being calculated. The necessary fluid boundary
data may be provided either as tabular data on input cards or by automatic
retrieval from a data tape created during a previous RETRAN calculation.
Performing detailed calculations on part of a system by using special boundary
volumes saves computer time as compared to modeling the complete system. A
detailed calculation can be performed on any portion of the reactor system, such
as a pump, by using special boundary volumes.

Ch3 7
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The time-dependent volume option is controlled by an index (IREAD) on a Volume
Data Card. A positive index for any volume requires that pressure, temperature,
quality, and mixture level as functions of time be supplied on the Time-Dependent
Volume Data Cards. A negative index causes the data to be retrieved from a
RETRAN data tape. The data retrieved from tape are those for the volume number
corresponding to the negative index. The volume numbers used for the detailed
calculation need not correspond to the volume numbers on the RETRAN data tape.
A zero index turns the option off for any volume. Since the average volumetric
flow is not prescribed, the volume momentum flux term is zero for a time-dependent
volume.

The geometric detail of ' time-dependent volume is required input just cs for a
normal volume. Fluid t,..iditions are required as a function of time and 11clude
pressure, temperature, quality, and mixture level. The geometric detail p'us
these four time-dependent functions provide sufficient information to defint
completely the fluid conditions in a volume. For each time step, the data
supplied on either cards or tape is interpolated to obtam current fluid condit ons.i

To perform calculations for a single core channel, a RETRAN problem would be set
up with the upper and lower volumes defined as time-dependent volumes. The data
would be retrieved from the volumes representing the upper and lower plenums in
a RETRAN calculation of the entire primary loop. The power history would also
be retrieved from the previous calculation.

1.1.2.4 Valves

Generally valves are controlled by flow-dependent pressure losses of the form
(CVi)W W /p. For examplc, three regions of operation are defined for a check
valve:

(1) CV1 is used for positive flow with the valve open

(2) CV2 is used for negative flow with the valve open 7

(3) CV3 is used for negative flow with valve almost closed.

For positive flow, the valve remains open and sustains a pressure loss proportional
to CV1. For negative flow, the valve remains open if the pressure loss, which

VIII-35
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is proportional to CV2, is less than the back pressure, Pcv, required to close
the valve.

After the valve closes, the pressure loss is proportional to CV3 for small
leakage flows. The hysteresis difference between Type 0 and Type 1 check valves
is appa.ent in Figure VI.2-1. Type 0 check valves open in exactly the reverse
sequence of the closing sequence. A Type 0 valve opens when negative flow has
decreated to a value such that the pressure loss for the open phase is less than
the loss required to keep the valve closed. A Type 1 valve reopens cnly when
the pressure loss developed across the valve in the closed position is less than
the required back pressure.

A time-dependent area may be associated with a valve. The normalized junction
area for any time step is interpolated from an input table of area-versus-time.
The junction area used during the time step is then given by

A = A(t)*AJUN*F(t) (VIII.1-60)

where

time dependent junction areaA(t) =

total junction areaAJUN =

normalized time dependent area (0 $ F(t) 5 1)F(t) =

timet =

1.2 Solution Methods

The solution of RETRAN is governed by the following mass, energy and momentum

conservation equations:

=fM(} ( * '}

or6 294 g
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h=fU ("' ) ( ' ~

-=fy (p, W) (VIII.1-63)

where

M = fluid mass
U = fluid internal energy

W = mass flow rate
H = enthalpy
p = thermodynamic pressure

with the thermodynamic pressure defined by the water state property relation in
terms of specific internal energy and density. In this Section it will be shown

how the numerical solution technique, the computational flow path, and various
computational features of the ohysical models are modified to optimize the
performance of the code.

1.2.1 Explicit Solution

1.2.1.1 Explicit Equations

The numerical technique employed in the solution of the three sets of conservation
equations is based on a first order Taylor series expansion, in time, of the
tir.e rate of change of mass, energy and flow.

That is,

f(y, t + at) = f(y, t) + at (VIII.1-64)
t

where y = [W , M , U ] and with j being the junction index and i the volume
9 g

index.

From Equations VIII.1-61 to VIII.1-63, one obtains
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f(y,t)=h (Vill.1-65)

or

~dW dM. du. -
(VIII.1-66)f = , ,

-. ._

Application of the chain rule for differentials to Equation VIII.1-66 results in

[af af dW. [Df ) dM. [Df \ dU.
; 1 -1 J+i -. X \ d + 1 a.- E| -- l=
at DW dt am dt u dt

jj gj

= J(y") Oy (VIII.1-67)

Differencing Equation VIII.1-65 gives

n+1

h = f"*l (VIII.1-68a)

O
Substitution of Equation VIII.1-64 into Equation VIII.1-67 results in

n+1
at = f" + J(y") ^ n+1[= f" + ( ) at (VIII.1-68b)

t
t

Hence

ay"* = f" at + J(y") ay"*l at (VIII.1-68c)

where

y" = y(t") (VIII.1-69)
y"*I = y(t"*I) = y(t" + at) (VIII.1-70)
ay"*I = y"*I y" (VIII.1-71)

O-
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and the Jacobian matrix, J(y"), is

- -

Of af af

OW. BM. au.
1 1 1

af af af
J(y") = (VIII.1-72)a a

1 1 1

af OI 0I
U U U

aW. aM. DU.
j 1 1

The solution to this system of linear simultaneous equations can be expressed
explicitly in terms of values evaluated in the previous time step:

Ay" = [I - J(y")At] f" At (VIII.1-73)

where I is the identity matrix.

The numerical equations describing changes in mass and energy are eliminated in
the solution scheme before a reduced set of equations in AW W is solved. The

3
quantities f" and J(y") are computed from the conservation equations and the
state properties of water.

1.2.1.2 Computational Flow Path

The flow diagram for the explicit solution is shown in Figure VIII.1-3. The

time step selection is based upon a built-in iterative integration accuracy
algorithm for the numerical equations in junction flow, W.. The computation is

J
explicit in the sense that, at every iteration, all the coefficients are evaluated
in terms of old time values. Accuracy is estimated from two consecutive integra-

tions of the flow equations for the incremental changes in junction flow, A'r').

The explicit iterative method allows the time step to be increased or decreased
depending upon the behavior of the flow solution. If nonlinear behavior is

b hI 'VIII-39
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detected, the time step size is decreased until the solution has converged
within the specified accuracy requirements. However, if the flow solution

behaves in a linear manner the time step size is increased until the solution

falls within the required accuracy.

The first iteration uses information from the previously converged flow solution
for a linear prediction of the next incremental change in junction flow. The
AW 's are then calculated using the same time step size as the previous converged

j

flow solution. The error in the calculated AW. for the first iteration, k = 1,
J

is then defined as

k
A k2. AW

cI = d 5 (VIII.1-74)

A[J
J AWk j

NJUN /
where

A = At | AWD - AW | (VIII.1-75)
J

l
AW Converged AW for previous time step=

k - 1
A W . At (VIII.1-76)=

j 3j

W)k
-

|W l Averaged over all previous time.=

Both upper and lower limits for the convergence criteria are defined. If the

calculated error for any junction falls above the upper limit, the time step
size is decreased. If all calculated errors are below the lower error limit the
time step is increased. If one or more calculated errors in the flow solution
are within the error band with none exceeding the upper error limit, the flow
solution and time step size are accepted.

If all errors in the calculated AW. 's are below the convergence criteria the
time step size is doubled and AW.kll's are calculated. The error calculation

J
for time step advancement is defined as

' F 6 299
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k+1
!AW+1 \A k

2
3 (VIII.1-77)c =

([AW)M)
k+1

A j j

where

gy +1 - 2AW (VI'I.1-78)k k* k+1
A = At

2

lE . At (VIII.1-79)A =
l Jj

If any errors in the AW 's are above the upper limit of the convergence criteria,
the time step is halved and the AW P 's are calculated. The error for this case

J
is defined as

A AWb*I \
cW = 2 3 3 (VIII.1-80)k+1 k+1J A {39

3j

where

|AWk+1 , gy! (VIII.1-81)k
A = At

2
J

*I 0. At (VIII.1-82)A =
l Jj

In order to prevent a large change between time steps used for two consecutive
flow solutions, A is fixed while A is allowed to vary with each new atj 2
within the explicit iteration. This technique serves as a time step stabilizer

and prevents a large change in time step size from one point to the next.

A check is made to detect a trip. To insure numerical stability the calculations

are made to cross the trip point with a minimum number of time steps. The time
step size is reduced if necessary so the trip setpoint is not passed over by a

large time step before it is tripped.

h1 7
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1. 2. 2 Computational Efficiency

1.2.2.1 Numerical Efficiency

A causality concept is formulated and implemented into RETRAN to reduce computa-
tional effort in time consuming calculational blocks. This concept is based on
the idea that the frequency at which fluid volumes or heat conductors need to be
treated is inversely proportional to the time constants for which physical

changes occur in fluid volumes and heat conductors. This follows from the

observation that certain volumes that undergo large changes wilI cause subsequent
changes in other volumes and only these causal volumes, which dictate time step
selection, need be treated at each time step.

A control volume is designated causal if its change in pressure, op , due to
g

change in mass and energy is greater than a prescribed limit. That is, if

APj- >c (VIII.1-83)
pg c

ththen the i volume is causal.

A noncausal volume, on the other hand, should also be treated at a later time.

A credit equal to the cumulative change in mass and energy is given to each
noncausal volume. This credit is added to each noncausal volume before checking
to see if it is causal at a new time step.

When only the causal volumes are treated at each time step in the lengthy state
properties computational block, the computational effort is significantly reduced
without noticeably affecting the accuracy of the computational outcome. The
savings in computational time is proportional to the fraction of noncausal

volumes that can be skipped.

The causal conductor concept is based on the observation that, in many problems,
the time constant for heat transfer is grn=ter than the time constant for hydro-
dynamic changes. Thus, it is possible for heat transfer calculations to be -

performed less frequently than every hydrodynamic time step without significantly
affecting the computational results.
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In the present version of RETRAN, a heat conductor will be designated " causal"
(i.e., sent through the heat conduction solution during the current time step)
by meeting any of the following conditions:

(1) An adjacent fluid volume average flow or bulk temperature changes by
more than a prescribed limit.

(2) The total power changes by more than a prescribed limit (for core
conductors).

(3) A transition in heat transfer regimes is detected.

(4) A conductor approaches CHF.

(5) An adjacent fluid volume bulk temperature crosses the conductor wall
temperature.

(6) If the conductor has been "non-causal" (not treated) for more than one
second.

A method has been developed to keep track of a non-causal conductor's history.
The method is important, since once a conductor has been designated non-causal,

there has to be a mechanism to reactivate the conductor as causal.

As an example of how the non-causal history or " credit" is determined, consider
the simplified example of a single fluid volume with one conductor. Assign the
criterion that if the volume average flow changes by more than 10%, the conductor
must be designated causal (assume that initially the conductor is non-causal).

As the flow plot (Figure VIII.1-4) indicates, the required 10% change may take
several time steps during which the conductor will remain non-causal. However,
during the first time step, the flow changes 1/4 of the required amount. That
change will be stored as credit. Initially all conductors are assigned a credit
value of 1.0. In this example, after the first time step, the conductor is

still non-causal, but its credit has been reduced to 0.75, reflecting the flow

change for that time step relative to the allowed 10% criterion. Each of the
remaining time steps continues to reduce the noncausal credit until it becomes

.; r {
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less than or equal to zero. The conductor is then declared causal, sent through
the conduction solution, and reassigned a credit of 1.0 as the process cycles
again. In this example, the conductor time step size is four times the hydro-
dynamic time step size.

In RETRAN, the same credit memory technique is used for each conductor. The
only difference is that changes in bulk fluid temperature and total power (if
the conductor is a core conductor) are also scanned. The credit considered is
the maximum of the three parameters.

O

-s W

9
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2.0 SOLUTION METHOD FOR HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATIONS

The numerical equations are derived from Equation IV.1-3 by integration over a
discrete set of mesh points.

Temperatures are calculated at each mesh point. Mesh spacing is arbitrary with
the exception that mesh points must be on material interfaces including exterior
boundaries. Geometry is included implicitly according to the choice of gradient
operator and differentials for surface and volume. Figure VIII.2-1 illustrates

a typical mesh layout. Numbering begins at the left surface and oroceeds to the
thright. An expanded view of three mesh points centered on the i one is shown

in Figure VIII.2-2. The subscripts i are the mesh number, r and 2 are, respec-
th

tively, the half values to the right and left of the i mesh point. Where

temperature dependent, the material properties kri, kgg, (C )ri, (C )gg are
p p

evaluated at temperature T .
g

1he numerical approximation to Equation IV.1-3 is obtained by integrating over
ththe volume about each mesh point. For the i mesh point this is given by

phdV= D kDTdV + Q dV (VIII.2-1)pC

i i V;

Converting the volume integral of the temperature gradient to a surface integral
using the divergence theorem results in

pC dV = kDT dh + Q dV. (VIII.2-2)p g

Assuming the material properties and temperatures in half mesh interval in
Figure VIII.2-2 are constant over a time interval at, then

DT.
.S[(pC )gg {g + (pC )ri fj] [ = k iDTh h nh;p p p gg g

h* h (VIII.2-3)* *Ofi gg + Qri jri ri ri ri

'7E6 305
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where

h{$ volume weight on left half mesh interval at point i=

h*i v lume weight on right half mesh interval at point i=
r

bSj surface weight at x; -=

S

ri surface weight at x; +h =

unit normal vector at left surfacen =
g

unit normal vector at right surfacen =
p

The exact expressions for the surface and volume weights depend upon the geometry.

The two most common coordinate systems are rectangular and cylindrical. The
8expressions for h* and h in these two systems are as follows:

Rectangular

**i *i
h[j=h{$ dx = - (VIII.2-4a,4b)dx ==

hpj
*i ~T *i

$8 dA =l $5 dA = 1 (VIII.2-4c,4d)= =
5 75

E r

Cylindrical

*i h h
h = 2n rdr = 2n (x - ) (VIII.2-Sa)j j

hgj
*i ~T

O
,,% $v">-eo



e hg
*i *7

h*g = 2 rdr = 2n (x; + ) (VIII.2-Sb)

h*j = rd0 = 2*(x; - 1) (VIII.2-Sc)p

2

5

hri = rdo = 2r (x; + ) (VIII.2-5d)

The gradient terms are given by

(DT4 n)g = h (VIII.2-6)
Ei

T ,j - T4j
(Di * n)r = h

,,

(VIII.2-7)g
ri

and the time derivative l,j

aT. T**I -T*
[ (VIII.2-8)=

3t

Defining new surface weights h' by

b*4
5

h = (VIII.?-9a)pj p
fi

h'g = $8 (VIII.2-9b)g
ri

''E6 309
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Equat'.on VIII.2-3 can be written as

(pC)gg{j+(pC)rif;[T?*I
-TT)' ' 5gj fj(T ,j - T;)h h =k h jp p g

N |
S V V

ri ri(T j - T ) + Q j pj +Q h (VIII.2-10)h h* j j p ri j

At the left boundary, for all geometries

h[9 0 (VIII.2-ll)=

5and h is given byj

5
1 (VIII.2-12a)Rectangular h =j

S 2n x (VIII.2-12b)Cylindrical h =
j j

At the right boundary, for all geometries

0 (VIII.2-13)h =
N

5and h is given by
N

5
1 (VIII.2-14a)Rectangular h =

g

Cylindrical h'N 2" *N (VIII.2-14b)
r

Letting the right sie of Equation VIII.2-10 be represented by 6 and defining

#(pC)gg[j+(pC)rih h
p p ri (VIII.2- B)G =j 3t

gives

G{+2(T[I - Tj) = 67 (VIII.2-16)

1 *! ' h \
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which is an explicit formulation for T**I in terras of T*.

An implicit formula can be written as

G 2 (T**I - T*) = w 6fl + (1 w) by (VIII.2-17)

where w is a parameter between 0 and 1. A value for w of 1/2 leads to the
Crank-Nicolson implicit equations.

The variable G +1 2 implies that G is a quant' a r.ecaged over T* ard T*m

Material properties evaluated at T**I require iteration of the solution. Where
such iteration is not carried out properties are evaluated at T*.

Equation VIII.2-17 for the left boundary is given by (for w = 1/2)

G +1 2 (T*1- T*1) = - 1/2 h56" +1/2h*$h.(T*2 - T*1*I)
m *I S *I
1 21 f w ri ri

(VIII.2-18a)
V 5+ 1/2 h Q - 1/2 h*jh* + 1/2 k*hg (T" - T*) + 1/2 h*g *)Qg g

or rearranging

(G +1 2 + 1/2 k"*i
m I5 *I I5 5 **I

ri)T*1 - 1/2 k"*1 h T* + 1/2 h21qgwh
1 r r r1 2

(VIII.2-18b)

= - 1/2 h 6* 4 1/2 k*hg (T* - T*) + 1/2 hg(Q + Q*)) + G[ 2 T*
5 S V

The equation for the central mesh points becomes

G +1 2 (T*i - T"1) = 1/2 K"*1
n *I I5

fi(T*i-1 - T*i*I) + 1/2 K"*I 5ri(l*i + 1 -TN)
*I

h h
ri ii 2

+1/2h[jQ 1/2 h*j +1/2k*g*$(T{j-T{)A h+
g

+1/2k"g'(T{) -T{)+1/2hgQ*$+1/2h{$A*$ (VIII.2-19)
V

hg

or rearranging

h b\s?
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g)T**I- 1/2 k h i + (G +1/2 + 1/2 k h', + 1/2 kI5 m S
hg

= G +1/2 Ty+1/2k*j*j(Tj,j-T{)h'g
m

- 1/2 k hl

1/2k";h*j(T*j-Tj)+1/2hfj(Q +Q)j)+1/2hg (Q + Q j)
V V

+
p

(VIII.2-20)

For the right boundary, Equation VIII.2-17 is given by

*I ***I

G*N*I!2(T*N- T*) = 1/2 k"f N*I ' (T*N-1 - T*N*I) - 1/2 h*N rw
*I

h 9EN rN

5 V
1/2 k[N fN(T j - T*) - 1/2 h + 1/2 h ( ' ' )h'+ 1/2 h Q +

rN m fN NN

or, rearranging

m 2 T**I m *I 5
fN)T*N*I + 1/2 h- 1/2 k*EN VN" h' T*N-1 + (G +1 2 + 1/2 k"fN h"* = G5

h rN rw N NN

+1/2k{N - T*) - 1/2 h*N m 1/2h[N(0 'O N) ( ~~ }h N( -1
+

r

Equations VIII.2-18 through VIII.2-22 for the time-dependent problem can be put
into matrix form by defining the following variables:

b** = G**I!2 - c (VIII.2-23a)

c"* = -1/2 k h (VIII.2-23b)5
g

py*=-l/2h (VIII.2-23c)5
j

= Gf 2 T* + 1/2 k"j g(T" - T*)d hj

S V '

- 1/2 h yk" + 1/2 hg(Q*j + Q*j) (VIII.2-23d)

3 '' I h,
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afl=-1/2k h,5 (VIII.2-23e)4

= G +1 2 **I - c"*I (VIII.2-23f)
m

b -aj

5c = - 1/2 k h (VIII.2-23g)y g

= G +1 2 1m + 1/2 k"g ,5j(T",j-Ty)+1/2k"9g(Tf,j-T*)5d h hy

+1/2h{9(Q I+Q")+1/2h|9(Q I + Q" ) (VIII.2-23h)
9 9

af=-1/2k ' h,5 (VIII.2-231)y

b"*I = G /2 - a"*I (VIII.2-23j)

P**I =-1/2hfN ( II.2-23k)

N+1/2(NfN(T - T") + 1/2 hS Sd =G T h
N N-1 rN

V 5

+ 1/2 hfN(0 *Of N) - 1/2 hrN rw ( 111.2-231)

Then Equations VIII.2-18 through VIII.2-22 can be written as

g } } .)1r,
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*I *I *

b*1 c"1 T *1 d
1

*I *I *I,m+1
b*2 c"? T*2 d

2 2

=

T +1 dm+1 m+1 m+1 m
b c

N-1 H-1 N-1 N-1 N-1

*I *I**I

b"N T*N da
NN

_ _

p +1 0 0 0
*

h*Rw
m
1

0 0 0 0 0

+

0 0 0 0 0
*I **I ''

P*N0 0 0 a
rw

(VIII.2-24)

Equation Vill.2-24 is solved by factoring according to the tridiagonal algorithm.
Thus, one obtains

G k,T + Ei =F + jj j2 j

T * T *
3 23 2 2 fw

. .
_

. .

. .

T *
N-1 N-1 N N-1 * N-1 Rw

T =F + G * " rwN N N gw

(VII1.2-25)
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where

C d P)j j
(VIII.2-26a,26b,26c)GE F == = j pj 7 j 7, , ,

1 1 1

C d)-a f .) -a g _jj jjj3 (VIII.2-26d,26e,26f)E b -a E .j , G .'F.= = =j b -a E .j,b -a E .) J jy jj j jjy jj

,G " *=
N a g E b ~' '

j N N-1

2 5 j $ N-1

Defining the new variables

f, Y 0' = H ( III.2-27)X =
N n N N ^N

=

and back solving in Equations VIII.2-26, one obtains

X) F) - Ej X ,j (VIII.2-28a)=
j

j j Y),) N-1 1 j1 1 (VIII.2-28b)G -EY =

Z =-E Z) (VIII.2-28c)j j j

The temperatures are then given by the set of equations

j=X$+Yj 4, + Z$ k where 1 1 i i N (VIII.2-29)T

For the cases i=1 and i=N one obtains

h,=aTjj+aT2 N * "3 (VIII.2-30)p

i7c.6 M S
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and

h O T; + p2 N * 03T (VIII.2-31)rw I

where

Z y

") * y]z " N 1 'N

-Z y

"2"Yl~N1'2jN

E I ~E ZN1 1y
*

"3 Y z -Y
*

jN N1

and

O
-Y

N

I'1
*

'

Y]Z ~Y I)
'

N N

Y

M M. M 2e)0 *
2 YZ YZ '

3y 93

Y

0 _ 1 N' N 13 ~ Y)Z ' N 1
'

N

The procedure used to solve the transient heat conduction equations is not
applicable to the steady-state case. This is due to the face that the matrix on

the left side of Equation VIII.2-24 is singular for steady-state.

*! ( h \s
,
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Referring to Figure VIII.2-2 the steady-state heat flux between nodes i and i+1

is given by

i
S - T ) = - A, 6- khri(T; ) Q (VIII.2-33)+

9g g
j=1

Then, by adding together Equations VIII.2-33 for all i between 1 and N-1 one
obtains

N-1 n-1 i

T -T =-A 6 {_2 Q kh'i (VIII.2-34)+
N j g 2 r

i=1 ri i=1 =1

A second equation relating 6 ,and 6 is given by the total steady-state heatp

balance as

N-1

A6 +A6 - Qy = 0 (VIII.2-35)gg p

i=1

Therefore, in both the transient and the steady-state case, two equations are
available in the four variables T , T ' nd 6 . The two remaining equationsj N gw,
required for the simultaneous solution for these four variables are provided by
the heat transfer correlations applied to the left and right boundaries. In
general, these correlations can be expressed as a functional relationship (F)
between the surface heat flux and the corresponding wall temperature:

k ,= F(T)) (VIII.2-36)g

and

6 = F(T ) (VIII.2-37)N

Thus, in the transient case Equations VIII.2-30, VIII.2-31, VIII.2-36 and VIII.2-37

are solved simultaneously for T , T ' rw, while in the steady-state casej n fw'

Equations VIII.2-34, VIII.2-35, VIII.2-36 and VIII.2-37 are simultaneously
solved.
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Since Equations VII.2-36 and VIII.2-37 are in general non-linear functions of Tj
and T , the simultaneous solution of the four equations in each case is an

N

iterative one.

The iterative solution in the transient case is obtained by making the approximations

6 =aT +aT +u ( ' ~ )j 2 3

and

6 I=pTf+p,T I+0 ( 11.2-39)j 3

SolvingEquationVIII.2-38simultaneouslywithEquationVIII.2-36gives6
andTj'I while solving Equation VIII.2-39 simultaneously with Equation VII.2-37

Igives6 and T Iterationcontinuesuntilvaluesof6,,q ,T and Tj N

are found that simultaneously satisfy (to the specified degree of accuracy) all
four equations.

The above iterative procedure requires a good initial guess of T and T frj N

rapid convergence. In the transient case the use of temperatures from the
previous time step for the first iteration is sufficient to achieve rapid conver-
gence. However, in the steady-state case such an initial estimate is not available.

Therefore the above iteration scheme is modified for steady state in the following

way. Equation VIII.2-36 is linearized to the form

5
k =C h) (T) -Tfg) (VIII.2-40)gg g

where

*

4
(VIII.2-41)C =

g (Tj-Ig)

Similarly Equation VIII.2-37 is linearized to the form

6 518, g
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S
4 C hrN ( N -Tfr) (VIII.2-42)rw p

where

.

9 rw
C (VIII.2-43)r " (Tj - Tg)

The resulting set of Equations VIII.2-34, VIII.2-35, VIII.2-40, and VIII.2-42

is linear, and is solved exactly for the j+1's iterates of Qg, q , T , and T -j N

Iterationcontinuesuntil|Tj-T*I|<cand|T'4 - Tf*l| < c for a specified c.p

''E6 319
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3.0 SOLUTION METHOD FOR REACTOR KINETICS EQUATIONS

The reactor kinetics equations described in Section V were given as

N

d&(t) = [R(t) - -] $(t) + [ A;C (t) + S(t) (VIII.3-1)g
i=1g

C (t) = E o(t) - A C 11i5I (VIII.3-2)g j jj

where

normalized fission power$ =

reactivity in dollarsR =

prompt neutron generation timeA =

effective delayed neutron fractionp =

th
decay constant for i groupA =

j

th
C; precursor concentration for i oup=

th
E yield fraction for i group=j

S = source

The first N equations in the set defined by Equation VIII.3-2 represent delayed

neutron groups and the remainder of the I equations represent the decay heat
groups. For the delayed neutron equations, the E 's were given byj

pf
5

Ej=- (VIII.3-3)

yrf N
O
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fraction of delayed neutrons in group i.f =j

Let

i
C 11iiN (VIII.3-4)w =

g j
1

A.C
f, N < i i I. (VIII.3-5)w =

y
i

Substituting Equations VIII.3-4 and VIII.3-5 into Equations VIII.3-1 and VIII.3-2

gives

N

h(t) = f [R(t) - 1] $(t) + f w (t) + S(t) (VIII.3-6)j j

i=1

w (t) = A o(t) - A w (t) 15i5I (VIII.3-7)j j j j

which are the equations integrated in RETRAN. The initial conditions for REIRAN,

including kinetics, are steady state. Thus, the initial reactivity and source

terms are zero, normalized power is unity, and each w is unity.j

The solution method for Equations VIII.3-6 and VIII.3-7 uses a modified fifth

order Runge-Kutta method.[VIII.3-1]

A first-order differential equation is written as

n(t) = a n(t) + R(n, t) (VIII.3-8)

where u is a constant over the time step, and R(n,t) contains the remaining

terms of the differential equation, including the nonconstant portion of any

coefficient of n(t). That is, if the coef ficient of n(t) is p(n,t), a would be

p[n(0),)[, and R(n t) would contain a term of the form, {p[n,(t),t] - p[n(0),)]n(t)}.

Multinlying Equation VIII.3-8 by an integrating factor and integrating gives
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t

e"I 'A) R(n,A) dA (VIII.3-9)n(t) = n(0) e" +

o

Since

t

n(0) e" = n(0) + an(0) e"It'A) dA ,

t

n(t) = n(0) + [an(0) + R(n,A)] e"( 'A) dA (VIII.3-10)

Letting A = ut, then dA = tdu, and

1

n(t) = n(0) + t [on(0) + R(n,U)] e" (l'") du. (VIII.3-11)

e
The numerical technique for advancing the solution over the time step consists

of making approximations to the behavior of R(n,u) over the time step. For

convenience in the following expressions, the following function is defined.

1

C,(x) = u"'I e (I'") du. (VIII.3-12)*

Stage 1:

Assume R(n,A) = R[n,(0),)] = R , and write n(0) as n , then compute n( ),g g

+h[on +R]C) (ah) (VIII.3-13)n =n()=ny g g g

'E6 322 g'
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Stage 2:

Assume straight line variation of R(n,A) between R and R) R(n,h),andcomputg j

n(h),

2[R; - R ]Ag
(VIII.3-14)R(n,A) = R +

g h

R(n,u) = R + [R - R]u (usingA=uh) (VIII.3-15)g j g

2 * "I ) " "I + [R - R]C2 (u ) (VIII.3-16)n j g

Stage 3:

Assume straight line variation of R(n,A) between R and R = R(n , ), and compute
g 2 2

n(h),

2[R - R ]A2 g
R(n,A) = R + (VIII.3-17)g h

R(n,u) = R + 2[R -R]u (using A uh) (VIII.3-18)g 2 g

R ] C (oh) + 2h [Rn = n(h) = n +3 g g g j 2 - R ] C (ah) (VIII.3-19)h[on +
g 2

Stage 4:

Assume a guadratic fit through points R , R , nd R R(n ,h); then computeg 2 3 3
n(h),

g 3 g 2 ~ 3] u + R (VIII.3-20)+ [-3R + 4RR(n,u) = [2R - 4R2 + 2R ] u g

n n(h) = n3 + h [R - 2R2 + R ][2C3 f"") ~ 2 (oh)]. (VIII.3-21)4 g 3

Stage 5:

g 2 3 ("4,h); then compute n(h),Assume a quadratic through points R , R , and R
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5 * "Ih) * "4 + h[R4 3 3 (oh) - C2 (oh)]. (VIII.3-22)- R ][2Cn

The third , fourth , and fif th-order approximations are obtained by terminating
the process at the end of the third, fourth, and fifth stages, respectively.

By direct integration, the function C)(x) is given by

C)(x) = * " I (VIII.3-23)x

Using integration by parts, a recursion relation for C,(x) is

mC*(x) - 1
C ,j(x) = (VIII.3-24)x

During machine calculations of the C,(x) functions for x<l, excessive loss of
singificance occurs. For this range, C (x) is computed from its MacClaurin

3
series expansion.

h+h+ ( m I.3-25)C (x) 2 + + + + +
3 3

C and C are evaluated by solving Equation VIII.3-24 for C ,(x).2 j

During the time advancement of the solution, the time increment is automatically
increased or decreased in order to maintain a specified degree of accuracy.

After the calculations for a time advancement, the program uses an empirical
formula to estimate the error. If the error is excessive, the time increment is

halved, and the advancement calculation is redone. If the error is sufficiently

small, the time interval is doubled for the next time step. If the estimated
error is between limits, the same interval is used for the next time advancement.

These procedures for time step control are as follows:

w) = [ evaluated from Equation VIII.3-6] (VIII.3-26)

,, 3 324 O
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(VIII.3-27)w =
3

w is defined from $(h) = 4(0)e (VIII.3-28)

hC2 (oh) _

!Q=1+Cj(uH)E!*l ~ 2" * "3 ) ( * ~}

The o in Equation VIII.3-29 is that of the power equation. The quantity, 6, is

defined as the maximum, taken over all the differential equations, of the quantity

n -n
I (VIII.3-30)n

1

The Q and Q appearing below are set to .001 and .001, respectively.g

-15
(1) If 6 < 2 and Q 3 Q , the program continues with the same time step.

L

-15
(2) If 6 < 2 and Q < Q , the program doubles the time step for the next

L
advancement.

(3) If 6 1 2~ and

If Q < Q[, the time step is doubled for the next advancemento

o If Q < Q , the same time step is used for the next advancement
H

o If Q > Q , the time advancement is recalculated with half the
H

time step.

(4) The ti.'e advaacement is also recomputed with the time step halved if

o ah of any equation > 88.0

o Minus or zero power is computed.

,,c6 325
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4.0 STEADY-STATE INITIALIZATION OF THE

RETRAN OVERALL BALANCE EQUATIONS

The RETRAN overall balance equations used-to describe one-dimensional homogeneous

equilibrium fluid flow are developed in Section II. These balance equations

constitute a set of coupled non-linear differential equations. The balance
equations together with the initial conditions represent an initial value problem
which is solved according to the numerical technique described in Section VIII.l.
For steady-state fluid flow, initial conditions are required which result in
zero time derivatives for the three balance equations which simultaneously
establish a complete set of desired initial values. RELAP4, predecessor of
the RETRAN transient thermal-hydraulics analysis code, requires the ccde user to
supply initial values for all primary variables through input data, subsequently
forcing an overspecification of the steady-state initial value problem. This
overspecification makes RELAP4 very difficult and nearly impossible to use as an
analysis tool for many quasi steady-state thermal-hydraulic transients, since
the forced overspecification imparts unwanted non-zero forcing functions to the
transient solution.

The problem initialization sequence used in the RETRAN code has been extensively
modified from that used by RELAP4, in that RETRAN solves the steady-state initial
value problem to obtain the appropriate initial conditions for the mass, momentum
and energy balance equations. By solving the steady-state initial value problem,
the overspecification required by RELAP4 is eliminated in RETRAN, thus minimizing
the quantity of required user input data while simultaneously insuring that the
code can be run in the steady-state mode when the temporal balance equations are
solved. Implicit in the RETRAN steady-state initial value problem solution is
the steady-state solution of all applicable temporal constitutive and component
models. The steady-state solution techniques used for each of the three balance
equations and their associated constitutive and component models are discussed
in the following sections. Only those constitutive and component models requiring
special treatment are described, otherwise they are treated as in the transient
solution scheme.

7(h3
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4.1 Mass Balance Eauations

The steady-state continuity condition

W.- W.=0 (VIII.4-1)
JcIN 3 3jc0UT

must be satisfied if either RETRAN or RELAP4 is to be capable of analyzing a
quasi steady-state transient, since the mass balance equation is tightly coupled

to the momentum and energy balance equations. Equation VIII.4-1 is by far the

simplest of the three balance equations and, af ter a cursory examination, appearr.
to have a near trivial solution. The primary problem encountered is not the
dif ficulty of trying to satisfy Equation VIII.4-1 through input data, but rather

insuring the consistency of the input data for the component models which affect
the junction mass flow rates and the continuity balance. It is dangerous to
assume the mass flow rates supplied on the junction data cards satisfy the
steady-state continuity conditions without regard to checking the status of
hardware models such as valves (which may be closed and a non-zero flow specified)
or fill models (which may yield mass flows dif ferent f rom the input value).
Inconsistencies in input data such as those described above do not manifest

themselves until the first time step is taken. If the inconsistency is signifi-

cant, the problem solution generally demonstrates anomalous behavior which the
user can use to trace the input problem. It is conceivable and quite probable
that a small inconsistency in input mass flow rate, such as fill boundary condi-
tion, may go undetected and have a significant effect on a problem transient
response, yet not lead to totally anomalous behavior.

The technique used in the RETRAN code to insure a steady-state continuity balance
is to use any initial mass flow rates computed by the fill boundary condition
model, rather than the input junction flow, and further, to zero any non-zero
input junction flows for flow paths containing a valve closed at time zero.

Before continuing with the discussion of the continuity initial value problem,
it is useful to define some nomenclature that will be used in the following
discussion. Due to the generality with which RETRAN is constructed, the capabil-
ity exists to describe flows in straight pipe sections, tees, manifolds and
other complex geometries. If one recalls that the basic fluid flow equations

are cac dimensional, it is easy tc a sualize that these complex geometries
represent parallel flow paths. Consequently, any volume with more than two flow

VIII-69
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paths initiates or terminates at least two parallel flow paths. All flowing
streams which split or merge will be generally referred to as parallel flow
paths.

The user input for the continuity equation is minimal in that only one junction
mass flow rate is required for simple pipe flow geometries i.e., for cases with
no parallel flow paths. For flow geometries that split into parallel flow
paths, such as that illustrated by Figure VIII.4-1, only one junction mass flow
rate in either of the parallel flow paths is required if a junction flow is
defined in either of the simple geometries above or below the parallel paths.
Figure VIII.4-2 illustrates the 45 different combinations of input junction mass
flow rates which supply the minimum amount of data required to calculate the
mass flow rates for all junctions shown in Figure VIII.4-1.

In addition to the minimal set of input flow data discussed above, any other
combinations of input flows may be supplied, provided they include at least one
minimum input set combination. Thus, the maximum set of input data acceptable
constitutes a combination of all the minimal sets of input, or all junction

flows. From a user standpoint, a minimal set is more desirable since it facili-
tates modification of the input flow rates by minimizing required input data.

4.1.1 Mass Balance Solution Technique

The basic approach used in RETRAN to solve for the steady-state junction mass
flow rates not input by the code user is to loop over all junctions propagatirg
flows either forward or backward by use of Equation VIII.4-1. Once the flow

propagation procedure encounters a volume initiating or terminating parallel
flow paths, and more than one junction flow into or out of the volume remains
unknown, the propagation stops at this point and continues at another point in
the flow network if possible. Several complete passes over the entire set of
junctions may be required to compute all of the necessary flows. If no flows
are computed in two successive passes over all junctions, the problem is under-
specified. If such an error condition is detected, diagnostics are edited and

the problem is terminated.

Whether all flows, or a minimum input set is supplied by the code user, the
continuity condition is checked by use of the following, once all flows are
known.

h!3
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W - W
3 3JclN Jc00T < (VIII.4-2)

g - m

where

E = 0.5 ( [ W) - [W) (VIII.4-3)j

jcIN jc0VT

If the error in the mass balance is greater than the user supplied error criterion
c f r any volume, the problem is terminated since it would be a fruitless
M

exercise to perform the steady state initial value calculations for the momentum

and energy balance equations using unacceptable initial values for the junction
mass flow rates.

The parameter E, computed according to Equation VIII.4-3, defines the steady-
state average mass flow rate for a control volume and is used in the momentum

and energy balance equations discussed in the following sections.

4.1.2 Steady-State Critical Flow

All mass flow rates computed by REIRAN are computed such that the steady-state
continuity condition is satisfied. However, it is possible that an input or
computed mass flow rate which satisfies the steady-state continuity conditien
may be larger in magnitude than the value computed by the critical flow model.
This disparity between mass flow rates is not a common occurance for most classes
of problems for which RETRAN is used, and is neglected during the initialization
sequence, i.e., the critical flow model is not used in the RETRAN steady-state
initialization scheme. Any disparity between the junction mass flow rates and
the critical flow value will not be apparent until the first time step is taken,

when the junction flow will be set to the critical flow value and the choking
flag set. As might be expected, resetting the mass flow rate to the critical
value upsets the mass, momentum, and energy balances and the calculation
departs from steady-state in a step wise manner. The magnitude of this numerical
perturbation is solely a function of the magnitude of the mismatch between the
original and the critical mass flow values.
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Omission of the critical flow model from the initialization scheme is not unique

to RETRAN, and is similarly neglected in RELAP4. The motive for omitting the
critical flow model in the RETRAN steady-state initialization scheme is provided
by the complexity of the initialization scheme that is required if the critical
flow model is included, versus the simplicity that results when it is neglected
particularly since steady-state critical flow is not present in the class of
problems for which RETRAN is typically used.

4.2 Momentum Balance Equations

The initialization technique utilized by the RELAP4 code requires that the user
supply all junction flows and form loss coefficients, as well as all volume
pressures. To avoid overspecifying the momentum equation, the input form loss
coefficients are in effect treated as approximate values to be used in the

calculation. The actual loss coefficients used are computed via the steady-

state momentum balance equation

f g2 g2 ) j L

KT" (P ~P)+ * dz
K L -

P ^2
jj+9 P dz -- K , pL

3
_ i P ^2

~

KK LL/ 3

j j!# KK LL L
f

- K *tp #p 2
*+-

(K D P ^2 L D P ^2
t-

2p A)KKK LLL b. j

The difference between a computed K and the corresponding input loss coefficient
T

is termed the residual loss coefficient, and is a measure of the imbalance in

the steady-state momentum balance due to the overspecification of the input
data. However, since the computed residual loss coefficient is always added to

the input loss coefficient for all form loss pressure drop calculations, RELAP4

in effect solves one form of the steady-state initial value momentum equation.

An alternate form of the steady-state momentum equation is obtained by re-
arranging Equation VIII.4-4 to solve for the downstream volume pressure p , g

as follows

3 '7 ( b
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'
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# I
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With a trivial manipulation, Equation VIII.4-5 can be re-arranged to a form

which will allow the upstream pressure pK, to be computed. Both ft,rms of
Equation VIII.4-5, in addition to Equation VIII.4-4, may be used in the RETRAN
steady-state initialization of the momentum equation, depending upon the input
supplied by the code user. Several combinations of input data and the subsequent
use of Equations VIII.4-4 and VIII.4-5 are discussed below.

Recall that all of the junction flows are either input or computed from a minimal
set of input data, and that the steady-state continuity condition is satisfied
for all volumes. If a user supplies all volume pressures as input data (only
possible for open ended flow systems with no parallel flow paths as will be
illustrated later), only the junction form loss coefficients remain as unknowns

and are computed by use of Equation VIII.4-4. However, in general, volume

pressures and/or junction form loss coefficients computed via the steady-state
momentum balance equations are only approximate the first few iterations, and
junction state properties are only approximate. The volume and junction state
properties are well defined only when the volume pressure and enthalpies are
known. The numerical scheme used for the steady-state energy equation and the
resulting volume average enthalpy used in conjunction with the volume average
pressure to define the thermodynamic state in a RETRAN control volume is discussed
in Section VIII.4.3. For the remainder of the steady-state momentum equation
discussion, a knowledge of the exact treatment of the volume enthalpy calculation
is not required, but it must be recognized that there is inherent coupling
between the momentum and energy equations via the equations of state. Consequently,
the solution of either form of the momentum equation and the energy equation,
for the steady-state initial values, requires an iterative procedure where the

most recently computed pre:sures and enthalpies are used to obtain a better

estimate of the state properties.
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Since Equation VIII.4-4 or VIII.4-5, or a combination of both may be used to
obtain the steady-state momentum balance, it is useful to define the number of
pressures and/or form loss coefficients that must be computed by RETRAN. The
number of coupled algebraic equations available is given by

"UNK = NJUN - NFIL - NCVAL (VIII.4-6)

where

the number of independent unknown pressure and/or loss coefficientsN =
UNK

which must be computed

NJUN = the total number of junctions

NFIL = the number of fill junctions

NCVAL= the number of normal junctions containing valves closed at time
zero.

For the sample nodalization depicted by Figure VIII.4-1, there are ten unknjwn
pressures and/or loss coefficients which must be computed to obtain a steady-
state momentum balance, if we assume that junctions 1 and 12 are fill boundary
conditions. It then follows directly, that the pressures can be input for the

ten control volumes and the loss coefficients for junction 2 through 11 computed.

Similarly, one volume pressure may be input, and nine volume pressures and one
form loss computed. The single pressure can be input for any of the ten control
volumes, but the loss coefficient must be computed for o junction common to one
of the parallel flow paths, i.e., junctions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9.

The two examples given above define the maximum and minimum number of pressures

that may be input for the sample illustrated by Figure VIII.4-1. Any combination

of input pressure is also acceptable, since RETRAN computes loss coefficients
for junctions connecting two volumes with input pressures by use of Equation VIII.4-4,
and propagates pressures to volumes where a pressure is not input by ude of
Equation VIII.4-5 and an input form loss coefficient. The input data is improperly
specified if it is possible to propagate a pressure into a single volume via two
or more paths as would be possible if the pressure is input for volume 1 and all

e
a9 s
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loss coefficients supplied except for junction 11. For this set of ill posed

input data, the pressure for volume 8 is in effect computed twice, once using
the inomentum equations for junction 8 and again using the momentum equation for
junction 9. (It would be fortuitous if the two computed pressures for volume 8
were identical.) Additionally, the pressure in volume 10 can not be computed,
since the loss coefficient and the downstream volume pressure are both unknown.
The input data is ill posed since the pressure in volume 8 is overspecified and
the momentum equation for junction 11 is underspecified. One solution (other
combinations of input are possible) to the ill posed input data for the example
given above is to supply the pressure in volume 10 and have RETRAN compute the
loss coefficient for junction 8 or 9.

4.2.I Momentum Balance Solution Technique

Volume pressures and/or junction loss coefficients are in effect computed by
marching sequentially from one junction to the next through the entire flow
network. The general solution scheme used to solve the coupled set of momentum
balance equations is to loop over all junctions, computing loss coefficients and
upstream or downstream volume pressures by use of Equations VIII.4-4 and VIII.4-5,
respectively. Several outer passes over the inner junction loop are typically
required to compute the N unknown parameters. The number of outer passes

UNK

required to close the set of equations varies from one problem configuration to
the next, but ranges from a minimum of one to a maximum of N

UNK'

Since the solution of the momentum balance equations requires an iterative
solution due to the dependence of the momentum equations upon state properties,
which are not well defined initially, the procedure outlined above is followed
for each iteration. The iteration scheme is discussed in Section VIII.4-4.

During the volume pressure and/or form loss computation procedure, the RETRAN

steady-state initialization program module checks the user-supplied input data
to ensure the problem is not underspecified for all geometries and is not over-
specified for simple geometries. If an overspecification or underspecification

is detected in the input data, an appropriate diagnostic message is edited and
the problem is terminated. it is virtually impossible to detect overspecification
for complex geometries. However, overspecification for this case usually manifests
itself in unusually large acceleration pressures. The user can then check for
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overspecification in the vicinity of the junctions with unacceptable acceleration
pressures.

4.3 Energy Balance Equatior.s

Of the three balance equations used to describe one-dimensional homogeneous
equilibrium fluid flow in RETRAN and RELAP4, the energy balance equation requires
the most complex solution scheme for solving the initial value problem in RETRAN,
but is neglected in RELAP4. The complexity is not a result of the balance
equations py se, but rather the constitutive and component models that are
tightly coupled to the energy equations and which provide the source terms or
forcing functions to the energy equations. Consequently, each of the temporal
constitutive and con.ponent models must be solved for their steady-state initial
values so that non-steady-state forcing functions are not imparted to the energy
equation. These models are discussed in the following sections.

The steady state energy balance equation used in RETRAN is slightly modified
from the form used in the transient computations. The motive for this slight

departure from the temporal equation form will be apparent momentarily. First,
consider the temporal balance equation with the time derivatives set to zero.

W)[h)+fV[h) +
V +z]- +z]=Q (VIII 4-7)W j j L

jt0UT JcIN

Equation VIII.4-7 can be readily solved for the steady-state initial values of
the junction enthalpy h ; however, an independent volume state variable is stillj
required for the equation of state (only the pressures from the momentum equations
are known). By using the following constitutive relationship to compute the
transient junction enthalpy, the volume average enthalpy can be computed.

(VIII.4-8)h) = hK* K ~ *2 -z
K j + Ahg

A direct solution for the volume average enthalpies is facilitated by substituting
Equation VIII.4-8 into Equation VIII.4-7, which after some manipulations yields,

3 'l b
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j[h;+fV +z]+QWh - Wh
j K j L

Jc0UT JcIN JcFILL

]- W [f V2+zL + Ahq,3 (] ( m l.4-9)
2

W[ 9+zK + Ah 3+ j j
jjcIN jc0VT

thus completing a set of independent state variables that can be used to define
the control volume state properties via a call to the pressure-enthalpy (P-H),

equation of state. An added benefit realized as the result of solving for the

volume enthalples, is that it allows the junction enthalpies to be computed
using the same models used for the transient calculation which ensures numerical
consistency between the steady-state and the transient calculational schemes.

4.3.1 Energy Balance Solution Technique

The solution technique used for the steady-state energy balance differs from the
simple propagation or marching schemes used for the mass and momentum t alance

equations. Upon examination of Equation VIII.4-9 it is apparent that it is of

the form

WH = C (VIII.4-10)

where

an n (x) n coefficient matrix composed of junction mass flow ratesW =

H a vector whose n elements are the unknown volume enthalpies=

C a vector whose n elements define the net power addition to the
corresponding control volumes.

Multiplying both sides of Equation VIII.4-10 by the inverse of the coefficient
matrix (W~I) gives the following transformed equation set which is solved directly
for the average volume enthalpies.

W WH = IH

h3 ~7
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where

the identity matrix,I =

thus

H = W'l C (VIII.4-11)

The coefficient matrix is composed of junction mass flow rates which are invariant
throughout the steady-state initialization scheme. Consequently, the inverse of
the coefficient matrix is also invariant and is evaluated once using the double-

pivotal Gauss-Jordon reduction method. All of the coupling between the energy
equation, and the momentum equation, equation of state, constitutive models and
component models is through the elements of the C vector.

Equation VIII.4-ll represents the solution for a set of n coupled algebraic
equations, but what cis.. .itutes the set of equations is the subject of the

fol'9 wing commentary.

The approach used to define the set of coupled equations to be solved involves
searching through the users input data to ascertain the number of independent
flow networks in the model. A flow network is defined as the set of control
volumes with common ancestry, which are connected by flow paths. Closed valves
represent network boundaries, as can conductors separating networks, e.g., a

steam generator where the tube walls define the boundary between the primary and
secondary networks. Once the independent flow networks are isolated, the flowing
volumes are flagged as belonging to the set of coupled equations to be solved
for the particular network. Volumes associated with any given network, but
which are not flowing initially, cannot be included in the set of coupled equations
for the network in which they are resident, since their inclusion will lead to
an ill-conditioned matrix. Zero flow volumes are the topic of a later dis-

cussion. For a user's model containing multiple flowing networks, there are
multiple independent sets of coupled equations, and each set is solved according

ca to Equation VIII.4-11.

Input requirements for the steady-state energy balance are minimal, and in ,f ct
h7'limit the amount of data a user may supply. The required input is at feasti e

O
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enthalpy for each network. If a simple network with no parallel flow path is

initiated by a fill junction, the fill enthalpy will be used and input of an

additional volume enthalpy overspecifies the network energy balance. This case
generally does not lead to an ill-conditioned matrix, but can prevent the problem

from converging.

The energy bclance calculation for networks that are comprised of a closed flow

system, such as the primary side of a typical PWR model, requires that a single
volume enthalpy must be supplied for the closed flow system. For open flow
networks, several input enthalpies may be required. Figure VIII.4-3 illustrates

a Y network which may require two enthalpy valtes tc be supplied for the initial-
ization scheme, or a single enthalpy valuc, depending upon the flow direction.
If junctions 5 and 8 are positive fills (junction 9 is negative fill), two

enthalpies are necessary and suf ficient to properly specify the energy balance
equations. However, should junction 9 be a positive fill (junctions 5 and 8 are
negative fills), the enthalpy of the fill fluid entering the network at junction 9

is necessary and suf ficient to properly specify the energy balance equations.

An open flow network requiring two enthalpies is illustrated by Figure VIII.4-4,
where junctions 1 and 13 are pos tive and negative fills, respectively. Thei

fill enthalpy for junction ! uniquely defines the reference enthalpy for volumes
1 and 2, but does not uniquely define a reference enthalpy for any of the other
nine volumes. Consequently, a single enthalpy for volume 3, 4, 5 10 or 11,,

must be supplied to adaquately specify the energy balance equations for the
network. An alternate method of considering the required enthalpy input for the
example shown in Figure VIII.4-4 is to look at the side loop residing within the
bounds of the dashed line, without regard to the portion of the network outside
the dashed boundary. If an enthalpy is not supplied for one of the volumes

within the boundary, the energy balance is clearly underspecified since a reference
enthalpy is not supplied.

It is possible to have volumes residing within a flow network, but which do not
have any flow in or out. (This satisfies the continuity condition.) As noted

earlier, these volumes are not included in the coupled equation set solved
according to Equation VIII.4-ll. An example of such a situation may be visualized
by considering that junction 12 in Figure VIII.4-4 contains a closed valve, thus

precluding flow through the side loop if the continuity condition is to be

hs ~1
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satisfied. Several options are available to the code user for initializing such
a stagnant flow path. First, the user may supply any or all of the enthalpies
for volumes 5 through 11, or none at dil. Any stagnant volume enthalpies not

input will be computed using the following relation

(hg+ZK L+zL

by searching through the stagnant volu...es using the junction "f rom" (K), "to"
(L) convention. For example, consider that the enthalpy is not input for volume
5. In this case, the enthalpy for volume 5 is computed as follows,

~# ( Ih 4+24 55

4.3.2 Junction Enthalpy Constitutive Models

The junction enthalpy used in RETRAN is computed by use of Equation VIII.4-8
for both the steady-state and transient calculational schemes. The Ah termg,g
is used to define the change in thermodynamic enthalpy that occurs as the fluid
moves from the center of the donnor volume to the junction, due to energy exchange
between the volume and an energy source or sink or phase separation. For homogen-

eous junction flow, i.e., when phase separation or enthalpy transport are not
used, Ah is zero. Similarly, Ah is also zero for junctions connected to

3 q,3
temperature transport delay volumes (see Section VII.2.0), since they are initial-
ized as homogeneous volumes. The solution methods used to obtain initial conditions
ior the enthalpy transport and phase separation models are discussed in subsequent

sections.

4.3.2.1 Enthalpy Transport

The enthalpy transport model developed in Section III.2.5.2, is based upon the
following equation which relates the donor volume mass flow rate, mass inventory,
energy exchange and junction mass flow rate to the rate of change of the junction
enthalpy.

dh. (E+W) (E + W.) Q
+

M j Mg K

b'

,,%
,,,,_,,



At steady-state conditions the temporal derivative is zero. Dropping the deriva--

tive, and rearranging to obtain

h . - il s Ah
J K Q,5 jK

provides the steady-state initial value of Ah for the enthalpy transportq,3
model. The initial value is given by

OK (VIII.4-14)Ah =
Q,5 jK (E+W)g j

The value of Q is in general a function of the fluid state properties, thus
K

requiring an iterative solution.

4.3.2.2 Phase Separation

A detailed development of the phase separation or " bubble rise" model is found
in Section 111.1.3, while the application of the phase separation model to the
junction enthalpy calculation is given in Section III.2.5, where Ah is defined

3
jkas

2
W.

= h (x) - s ) + h (x ~ *j) * 3 (p )Ahg K f K

2g
- (, ) + z) - zK ( I* ~ )

APgK

Assuming that the initial pressure and enthalpy are known for a separated volume
(they are user supplied values), the volume thermodynamic properties are then
well defined as are the junction and volume mass flow rates. For these conditioris,

a unique value of Ah must exist to satisfy the energy balance equation for the
3

control volume. The only parameter in Equation VIII.4-15 that is not completely

defined by the conditions noted above is the junction quality x.. Consequently,
J

x. must be adjusted to yield the value of Ah required to balance the
J 3

jk
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steady-state energy equations for separated volumes. After examining
Equation 111.1-90, which defines the junction quality, it is apparent that the
bubble gradient, C , is the only parameter not defined by the mass flows or

g

thermodynamic state properties. C is typically a user input quantity to theg

bubble rise model, which specifies the density gradient through the mixture.
For the case where the code user is using the RETRAN steady-state initialization
and inputs the enthalpy of a bubble rise volume, C must be computed by the codeg

if a steady-state balance is to be obtained.

The approach used to compute the valus of *.he bubble gradient required for a
steady-state condition in a separated volume is to perform an energy balance.
Figure VIII.4-5 illustrates a separated volume and the known parameters used in
the energy balance. Basically, the only unknown in the energy balance eque'. ion is
the enthalpy of junction 3, which is directly related to the junction quality.
fhe quality required for steady-state is defined by the energy balance as

Q+Wh -Wh hj y p2 f

*3 " W3 (h -h) ~ (h - 2g 7 7)

where the kinetic and potential energy terms have been omitted for convenience
in the example. The inlet enthalpy, h , is defined by the donor volume and isj
not dependent upon the conditions in the separated volume, while one exit enthalpy,
h, is known to be the value for saturated steam corresponding to the pressure

2
of the separated volume. Calculation of the remaining exit enthalpy, h ' 53

straight forward and the use of the enthalpy quality relationship allows the

exit quality, x3, t be computed. In effect, the quality x does not alter the
3

mass or energy content of the separated volume, but merely defines the local
quality required at a point (or integrated over a vertically oriented circular
area), which can be used to define the vertical distribution of mass and energy
in the mixture region. C is the parameter in the bubble rise model which

g

defines the vertical distribution of quality within the mixture. Consequently,

the exit junction quality required to obtain the single volume energy balance
is used to define the quality distribution, thus defining the required value of
C.

o

. OnW
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The general form of the separated volume energy balance and the resulting quality
used to initialize the mixture bubble gradient is

j j (h +fVx) QK* j(h)+fV +z)+z)- W=
g j

JtIN Jc0UT A

+fV +z) (h -h7) W)A) (VIII.4-16)j (h- W j7

jo0UT jc0VI
B B

where

"dN N## "b N#jc0VI
4 the steam dome of the separated volume, i.e., junction

resides above the mixture level.

jt0UT
B

below the mixture level, i.e., junction fluid properties are

influenced by the bubble gradient.

a reference junction quality representative of the fluidx. =

ref leaving a separated volume via all junctions residing below
the mixture level.

= z. /z.A.
J Jref 3

With the reference quality obtained f rom Equation VIII.4-16, and Equation III.1-90
which defines the junction quality as a function of the bubble gradient C , andg

the state properties of the separated volume, a steady-state initial value for
C can be obtained. There are in ef fect four dif f erent forms of the equation,
g

two of which are due to the equation forms for mixture void fractions between
zero and one-half, and one-half to one, while two additional forms are required
for the junction geometry, i.e. , one form for horizontally oriented junctions
and another form for vertically-oriented junctions. Since the algebraic manipu-
lations are straightforward, only the resultant equation forms are given. The
four equations are

h hki7
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-

fl a ,1
-

x M, - Mgb ~ (I-*j) Pa, j a mg, *' (VIII.4-17)'

C = _

(22 o ,)Bo

where (0.0 $Cg 5 1.0)

M

gb mg - M,) for 0.0 $ 1 0.5B=M * *j (Y P
gm

M

gb + x. (M -Vp) for 0.5 < A < 1.0B=Vp -M
j m mg pV ~mg

m

For horizontal junctions, or vertical junctions whose flow areas are completely
below the mixture level,

o, fraction of the junction area residing below the mixture level=

1.0=

relative junction height2 =

z /z=
j m

Vertically-oriented junctions with the mixture level residing within the circular
_

-

junction area are treated similarly, with the exceptions that,

a, = 0.5 + Y, 1-Y2 + sin-I (Y )m

and

.

z.
E=d

h )k.
~7'm
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where

z, - z3
Y =
m R

junction radiusR =

/1-Y 3n2
u z. - 2Rz. =

J mj m

The previous discussion applies for cases where the code user supplies the
volume average enthalpy for a separated volume. When the enthalpy of a separated
volume is not supplied by the code user, the mass inventory of the volume is not
defined and Equation VIII.4-17 can not be used to obtain steady-state initial
conditions for separated volumes. However, Equation VIII.4-16 is applicable and
Equation VIII.4-17 can be re-arranged to solve for the mass of steam entrained

in the mixture. The bubble mass equation utilizes the user input bubble gradient.,

and the reference junction quality (evaluated according to Equation VIII.4-16)

to compute the bubble mass entrained in the liquid steam mixture as follows:

il a t p

x. - (1-x.) 9-Co (22 o ) D"

J J u, p m
, g

M =pV (VIII.4-18)gb gm p

x . + (1-x .) - E + Co (22 u ) EJ J P mg

where

(1 - x )D = j
M

for 0.0 < - 1 0.5
9m

E 1=

and

i7Ch bk
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P
x. + (1-x ) dD =

3

J j Pg

M

) for 0.5 < $ 1.0
gm

E =-D
,

Once the bubble mass inventory has been computed, the volume average quality is
computed as

M +M
i=g |g 9g (W II. m )

s gb f

where the mass of steam in the volume steam dome is given by

M *Pg (v ~ v )s m

and the mass of liquid in the mixture region of the separated volume is

M
M =p2 (V M)2 m p.

J

Equation VIII.4-19 is then used in conjunction with the liquid and fas phase

enthalpies, defined by the volume pressure, to compute the volume average enthalpy
that will result in a steady-state solution for the bubble rise model. The

volume average enthalpy is calculated by use of the following equation

Ii = E + (1 - )h (VIII.4-20)hg f

The phase separation model developed in Section 111.1.3 requires a knowledge of
the rate of bubble formation, so that the bubble mass inventory can be explicitly

computed for each time step. The bubble mass formation rate is given by

,E6 $49s
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O
dM dM

gb (z ) (v1II"4~21)~ ^# Pdt
~ j*j j j*j j bub m

jcIN jc0UT

Since the time derivatives in Equation VIII.4-21 must be zero for a steady-state
condition to exist, the separation velocity must be computed to avoid overspecifi-
cation of the steady-state form of the equation. The separation velocity is

computed for any separated volume (z,<zVOL), accordingly

9 x .W . -
I33 9)x W.3_ je0UT jcIN g_g

bub A p b (Zm)g

4.3.3 Power Generation and Removal

Various models are available in the RETRAN code to model energy addition or
removal from control volumes. The primary energy source is generally modeled by
use of the heat conduction equations with internal power generation (core con-
ductors), while energy removal is often treated using heat conductors with fluid
volumes on both sides as a heat exchanger. For core heat conductors, the initial
power fraction is supplied by the code user. At steady-state conditions, the

power generated in a heat conductor must be equal to the heat transmitted to the
associated fluid volume. With the initial power level and power shape defined
by the code user, the heat addition to the core fluid volumes is well defined.

The net heat removal for a heat exchanger or steam generator is also specified
by the code user.

Power can also be added or removed from control volumes by nonconducting heat
exchangers. There are a number of options available in the nonconducting heat
exchanger option. Any of the options may be used for power addition to control
volumes; however, for heat removal from control volumes, tie options utilizing
normalized power rather than a specific power level are preferable. The primary
difficulty encountered with a specified power removal is that the exact thermal
power, which includes all heat sources such as core conductors, nonconducting
heat exchangers and centrifugal pumps, may not be known to the precision required
for steady state, particularly since the power delivered to the fluid by a

O
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centrifugal pump is a function of the fluid state properties which are not well
defined until a steady-state solution is obtained.

The normalized core power is considered to be unity throughout the steady-state
initialization scheme, and models such as the neutron kinetics, which describe
the transient nature of the normalized power, need not be considered to obtain a
steady state condition. Once a steady-state balance has been obtained, the
kinetics model is initialized to a normalized power of unity and the initial
reactivities which are functions of initial fuel temperature, moderator density,
or moderator temperature, are initialized, thus ensuring consistency between the
steady state thermal-hydraulic conditions and the reference feedback reactivities.

An alternate form of power removal often used in a RETRAN model involves the use
of an open flow system with a feedwater inlet and steam outlet. Such a model is
typically used to model the secondary side of a PWR steam generator, or a BWR
model as a whole. The power removed from a network for such an open system is
given by

P *W
FW SL SL * 2 L*2SL) ~ FW (hfW * v W*ZFW)

The power removed by the open system PFW, must be equal to the total thermal
power P , delivered to the open network. The feedwater enthalpy is biased to

T

ensure that the correct power removal is obtained for steady-state conditions.
The enthalpy bias is computed as,

h _ SL (hSL * v5L + zgg) - PT
Bias ~ Wpg

2
- (hpg + V +z7) (VIII.4-23)

This enthalpy bias is added to the feedwater enthalpy (fill junction) throughout
the steady-state and transient computations.

1'Ch
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4.3.4 Heat Conductic,n

The steady-state form of the heat conduction equations as discussed in Sections IV.1
and VIII 2 are used ir conjunction with the heat transfer coefficient and critical
heat f' .x correlations presented in Section III.2. In the transient calculational
scheme, the heat transfer calculation provides the energy transfer rates which
provide the source terms to Q in the energy equation (Equation VIII.4-9).
However, for steady-state the source terms are known without use of the heat
transfer calculation. The basic problem encountered in the steady-state initial-
ization procedure is to ensure that the heat transfer rates are in agreement
with the known boundary conditions, i.e., the computed heat transfer rate

Uc (T,- T )b

where

U *Ah
c wc

must equal the known value of Q . Since h is computed by a correlation for the '

appropriate heat transfer regime, T, is computed from the conduction solution
and T is defined by the thermodynamic state,

b

hc (T, - T )b

is only equal to Q /A, for unique values of A . The wall heat transfer area A,
is therefore computed by the following equation to ensure consistency between
the heat transfer calculation and the known boundary conditions.

Q
(VIII.4-24)A =

hc (T -T)w b

This approach allows the heat transfer coef ficient correlations discussed in
Section Ill.2, to be used for the steady-state and transient calculations. The

computed value of A,may differ from the geometric surface area used to compute
the surface flux in the heat transfer coef ficient, but can be considered to be

7Ch3
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CA =A
g w

where

A geometric surface area=

C multiplier accounting for the difference between the actual heat=

transfer coefficient hac , and the correlation value h , orc

C=hac/h 'c

Adjusting A by use of Equation VIII.4-24, can be considered as a modification
to the overall heat transfer U to obtain a steady-state heat balance.

c

Steam generators or heat exchangers are generally modeled using multiple heat
conductors bounded by primary and secondary fluid volumes. For such a modeling
method, the total power transferred from the primary to secondary fluid volumes
via the heat conductors is known, but the actual disti bution is not known. Thei

method used to ensure a steady-state heat balanca is similar to that described
above, and in general is given by

O
Ta= (VIII.4-25)Uj (T -T

b'.)y,
I

icSG

where

a correction factor applied to all primary side overall heata =

transfer coefficients to obtain a heat balance

Q total power removed from the primary fluid volumes=
T

U the primary side overall heat transfer coefficient for conductor i=
g

T,, the primary side wall temperature for conductor i=

i

,-'E6 553
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The primary side fluid volume bulk temperature bounding conductor i.I =

b;

Once o is computed the overall heat transfer coefficient is modifica as follows

U"** = ou ld = oA h (VIII.4-26)
I i w Cg j

The correction is aClually accomplished by modifying the wall surf ace area A, to
avoid modification of the heat transfer correlations.

The heat removed from the primary side of a steam generator must be deposited in
the secondary side when steady-state conditions exist. Consequently, any modifica-
tion to the primary side overall heat transfer coefficient requires a consistent
treatment for the secondary side. The basis for the modification is a simple
heat balance

U -T )) " ~"iS ;g(T,,S b.S
V -T"p ; (T,, b.

i i1p 1p

where the p subscript refers to the primary side and the subscript S refers to
the secondary s ide. The secondary side correction to the overall heat transfer
coefficient is computed using the following equation

-Tb. )aUp ip(Tw.
(VIII.4-27)*~"iS U.S(f -T

i w biS iS

4.4 Overall Balance Equation Solution Technique

Solution of the momentum and energy balance equations, and many of th: constitutive

and component models, for their steady-state initial values, requires the use of
thermodynamic state properties. These state properties, however, are dependent
upon the independent state variables, pressure and enthalpy, which are computed by
the momentum and energy balance equations, respectively. As a result of this
coupling between the balance equations and the equation of state, an iterative
solution method is employed in the RETRAN steady-state initialization program

module.

-

g
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The initialization scheme is split into two sections for the purpose of discus-
sion. The first section deals with the continuity balance equation and the
estimation of initial pressures and enthalpies used in the first call to the

equation of state, and is illustrated by Figure VIII.4-6. The continuity or

mass balance procedure discussed in Section VIII.4.1 is performed as the initial
step. If a continuity balance does not exist, the problem is terminated. The

initial pressure and enthalpy distributions are then computed using simplified
forms of the momentum and energy balance equations. In general, the simplifica-

tions involve omitting all terms which are functions of the fluid state proper-
ties. This approach can result in a single pressure value in all volumes if a
single pressure is input, since all terms in the momentum equation are dependent
on the state properties. Although this is rather gross approximation, it has

been found to be adequate. Approximations used in the simplified energy equation
are of less severe nature, since only the kinetic energy terms (generally small),
and some component model terms such as the pump power are omitted from the

initial enthalpy calculation. The core conductor power terms are well defined,
as are the source terms from nonconducting heat exchangers. Total heat removed
by steam generators is also known; only the distribution of heat removed by the
various heat conductors within a given steam generator is unknown. The heat
removal is initially estimated to be proportional to the heat transfer area of

each conductor.

Once the estimates of the pressure and enthalpy are computed by use of the
simplified balance equation, a call to the P-H equation of state is made to
obtain initial estimates of the volume state properties. These properties are
then used to evaluate the various constitutive and component models. At this
puint, estimates of all parameters used in the RETRAN solution are available for

use in the steady-state iteration scheme illustrated by Figure VIII.4-7. Figure
VIII.4-7 outlines the general program flow for the various computational blocks
discussed in detail in the previous sections. A steady-state solution is typically
achieved in 15 to 25 iterations, where the computational time required for each
iteration requires roughly the same CPU time as is required for one transient
time step.

All system component models are treated in a manner identical to the treatment

used in the transient calculations with the exception of the Pressurizer Mocel,
which is initialized at equilibrium conditions (precludes use of initial spray

h'7
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flow and heater power), and the trip logic and control system models. Only
elapsed time trip signals (trip at time zero and no delay)'are allowed during
the steady-state iteration. This is done to prevent non-convergent oscillations
which may be introduced by pressure and temperature trips being activated by
early and possibly poor estimates of the trip signal parameter . Likewise, the
control system can introduce oscillations when the input parameters are not well
defined as might be the case during the iterative steady-state solution. Therefore,
only initial value outputs from the control system model are used in the steady-
state initialization procedure. After a steady-state solution is obtained, all
parameters required as input to the control system are updated to reflect the
computed steady-state conditions.

Program flow is automatically transferred from the steady-state program module
to the transient module, provided the end problem trip is set for a time greater
than zero; otherwise, only the steady-state program module is executed.

O
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IX. DISCUSSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS

The nuclear industry has conducted an extensive amount of analytical and experi-

mental investigation into a wide variety of the steady-state and transient

thermal-hydraulic aspects of nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS). The investiga-
tions into the transient thermal-bydraulic aspects of NSSS are related primarily

to safety considerations. These investigations are conducted in order to determine

the response of the NSSS to a large number of postulated off-design conditions.
Some of these conditions are of such a nature that they are anticipated to occur

dt some time during the expected operating period of the system. However, the
off-design conditions which have received considerable attention are, in general,

hypothetical incidents which result in loss of the coolant from the primary side

of the NSSS. These hypothetical loss-of-coolant-accidents (LOCA's) form the
design basis accidents (DBA's) for the safety analysis of NSSS's.

In general, the thermal-hydraulic conditions encountered in the hypothetical
incidents consist of the transient flow of a compressible, two phase fluid in
geometrically complex flow channels. These conditions are of such a nature that

exact analyses of all aspects of the hypothetical incidents are not possible at
the present time. Instead, the mathematical models which are employed in the
analyses must include a certain amount of engineering approximation. In some

cases, these engineering models are obtained by use of heuristic arguments,
intuition, extrapolation from a more nearly complete understood base, and exper-
ience. The complexity of the thermal-hydraulic response of NSSS's to LOCA's and
the geometric complexity of NSSS's requires that engineering approximations and
models be employed in almost all aspects of the analysis. In addition, the

complexity of the mathematical models requires the use of computer programs to
perform the numerical integrations of the equation system that forms the model.
In fact, development of computer programs and comparisons of the predictions of
the models with experimental data has given the nuclear industry a better under-
standing of the thermal-hydraulic response of NSSS's to LOCA's. As new knowledge

is gained, it is incorporated into the models and the application procedures
associated with the computer programs. This process of continuously updating
the models and application procedures has in general led to more nearly accurate
predictions of experimental data and additional understanding of the thermal-hydraulic
response of the steam supply systems to transient incidents.

.
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Several aspects of the general characteristics of the hypothetical accidents,
along with the limitations and precautions of the models used in RETRAN, are
discussed in the following sections.

1.0 TWO-PHASE FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER

During steady-state operation of pressurized water reactors (PWR's), the coolant
in the primary side of the system is, in general, single phase liquid. Local
regions of subcooled boiling may be present in the core depending on the particular
design of the system. The state of the coolant on the secondary side of the
system is sir.gle phase liquid, two phase liquid-vapor mixture, and single phase
steam in various regions of the secondary side. in boiling water reactors
(BWR's), the coolant is vaporized in the core of the system so that the coolant
state varies from single phase liquid to two phase liquid-vapor mixture to
single phase vapor within the primary pressure vessel of the system.

During the course of hypothetical transient incidents involving the loss of
coolant from the primary system, the coolant which was originally single phase
liquid begins to vaporize due to heat transfer and flashing. The coolant which
was initially a vapor-liquid mixture begins to increase in quality (or void
fraction), again due to heat transfer and flashing.

In general then, the state of the coolant during the course of a hypothetical
accident is a two phase vapor-liquid mixture of a single component fluid. Of
course, if sufficient energy is transferred to the coolant, a'l of the liquid

may evaporate to vapor and the vapor may become superheateo. Heat transfer will
occur between the coolant and all surfaces in contact with the coolant.

The two phase nature of the coolant introduces a large amount of complexity into
analytical and experimental investigations. The simplest of two phase flows,
such as steady flow in a single flow regime and in a simple flow channel, are
already more complex than steady, single phase turbulent flows. During a transient
hypothetical LOCA, a wide range of coolant states, flow rates, and flow regimes
will be encountered. The complexity of the flow is compounded in the NSSS
system because of the geometric complexity of the system and due tn special
physical processes which are calculated to accur during the LOCA.
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The effects of the geometric complexity can be illustrated by considering the
vertical and horizontal portions of the NSSS. In the vertical and horizontal

sections of the system, separation of the vapor and liquid phases of the mixture
by the action af gravity can occur. In addition, especially in vertical sections,

the vapor phase can entrain the liquid phase at vapor-liquid interfaces and

redistribute the entrained liquid throughout the system. As the entrained
liquid is transported through the system, it participates in the processes which
occur during the LOCA. Countercurrent flow of the phases may also occur in
vertical sections of the system.

The special physical processes can be illustrated by considering some of the
phenomena which occur as the emergency core coolant (ECC) enters the core near
the end of the LOCA. The ECC is, in general, single phase liquid as it enters

the bottom of the core (for the PWR and the BWR reflood ECC systems) or the top
of the core (for the BWR top spray ECC system). Vapor is present in the core
due both to the boiling and flashing that occurred during the LOCA and to the
generation of vapor from the ECC by heat transfer from the fuel rods. The vapor
may entrain liquid from the iapor-liquid interfaces in the case of bottom reflood,
and the droplets in the case of top spray. As the vapor-liquid mixture flows
through the core, the vapor may superheat due to heat transfer from the fuel
rods while the entrained liquid may heat up and vaporize at the saturation
temperature. The important results of these processes is the fact that the

vapor and liquid do not attain equal temperatures.

The brief examples given above indicate that the two phase flows associated with
hypothetical accidents are not always homogeneous. Most accident analyses at
the present time are conducted with mathematical models of the flow field which

incorporate the assumption of a homogeneous two phase flow. The homogeneous
model requires a number of empirical correlations which describe friction factors,
two phase friction multipliers, heat transfer coefficients, critical heat flux,

and vapor volume fraction. The special situations discussed above are usually
handled within the homogeneous framework by use of empirical correlations of a
specialized nature. The heat transfer coefficients for reflood and spray ECC,
for example, are usually obtained from experimental tests which have been designed
to investigate these situations. Countercurrent flow situations are also handled

with specialized empirical correlations obtained from tests designed to investigate
the situations of interest.

''57 001u.3



As previously mentioned above, two phase flows in simple geometries are complex
and a large number of empirical correlations are required in order that analyses
can be conducted. These correlations are, in general, developed from steady-

state experimental test data. The correlations are employed in transient analyses
by use of the calculated local, instantaneous values of the independent variables
in the correlations. For example, the two phase friction multiplier is evaluated
by use of the values of the quality, coolant flow rate, and thermophysical
properties calculated for each spatial location and time of interest. This same
procedure is employed for all of the empirical correlations which are a part of
the overall model. Most of the empirical correlations that are used in the two-

phase flow models are, in general, continuously updated as new experimental data
become available. Updating and improving of the correlations is required because
most of the steady-state data bases associated with the correlations do not
cover the extremely wide range of two phase flow conditions encountered in the
calculated hypothetical accident In addition, predictions of the computer

codes employed in LOCA analyses are continuously comnared with transient experi-
mental data in order to determine the accuracy of the flow model. As deficiencies
in the models are determined, improved descriptions of the physical processes

are generally incorporated into the program and additional comparisons with data
are conducted.

The two phase flow model in the RETRAN Code Package is composed of dif ferential

equations, empirical correlations for friction factor, two phase friction multiplier,

heat transfer coefficient, critical heat flux, and some of the correlations of a

specialized nature discussed above. The overall twc phase flow model (equations
and correlations) and the application procedures associated with the computer
program (parametric sensitivity studies) have evolved and continue to evolve at
the present time. The present status of these aspects of RETRAN is discussed in
this report.

''57 002
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2.0 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM GEOMETRY

As mentioned previously, nuclear steam supply systems are geometrically complex
with respect to transient thermal-hydraulic analysis. There are many regions in
tha primary and secondary loops which are clearly three-dimensional in nature.
In addition, many of the devices and components associated with the fluid flow
loops are multi-dimensional with respect to thermal-hydraulic analysis. The
core of the system, heat exchangers (steam generators), flow conditioning devices
within the primary pressure vessel and the plenums of the pressure vessel are
examples of multi-dimensional components. The primary coolant circulation pumps
are also geometrically complex. Other examples of multi-dimensional regions are
given by several locations at which the coolant flow may change direction or
divert into more than one flow path or converge into a single flow path from
more than one flow path. The positions at which the pressurizer and ECC accumu-
lators attach to the main flow path, and the downcomer within the pressure
vessel are examples of the former, and the jet pump of BWR's is an example of
the latter. In general, the geometric complexity of the NSSS makes transient
two phase flow analyses of these systems among the more difficult of engineering
analysis problems.

At the present time, computer programs employed in analyses of hypothetical
accidents use one-dimensional flow equations. These equations are obtained from
the local, instantaneous, multi-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by use of
averaging procedures. When the multi-dimensional equations are averaged to one-
dimension, the geometric detail of the flow channels is, of course, annihilated
and phenomena associated with flow channel geometry must be represented by
correlations or modeling. In effect, constitutive equations which account for

the flow channel geometry must be available. This process can be illustrated

by considering the flow of a fluid in a straight flow channel which contains an
abrupt change in flow area. The existence of the abrupt area change, which
affects the local friction characteristics, can only be accounted for by use of
a correlation which gives the effects of the area change as a function of the
geometric details of the area change. The same procedure must be applied to
other effects such as flow through elbows, tee junctions, distribution manifolds,

and flow paths which involve mixing or splitting of the flow.

,257 003
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These models, or correlations, which account for phenomena associated with flow
channel geometry may be called " macro" models. This terminology is consistent
with the fact that the geometric changes are of the scale of the flow channel
size. In contrast, other models or correlations associated with the complete or
overall model usually account for phenomena which occur on a scale which is less
than the flow channel size. Friction factor correlations, for example, account

for the gradient of the velocity distribution at the surface of the flow channel
and heat transfer coefficient correlations account for the gradient of the

temperature distribution. These constitutive models may be called " micro"
correlations. Because the differential equations are one-dimensional, the
velocity and temperature gradients have been averaged-out by the averaging

.

procedure and cannot be calculated. While some uncertainty is associated with
the use of steady-state empirical " micro" correlations for transient analyses,
the development and use of " macro" flow models requires a great deal of engineering
approximation and ingenuity. The " macro" models and the application of one-
dimensional flow models to accident analysis in complex geometries continues to
be among the areas in which much is being learned at the present time. In

additica, the " macro" models, code application procedures, and specialized
correlations within the overall homogeneous model are, in general, receiving the
most investigation at the present time. The present status of these situations
as contained in the RETRAN computer program, is discussed in this report.
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3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The nuclear industry has developed a large number of computer programs for both
steady-state and transient analysis of NSSS's. In addition, special codes have

been developed in order to investigate the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of

some of the components of the system as well as some of the special situations
encountered during hypothetical accidents. Each vendor of NSSS's, in general,
has developed the codes that are considered to be necessary for sceady-state and
transient analysis. The consequence is that a very large number of overall flow

models, " micro," " macro," and specialized correlations, and code application
procedures are available and used. It is impossible to compare all of the

possible combinations of models, codes, and applications in a single report. In

addition, much of the material which would be necessary for this type of investi-
gation is not availatle in the open literature. Because of the unique and
complex nature of the transient flows in nuclear steam supply systems, and
because of the large amount of engineering approximations in the analysis models,
direct comparisons between the models may be difficult to obtain. Thus, compari-
sons of predictions of each of the models with experimental data must be considered
mandatory if the true status of the models is to be determined.

The RELAP series of transient analysis computer programs has been generally
available in the open literature, and use of these codes has been responsible
for much of the present understanding of the thermal-hydraulic aspects of LOCA's.
In addition, many comparisons of the predictions of the code with experimental
data have appeared in the open literature. Evolution of the RELAP code has

continued as the data comparisons have been made and improvements in the overall
model incorporated into the code. These improvements have been related to both
the description of physical processes as well as code application procedures.
The theoretical bases of RETRAN is given in this volume of the report. As
previously noted, the theoretical developments are directed toward obtaining a
homogeneous two phase flow model applicable to analyses of transient flows in
complex geometries. The " micro" constitutive equations associated with the
model are directed primarily toward analyses of the vapor-liquid flow of water.
The specialized correlations are directed toward NSSS loss-of-coolant accident

analyses.
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4.0 OPERATIONAL TRANSIENTS MODELS

4.1 Transport Delay Model

The transport delay model is designed for the specific purpose of simulating the
movement of one dimensional enthalpy variations in a region. Therefore the user
should study the problem at hand very closely to ascertain that the " transport"
(t + 1) process is really the best representation for the problem.

The transport problem in the general sense is an exceptionally complicated one
and the approach developed for RETRAN is a simple approach which models the
process of a temperature variation moving one dimensionally without diffusion.
The complications of compressibility are ignored and, should a volume specified
to use the " transport" model cross the saturation line, all further calculations
would be based on the normal RETRAN models.

The transport delay model can also introduce sensitivity due to time step size
and number of mesh intervals into the problem solution. This is normally not a
problem for typical volume sizes, flow rates, time step sizes, and intervals but
could be if a large quantity of mass were being shifted out of a volume each
time step. The user should perform some hand calculation checks over the expectec
ranges of the transient flow rates and problem time step sizes to ascertain that
this will not be a problem. If it does appear to be a problem, perhaps the

problem should be restructured and/or the " transport" model not utilized.

The "from" and "to" desig.1ation on the junction input cards describe, for the
transport volume, the location of these junctions spatially. The "to" side of
the junction is assumed to be connected to the inlet side of the volume and
similarly the "from" is connected to the outlet side of the volume. The user
should be cautious about this convention particularly with more than one inlet
or outlet or when a second dimension is involved such as a pressurizer surge

line connected to the hot leg of the primary system.

The enthalpy transport model (W18-I) on Card 08XXXY) should not be activated in
volumes where the pipe transport model is being used.

, n,7 00 6 O
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4.2 Pressurizer lodel

The pressurizer model has been developed for that specific simulation with the
assumptions and approximations as outlined in Section VII and as such not all of
the options available for standard RETRAN volumes and junctions can be utilized
with a non-equilibrium volume. The following items summarize the assumptions
and limitations as currently programmed:

(1) Pressurizer volumes must be initialized two phase, equilibrium, and
without air.

(2) Time-dependent non-equilibrium volumes are not allowed.

(3) Volume characteristics used in the flow solution in NIFTE are approximated

with the mass fraction ratio of each region in a non-equilibrium

volume.

(4) After the pressure goes above the critical point, all further pressurizer

calculations are carried out on an equilibrium basis.

(5) The vapor region is assumed to be homogeneous and junctions in thic
region use the homogeneous properties.

(6) Effective liquid level calculations should not be looped over the

pressurizer.

(7) The mass and energy integration for each region of a non equilibrium
volume is performed explicitly.

(8) Proper heat transfer relationships and temperatures are not available
in the heat conductor routines for the pressurizer situation, therefore

heat conductors should not be specified in non equilibrium volumes.
The contribution of wall heat is considered insignificant for typical

transients.

,M7 00 7
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4.3 Control Systems

The GUT olock does not represent an actual control element. Its function is to

provide the user with a convenient means to monitor the output of any control
block output or control input for the purposes of debugging. Use of the OUT

block will result in the printing of the output of the specified control block

or control i,nput signal at every time step.

The order in which the output of each block is calculated affects the r.umerical

results calculated by the control system for interconnected blocks. The order
of computation is determined by the order of the control block description

cards, which contain the interconnection information. Therefore, when control

blocks are cascaded, the burden is upon the user to order computations sequentially
from the beginning of the cascade to the end by ordering the control block
description cards sec,uentially.

With regards to initialization of individual control blocks, the simplest approach

for the user is to initialize all control blocks as exactly as practical. This

approach will reduce the possibilities of unexplained behavior of the steady
state option and of the trip logic. Initialization for the DLY, INT, LAG, LLG,

and VLM blocks is erpecially important, since the output of these blocks depends

on past values of the output. Incorrect initial values will result in incorrect

response for there blocks. The DLY block assumes that the user-specified

initial value applies to all samples representing the past T seconds before time

zero, where T is the time delay. This is not a serious limitation, since tran-

sients of interest usually assume steady state before time zero.

Actually, initialization is required only for blocks for which any one of the

following cor.ditions apply:

e All DLY, INT, LAG, LLG and VLM must be initialized.

e Blocks whose output is monitored by a trip must be initialized.

e Blocks whose output controls other system modals, such as fills,
valves, aactivity, pump speed.

O
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One extra location of storage is required for every block of the following type

used: DER, FNG, and LLG. For a DLY block using n samples, n +4 extra locations
0 0

of storage are required. The input routine for the control system automatically

assigns storage, keeps account of the extra storage required, and reserves

storage needed via dynamic dimensioning subroutines.

By the nature of digital computation, calculations are performed sequer tially.
If a loop is constructed using only those control blocks whose outputs are
algebraic functions of their inputs (DIV, FNG, LN, MAX, MIN, MUL, SUM, and XPO),
the resulting outputs will not be corre.t and will not converge. Oscillations

will occur in this case because the input for one element in the loop must be

taken from calculations during the previous time step to start off the calculations

around the loop. Unless that initial value happens to equal the new value

calculated for that signal after going around the loop, oscillations will occur.

These control blocks are idealized and do not exist alone in practice, just as

an amplifier with infinite bandwith does not exist in practice. Thus, the

inability to model algebraic loops does not restrict the user from

modeling practical systems with their practical limitations.
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